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From Traditional Public Administration
to the Governance Tradition:
Research in NCPAG, 1952-2002

LEDIVINA V. CARINO*

On 26 November 1998, the Board of Regents of the University of the
Philippines elevated its College of Public Administration to a national college
and added to its name the term "governance." The designation "national"
derives from the fact that what was originally called the "Institute of Public
Administration" has been the first institution of higher learning in the
discipline in Asia; moreover, it has taken the responsibility, since its inception,
to lead in the teaching and research in the field not only within UP but
throughout the country as well, even extending to the EROPAl region.



Methods and Limitations
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

The Varieties of Philippine Public Administration



Traditional Public Administration
and Development Administration

PA had a long period of dominance
time of Woodrow Wilson (1887),
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

"New Public Administration"

It (the science of administration) is not of our making; itisa for eign
science; it utters none but what are to our minds alien ideas ... If we

2006



"Development Public Administration"
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

Why Shift to the Term "Gooernance"?

literature, particularly UNDP's
the conjuncture of much of

Specifically, they are their
to the people, participation,

documents), transparency and
(UNDP 1997: 4). UNDP also

vision which, though not
to it. Democracy and
they are implied in all the

like New PA and

2006



Research Interests over Time
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

possible, qualitative in its scope and content. The reader must be
warned that to a large there is reliance on what the titles conveyed
except when direct acquaintance with the work (through reading, usage or
writing) or the area (through teaching in that field, and general knowledge as
an insider) allowed the author to recognize substantial stability or change.

Research in Traditional Public Administration

Personnel Administration. This field has the biggest number of entries
in this set and is consistently represented in every quinquennium. The
biggest harvest was in the 1958-62 period, coinciding with the time the Civil
Service Law (RA 2260) was passed. Although the field is now often called
"human resources administration/development," the content area has hardly
changed since the 1950s. The bulk of the studies describes and analyzes
training and executive development programs, with one or two studies each
on training evaluation, personnel evaluation, career development,
compensation, selection and promotion practices. The most recent studies are
in local personnel administration, an emerging field as a result of the
devolution of erstwhile national programs and personnel to local government
units (see Figure D.

Figure 1. Number of Studies on PersonnellHuman Resources
Administration, by Quinquennium, 1953·2002

2006
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Figure 2. Number of Studies on Organization and Management,
by Quinquennium,1953-2002
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

Figure 3. Number of Studies on Fiscal Administration,
1953-2002
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Figure 4. Number of Studies on Public Institutions!
Government Corporations, 1953-2002



Research in Development Administration

Research in New Public Administration
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

The next papers are public service values under redemocratization. The
first focuses on the Maranao's sense of public responsibility, completed in
1991. The second paper was written in 1993 describing the Filipino vision of
the Good Society and an authentic democracy. The last, contributed in the
same year, looked at the recovery of moral values as a way of sustaining the
Filipino unity manifested in the People Power Revolution of 1986.

2006



evaluation. PPPA was
it over the traditional

Studies, and Local

areas studied were crisis management, disaster
commercialization of technologies, employment, and regional

Research in the Governance Tradition
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

Figure 5. Number of Studies on Globalization,
by Quinquennium, 1953·2002
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Period

Figure 6. Number of Studies on Political Institutions, 1953-2002

Democracy and Bureaucracy. Democracy as a proper subject for public
administration has been a counterpoint to (economic) development
administration since 1952. However, there were no works on the subject
throughout the Martial Law period (1972-1986), after which studies on
democracy steadily increased (see Figure 7). Still, the concern for democracy
was not entirely muted, as it appears in studies which link it with bureaucracy
and popular participation. Bureaucracy and democracy studies started with
four in the 1952-1957 period and except for a dip in 1982-1986, has continued
to attract attention throughout the five decades (see Figure 8).
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Figure 7. Number of Studies on Democracy as a
Proper Subject for PA, 1953-2002
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Figure 8. Number of Studies on Bureaucracy-Democracy
1953-2002
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Figure 9. Number of Studies on Popular Participation/Citizenship,
1953-2002

Figure 10. Number of Studies on Decentralization, 1953·2002

2006
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Figure 11. Number of Studies on State-Market Relations, 1953-2002

Summary: PA Research as Governance
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TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION

and bolts of governmental management, answering only to the name
Traditional PA or the technocratic Development Administration. It was
awakened only when prodded by the New PA revolt in the United States, never
recognizing the treasure it had been developing since Day One by the
complexity of the research it was contributing.

Philippine PA in the Gouernance Tradition

The survey of NCPAG research in the last fifty years gives only limited
support to the idea of stages. True, personnel administration peaked in 1958
62 but it was always represented in all the quinquenniums. Fiscal
administration experienced a valley between 1972 and 1987. Meanwhile,
O&M studies have proceeded from one five-year period to another, albeit with
changes in techniques that deal with organization- or system-wide reform
rather than piecemeal improvements. The "development" in Development
Administration was conceptually altered almost as soon as it was introduced,
signifying the Filipino's frustration over a socially empty mission.

When New PA is result can be seen. The
concern for public accountability animated
Philippine PA from and cannot confined to a particular
period. Similarly, policy and program analyses started before the 1980s,
although works on particular programs began only at this time. Note also that
alternative delivery mechanisms were a phenomenon of the 1980s.

What does it mean? Can it be said that scientific management never had
any influence since there has never been a Traditional PA period, or that
Development Administration was only a figment of USAID's imagination?
This author does not think so, for clearly, those varieties have reigned in the
teaching and in the books that have been read in the attempt to make sense of
the field. But what is hoped that this survey has contributed is to give a sense
of the immensity of the complex scope of the discipline, and its strong
grounding not on techniques nor on problems that are not our own.

2006



This author's research has unfortunately been more of an inventory than
a review of content, so that it cannot be told how strongly or how poorly
Philippine Public Administration has really advanced on its goals but the
journey has shown not only where it has gone but also where it intends to go.
And, fortunately, although the author focused narrowly on NCPAG research
and Philippine problems in this essay, she is confident that Philippine Public
Administration will not be isolated. This is because the concerns, though
specific to the Philippines, are not unique to it. In uttering original ideas,
there has been connection even more strongly to the universal discipline. For
what has emerged is that the definition of the field of public administration,
is "governance for the public interest" (as discussed in Wamsley 1990' 114
162).

Endnotes

1 EROPA stands for the "Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration," the
core membership of which includes individuals, groups and states in Asia and the Pacific

'Indeed, it was the theme of the World Conference on Governance, sponsored by the
Civil Service Commission of the Philippines and the EROPA in Manila in 1999

January-October



TRADITIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERNANCE TRADITION 21

That was practically the only prescription allowed in a discipline that prized value
neutrality

7 This theoretical journey is described in Carino 1995.

v Ou r frequent debates about invitation versus initiative in the formulation of the
research agenda are only one of the issues that come to mind
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A Decade of Governance Innovations
and Gaps in Poverty Alleviation

VICTORIA A. BAUTISTA *

Background

Poverty remains a persistent problem in the Philippines. Since the
National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB) has officially released the
poverty incidence of families every three years since 1985, there has been a
slow reduction of its incidence, from 44.2 percent in 1985, to 39.9 percent in
1991, and 31.8 percent in 1997. The 2000 report indicates an increase to 34.2
percent or an average increase of 2.5 percent since 1997.

In terms of population, there were 31.3 million Filipinos who were poor
(or about 40 percent of a total of 75 million Filipinos) in 2000. The number
increased by 705,000 families since 1997. The number of poor in 1997 was
lower, constituting a total of 36.8 percent (National Statistical Coordination
Board 2000).

Three reasons appear to explain the increase in poverty incidence (Cantos
2001). One was the Asian financial crisis in October 1997 that affected many
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firms because of the sudden drop in the exchange rate of the Philippine peso to
the US dollar. Another was the EI Nino phenomenon that immediately
followed the currency crisis. Finally, there was the political uncertainty that
resulted from the impeachment trial of former President Joseph E. Estrada.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) released a
thought-provoking document which calls to mind the key role of governance in
addressing the problem of poverty. In this document entitled, Overcoming
Poverty, UNDP (2004) underscored the importance of dealing with the issue of
governance and not merely zeroing in on formulating programs to address the
plight of the poor. UNDP considers "governance" as the "missing link" in
fighting poverty.

In the Philippines, the decade of the nineties can be considered a
significant milestone in public management for innovations in poverty
alleviation. In this study, these innovations will be examined and their
significance highlighted. The study shall identify the gaps in management
which have to be resolved to ensure effective, efficient, responsive and
equitable processes in the delivery of services. It actually spans three
presidential administrations-one which completed its term (Ramos
Administration, 1992-1998), the second which was short-lived (Estrada
Administration, 1998-2000), and the current one (Arroyo Administration,
2000-present).

Innovations

Convergent Planning: A Shift from Sectoral to Intersectoral Process

One of the important developments in poverty alleviation was the first
attempt to prepare a comprehensive plan to combat poverty started during the
term of President Fidel V. Ramos. Previously, commitment to address the
concerns of the poor was made by different departments and pursued in a
sectoral way. For instance, the Department of Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD) has historically been the first to assume the burden of catering to the
needs of the poor. Shelter for the destitute is one of the programs it was able
to pursue through time. Other programs zeroed in on the poor and
marginalized such as the Lalakas ang Katawan sa Sapat na Sustansiya
(LAKASS), a nutrition program for barangays with the most number of
malnourished children.

The first indication of a convergent effort to address poverty was spelled
out in the document, A National Strategy to Fight Poverty, which was released
in 1995. This was formulated with the assistance of the Philippine Institute
for Development Studies (PIDS), under the leadership of Dr. Emmanuel de
Dios of the School of Economics of the University of the Philippines Diliman

January-October
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and with the official acknowledgment of no less than former President Fidel V.
Ramos. The influence of donor institutions is evidenced by the support
extended by the United Nations Joint Consultative Group on Policy (UNJCGP)
composed of the UNDP, United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), United
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) and the World Food Program (WFP).

The Strategy Paper of 1995 discussed why there is so much poverty in the
Philippines. It dwelt on management issues in responding to poverty. The
paper decried the fragmented efforts to address poverty as different line
agencies pursue their respective programs, while taking care of the poor. This
Strategy Paper inspired the consolidation of initiatives of different sectors of
government to plan and formulate an agenda dealing with poverty-the Social
Reform Agenda (SRA).

The SRA can be considered a milestone for poverty alleviation as it was
able to make different national offices get together to craft key programs that
can address the plight of the poor. It enabled different sectors to interface in
social, economic and administrative aspects of development. It tackled a three
point agenda: access to basic services; asset reform, and sustainable
development of productive resources and economic opportunities; and
institution building and effective participation in governance.

The SRA can also be cited for its efforts in channeling resources to the 20
priority provinces, chosen on the basis of provincial indicators on poverty
incidence: education (i.e., cohort survival rate and population illiteracy);
health and sanitation (i.e., infant mortality rate and malnutrition); and
housing (i.e., water service coverage and percentage of households with
toilets). Targeted beneficiaries were farmers, fisherfolk, indigenous people,
workers in the informal and formal sectors, women, persons with disabilities,
children, youth, victims of calamities, urban poor, and the elderly.

The SRA embodied specific programs, called "flagship programs," to meet
specific requirements and needs of target beneficiaries. Five programs focused
on particular beneficiaries (i.e., Housing for the urban poor, Agricultural
Development for farmers, Fisheries Management for fisherfolk, Workers
Welfare and Protection for the labor sector, and Protection of Ancestral
Domain for indigenous groups), while others cut across different sectors by
targeting many types of beneficiaries such as the programs on Comprehensive
and Integrated Delivery of Social Services (CIDSS), Credit, Livelihood, and
Institution Building and Governance. Department heads served as flagship
champions of each of the programs related to their concerns.

For instance, the department heads involved were: Housing and Urban
Development Coordinating Council (HUDCC) for housing, Department of
Agriculture (DA) for agriculture and fisheries, Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR) for ancestral domain, Department of Labor

2006
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GOVERNANCE INNOVATIONS AND GAPS IN POVERTY ALLEVIATION

Making possible the convergent planning process was done with the
formation of an interagency body, then called the "Social Reform Council," but
now consolidated under the National Anti-Poverty Commission (NAPC).
Subsumed under the NAPC were the Presidential Commission to Fight
Poverty (PCFP) and the Presidential Council for Countryside Development
(PCCD). SRC then was coordinated by the Flagship Champion for Agrarian
Reform and its members comprised the different heads of departments
engaged in social reform. The SRC met regularly to thresh out key policies
and implementation problems.
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A significant innovation in the creation of the NAPC is the recognition of
two parallel structures as constituents of the NAPC, the government sector
and civil society. The head of each sector is called a Vice Chair with both
sectors being headed by a Chair or Lead Convenor, a Cabinet member.

The basic sector is composed of commissioners from 12 special concern
groups often left out in development processes: (1) women, (2) children,
(3) youth and students, (4) persons with disabilities, (6) victims of disasters
and calamities, (6) urban poor, (7) senior citizens, (8) farmers, (9) fisherfolk,
(10) indigenous peoples, (11) informal labor, and (12) formal labor.

Two other groups represented in basic sector are the nongovernment
organizations (NGOs) and cooperatives. However, these two groups should be
considered as support groups, rather than as marginalized sectors.

On the part of the government sector, NAPC now includes the
participation of the different leagues of local government units (LGUs) since
the implementation of programs and projects takes place at the local level.
While there was formal recognition of the role of LGDs in poverty alleviation
by the SRC, with no less than President Ramos conducting advocacy meetings
to harness their commitments, the role of LGDs is institutionalized through
Republic Act No. 8426. Support departments, like the Department of Budget
and Management (DBM) and National Economic and Development Authority
(NEDAl, are also included in the NAPC (see Figure 1).

At the local level, representations from the basic sectors and national
government were to constitute social reform councils, and lately, were labeled
as poverty councils. However, the active participation of the different basic
sectors still has to be strengthened at the local level.

In specific flagship programs like the CIDSS, the active of
the different NGOs can be witnessed in technical working groups,
the realization of the convergence principle in the structure of
programs and projects embodied in the SRA.

January-October



GOVERNANCE INNOVATIONS AND GAPS IN POVERTY ALLEVIATION

Figure 1. The NAPe Organizational Structure

"'Local Government Units

Source: http://www.napc.gov.phlnapc-structure.htm

Community mobilization has a long tradition in the field of social
development, particularly in social welfare and health. For instance,
community initiative for self-reliant development had been forged even as far
back as the Marcos Administration. When the Alma Ata Conference in Russia
declared primary health care as a strategy in the second decade of the 1970s,
the Philippines was the first to embrace the approach on a nationwide basis.
Thus, the principle of community participation has had a long gestation
process. However, the previous efforts to undertake the participatory approach
were quite limited in character because mobilization of the community mainly
proceeded to harness the community's acceptance of packaged programs and
projects. Thus, community mobilization was basically undertaken to ensure
that its residents accepted sectoral projects advocated by national
departments. In a sense, this was a limited form of mobilization as community
groups were mainly organized as the object in a utilitarian way.

MEN Approach. The introduction of the Minimum Basic Needs (MBN)
Approach propagated by SRA and officially disseminated by the CIDSS,
applies the principle of self-determination as the people's organizations (POs)

made to assist in making key decisions, such as the selection of projects
a menu of projects that are responsive to their needs. Apart from their

role in planning, POs are motivated to take active part in the other
of management such as situation analysis, implementation, and
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GOVERNANCE INNOVATIONS AND GAPS IN POVERTY ALLEVIATION

To ensure that community

One of the important developments in the last decade is the inclusion of
social indicators in the assessment of poverty. This has supplemented the
assessment of poverty by the National Statistics Office (NSO), officially
released every three years by the NSCB after conducting a Family Income and
Expenditures Survey (FIES). The FIES utilizes monetary requirement to fulfill
the minimum nutritional needs of 2000 calories and other basic needs of every
Filipino. Poverty is indicated by the percentage of the population who fall below
an income threshold to satisfy these needs (Monsod and Monsod 1999: 53).

Through the inspiration of the UNDP and after having released the
Human Development Report annually since 1990, a maiden issue of the
Philippine Human Development Report was launched in 1994 by a Filipino-run
nongovernment organization, the Human Development Network (HDN). The
HDN is composed of academicians, researchers and practitioners committed to
the improvement of quality of life. The HDN adopted the indicators
propagated by the UNDP for the Human Development Index (HDI).

HDI of the Philippines
(scores of .502-.798) with
countries (UNDP 2001). In 199;~, th.e Philippines' r ank was 99 with
.621 (UNDP 1994),

2006
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The data derived from HDI depict the performance of the different
provinces and became the basis for giving recognition to top performers. In
the 2002 Philippine Human Development Report, the top ranking provinces
which were honored ·were: Rizal, Ilocos Norte, Bataan, Cavite, Laguna,
Benguet, Bulacan, Misamis Oriental, Iloilo, and Pampanga.

The contribution of the HDI is to show the social situation of the poor
which income-based statistics cannot demonstrate. This has also made local
officials more conscious of the need to focus on development, balancing both
economic and social development requirements.

Other measures were developed by UNDP such as the Gender
Development Index (GDD and the Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM)
(Monsod and Monsod 1999). GDI is the HDI adjusted for gender inequality. A
country without any gender disparity in basic human development would have
its GDI equal to its HDL On the other hand, GEM indicates whether or not
women are able to actively participate in economic and political life. This
shows gender inequality in key areas of economic and political participation in
decisionmaking. These measures had been reflected consistently in previous
Philippine Human Development Reports.

There is also the Annual Poverty Indicator System (APIS) conducted by
the NSO. This was conducted twice-under the Ramos Administration (1998)
and under the Estrada Administration (1999). This covered a total of 41,000
sample households in 1999. This was in keeping with the UNDP argument of
formulating an integrated indicator system. It was able to present government
performance on poverty alleviation which could be used for policy formulation
and planning (NSO 2000). The APIS utilized two data sets. The first drew
from the MEN Indicator Monitoring System, a set of data officially adopted by
the PCFP and propagated in the SRA. Some selected indicators numbering 14
in all from a total of 33 MBN indicators were adopted in the national survey.
Other poverty correlates were also included like a question on the extent of use
of government programs for housing, scholarships for education and credit.

An indicator launched in August 2002 was the Quality of Life Index
(QLIJ, developed by an NGO, the Action for Economic Reform.. The QLI was
patterned after the UNDP's capability-based measure as it focused more on
outcome indicators, not merely as means to achieve development goals (Raya
2002: 103-104), Three indicators were adopted to assess QLI: capability for
health and safe reproduction (measured by births attended by trained
personnel); capability to be well-nourished (measured by under-five nutrition
status); and capability to be educated and knowledgeable (as measured by
elementary cohort survival rate). Profiles of regions and provinces on QLI
were presented during the launching of Social Watch Philippines.

January-October



Another type of assessment which has gained national prominence in the
last decade are the perceptual studies conducted by the Social Weather Station
(SWS) under the leadership of Dr. Mahar Mangahas. Quick surveys are done to
trace changes in the personal assessment by sampled respondents on whether
or not they are poor and the cut-off mark of poverty from their point of view.
The subjective assessment to demonstrate poverty provides an alternative to
the objective indicators used in HDI and NSO. Oftentimes, the extent of
poverty is higher in the self-ratings reported by SWS and could constitute a big
pressure group that could demand response from the government, over and
above what is reflected in the Family Income and Expenditures Survey.

As of April 1997, self-rating on poverty yielded 58 percent, which was
definitely higher than the 31.8 percent of population who were poor according
to the NSO survey. This self-rating even rose to 65 percent when the Estrada
Administration was encountering a crisis (Social Weather Station 1998). By
2001, this declined to 60 percent but is still higher than the poverty situation
as shown by the NSO (Javellana 2001).

Measurement of Poverty for and by the Community

An innovation in the last decade was the formulation of indicators in
order to ascertain quality of life. This initially started with a sectoral bias on
the part of government and NGOs. Many of these indicators, which were
documented by Reyes and Alba (1994), were observed to have been used for
planning at the barangay level. Furthermore, community volunteers were
often harnessed in order to collect data. However, there were varying degrees
by which POs were tapped in the local planning process. The initial intention
was not to ascertain poverty but nevertheless, it had an impact on the poor
since the most vulnerable were the ones targeted in service delivery. From the
sectoral bias, these indicators blossomed into an intersectoral focus in the
latter part of the 1990s.

Sectoral Approach. One of the sectoral approaches in community-based
monitoring is exemplified by the Community-based Child Monitoring System
spearheaded by the NSCB in 1991 and pilot-tested in four of the seven
provinces under the UNICEF-supported program, the Area-based Child
Survival Development Program. There were indicators collected on an annual
basis pertinent to health, income, and water and toilet facilities. Others were
collected on a quarterly basis pertinent to births and deaths of women and
children, and immunization (Reyes and Alba 1994). This system was a clear
example where community volunteers were harnessed to serve as monitors.
Villagers were motivated to act on their respective problems. However,
mobilization of POs for active interface in local planning was not apparent.
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As a sectoral endeavor, one of the examples that could be cited for
applying community mobilization is the setting up of community health
databoards .. This is the Community Health through Integrated Local Health
Development (CHILD). Started in Davao City, CHILD monitored the health
situation in the localities until this became a commitment for the entire region.
The implementing body was composed of the Development People's Foundation
(an NGO), the Department of Health, the National Economic and Development
Authority, the Davao Medical School Foundation, and the LGDs of Region XI.
The community-based information system was under the supervision of the
Institute of Primary Health Care of the Davao Medical School Foundation
(DOH 1994: 5l.
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An important feature of the MBN approach is the inclusion of NGOs and
POs in gathering information and in the other cycles of management. As MBN
advocates the participatory approach in gathering information and in
planning, the projects selected technically originate from the active
involvement of the community.

A variant of the MBN indicators is the Community-based Poverty
Indicator Monitoring System (CBPIMS) which actually attempted to improve
on the process for gathering information since MBN adopts the household as
the unit of analysis-simply determining whether or not a household has
achieved an indicator. CBPIMS improves on the system by taking an actual
count of the number of persons affected by a particular need. It also separates
indicators which are sensitive and may not obtain truthful answers from
households' members, such as in cases of family members victimized by crime
against person and Started in 1997, the CBMIS was jointly
implemented in six by NEDA and NSO, with assistance from
UNDP.
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Sectoral Approach. Targeting the poor started with a bias for the sectoral
concerns of agencies-by formulating indicators as the basis for the
identification of areas that will be prioritized by the agency. For instance, in
the area of health, one of the programs that could be considered pro-poor is the
Partnership for Community Health Development which started in 1990. This
program was piloted in Camarines Sur, Negros Occidental, Eastern Samar and
Surigao del Norte (Bautista 1991: 22). The selection of barangays targeted in
these provinces hingod on criteria such as magnitude of poverty, peripheral
areas that often had poor access to services, high incidence of illnesses, and
inaccessibility to other resources like transportation and electricity.

In 1997, the Department of Education, Culture and Sports (DECS)
considered poverty incidence as the chief basis for resource allocation in its
capital outlay through Republic Act 7880 (An Act Providing for the Fair and
Equitable Allocation of the DECS Budget for Capital Outlay) (Balisacan et al.
2000: 46). Other criteria were also included as bases for the allocation such as
student-population ratio and classroom shortage. Area selection is the basis
for the identification of beneficiaries of the resources. Beneficiaries apply to a
universal group of persons who have personally chosen to utilize the facility in
the locality. No explicit statement is made with regard to the specific
qualifications of target beneficiaries although this could imply access of less
deprived children.

In the early nineties, DECS started to offer free secondary education in
private schools through the Educational Service Contracting (Bautista 1991:
26). This system allowed students who could not afford to be absorbed in public
schools to enroll in private schools as long as the monthly income of their
parents did not exceed P3000. In this particular instance, targeting of
individuals was applied.

the nutrition program, special effort was exerted to target the poor
areas and individuals through the LAKASS Program which started in

1989 (Bautista 1997: 29-30). This was undertaken in 266 barangays in 125
nutritionally depressed municipalities in 36 provinces. Areas were selected on
the basis of income and severity of malnutrition among preschoolers. At the
barangay level, 20 malnourished preschoolers from poorest families were
prioritized.
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Families and individuals, in turn, are identified
The presence of community data on. the 33

using objective data.

on the MBN
enables
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One of the important innovations in the last decade is the mobilization of
volunteers who will take part in setting up a community information system.
This was seen in the case of the health databoards in Region XI and in the
MEN information system under the SRA sustained through CIDSS. Health
databoards reflect information concerning the status of the community
residents and are made available to the public. SOllie localities also resort to
spot maps which plot the location of families, indicating the status on selected
indicators, normally the top ranking problems.

Gathering of data by volunteers about the status of the community has
been helpful not only to the program or project implementors, but also to the
people themselves. The people are made aware of their situation and
thereafter are motivated to do something about their problem. It is also an
opportunity to foster team effort after being made aware of the overall
situation in the community. On the other hand, the implementors are able to
readily spot the key problems requiring immediate attention and facilitate
service delivery. Having objective data prevents personal bias in the selection
of proj ects and target beneficiaries.

Harnessing volunteers is not only helpful in generating resource support
but also in fostering a sense of empowerment among the data collectors.
Knowing the information about the community motivates those who gather
information to take an active role in resolving their own problems.

In many programs undertaken by national government agencies, the role
of the LGUs has been considered in managing programs. For instance, sectoral
projects in health like the Partnership for Community Development had in
mind developing alliances with LGUs for the formulation of plans and
implementation of projects in health, after undergoing the capability building
activities.
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This is also the plan for KALAHI-CIDSS as the investment in localities
will be made in areas where there is willingness of LGUs to take an active role
in pooling their own resources for poverty alleviation.

LGUs willing to participate in the program
criteria for targeting are met. This could

are not willing to participate from further

Advocating Poverty Bias
Through the Local Poverty Reduction Alleviation Plan

While the Local Government Code of 1991 has not been explicit in
targeting the poor for basic services delivery, directives issued by the DILG to
undertake programs for poverty reduction signify the commitment of the
national office to broaden the responsibility for alleviation to include LGUs.
Two memorandum circulars were issued in 2001 (No. 2001-105 on 13 August
and No. 2001-109 on 21 August) for this purpose. The first enjoined all local
government executives to designate a Local Poverty Reduction Action Officer
(LPRAO), who shall take charge of the formulation and implementation of a
local poverty reduction agenda, among others. The second directive called on
all local chief executives to undertake local programs on poverty reduction
(DILG 2002). It mandated the conduct of an inventory of the poorest families;
the identification oflocal needs in such areas as food, shelter, employment and
education; and the mobilization of external and internal sources of assistance
to implement the local poverty reduction. It reiterated the need to appoint
LPRAOs at the provincial, city and municipal levels.

A guidebook has been prepared for the formulation of a Local Poverty
Alleviation Plan through the initiative of the DILG. This hopes to assist LGUs
in the formulation of their respective poverty plans (DILG, NAPC, NEDA and
UNDP 2002). In mid-2003, President Arroyo launched this Guidebook, which
embodies the Local Poverty Indicator Monitoring System (LPIMS) that will be
advocated for adoption by the LGUs. LPIMS combines some features of the
MBN and CBPIMs. While the indicators drew from MBN, the LPIMS has a
compressed version as only 13 indicators are embodied in it. It also took some
features of CBPIMS such as the unit of analysis which is not the family, but
every member of the family. However, it removed the indicator on people
participation in governance monitored in MBN and CBPIMS.

Resource Disaggregation

One of the innovations in financial management under the Ramos
Administration was the disaggregating of funds in SRA investments at the
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barangay level. This mechanism enabled the determination of the contribution
of the national government, LGUs, NGOs and POs. The contribution of each
level of local government was even sorted out in this program. Through the so
called Resource Tracking Mechanism, the level of contribution of each
stakeholder to the poverty alleviation program in the barangay was traced and
monitored. Administrative Order No. 291 mandated all national agencies,
government-owned and -controlled corporations, and LGUs to adopt the
general guidelines to track down resources committed to the program. This
entailed a process of monitoring the allocation and utilization of all resources
committed to the program (PCFP 1998: 24).

Interface of Private Sector

One of the important developments in the last five years is the
contribution of the private sector to poverty alleviation. On the occasion of
Corporate Social Responsibility Week celebrated on 1-8 July 2002, it was
reported that the business sector contributed P7.6 billion for poverty reduction
which was mainly channeled to basic human development services, livelihood
or income generation, and asset reform (Reyes 2002: G-l). This averaged P1.52
billion per year (Reyes and del Valle 1998: 22).

In the recently concluded forum on Corporate Social Responsibility, the
League of Corporate Foundations composed of 55 business foundations,
pledged to commit P1.3 billion to projects and activities on livelihood and
employment generation for the next two years. It is noticeable that this pledge
is half the amount committed in the previous years.

Some of the foundations with concrete agenda for poverty reduction
featured in Philippine Star on 8 July 2002 were the following:

• The Petron Foundation, which assists in education program for
out-of-school youth, building schools and skills training for
children.

• The Ayala Foundation, which targets the youth by bringing
together potential leaders from the youth who excel in science and
information and communications technology. It also gives
financial support for promoting clean and potable water for the
poor.

• The Aboitiz Group Foundation, which invests in education by
offering scholarships to students who graduated with honors to
enable them to proceed to higher education.
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Gaps

In the. different programs in

Inconsistencies in Policies

Changing Name ofProgram with the Same Feature as a Previous One
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Poverty Focus in the Local Government Code as Sectoral in Character
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municipalities, cities and provinces through a department order reinforces the
significance of poverty alleviation. Furthermore, having a guidebook on
formulation of a Local Poverty Alleviation Plan is another welcome
development. However, there should be more teeth in the Local Government
Code to ensure that the poor are given priority attention in the delivery of
basic services, considering that resources are limited, rather than assume that
the delivery of basic services should implement universal targeting in each
LGU,

Differentiating prospective beneficiaries from those who can afford and
pay for public services should be made to enable those with the capacity to pay
shoulder fees of public services,

Tracking Down Use of Resources

In a multisectoral effort, it is important to track down how much each
agency is investing for poverty alleviation, This can make the Administration
aware if the commitment to poverty is being fulfilled, This can also provide
information to the top national leadership to know if the goal to address the
problem is translated to reality by ensuring that adequate resources match the
demands,

Commitments to poverty alleviation can be monitored both for sectoral
and multisectoral commitments. NAPC can track down how much each
department or office of the national government is appropriating for poverty
alleviation. While tracking the commitment of LGUs is a necessity, this would
depend on the development of a perspective for targeting the poor and
marginalized in local development planning process.

Determining the situation of many barongavs in terms of basic needs is still
spotty. The lack of mandate to continue monitoring the situation in other LGUs
fails to capture the extent of fulfillment of basic needs. The commitment to
determine the barangay's overall situation came to a halt after the Ramos
Administration, Thus, the comparative situation and impact on those subjected to
MEN intervention could not be plotted, unless external evaluation comparing
those with exposure to the MBN approach and those without is done.

Having each household, especially those with literate members. to fill up
the monitoring form, is a step to ensure a big coverage in completing the
information tooL This was the situation in Thailand in early nineties, after
which the MEN information system was instituted.
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Need to Advocate Community-based Indicators
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Need to Widen Options for Civil Society Representation in the NAPC

Some sectors of civil
formulation process at the
level.
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Need for Representation of Private Business Sector
as Source of Support

services.

There could also be areas where the private sector could assume the
responsibility, where government or other sectors of civil society may be
unable to do so. With decisionmaking being done in a convergent way, the gaps
can be addressed by the private sector more meaningfully with the knowledge
of the government and civil society groups. For instance, innovations in
technology can be shared by the private business sector to facilitate
aggregation of information from the different LGUs.

While there is much care on the part of the national government to deal
with LGUs which are willing to engage in and/or co-share in programs on
poverty alleviation initiated by government, this could mean tapping LGUs
which already have the capability in terms of resources and commitment to
address poverty. This could therefore leave more marginalized LGUs which do
not have the perspective for poverty alleviation and may not have the
resources to invest in it. While it is the choice of LGUs to engage in basic
services as a devolved responsibility, it is still a mandate of the national office
to be more vigilant in conducting social mobilization activities to steer them in
adopting a pro-poor commitment and in developing their capabilities for
innovative mechanisms to deal with poverty. This mandate constitutes a big
challenge for the national government.

Conclusion

On the whole, remarkable achievements in confronting poverty have been
demonstrated through the application of innovations to facilitate poverty
alleviation in the country in the last ten years. The aforementioned
innovations can be basically categorized as direct measures in governance as
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they entail the application of strategies in order to improve the performance of
management redounding to the benefit of the poor. The direct measures
include the shift from sectoral to intersectoral process in planning for poverty
alleviation; sectoral to intersectoral structure in overseeing poverty alleviation
programs; harnessing the poor as targets for implementing projects towards
making them assume a role in the determination of programs/projects;
economic to socioeconomic dimensions in the measurement of poverty:
government responsibility in poverty to partnership with
community in this activity; to convergent mode and area to family/
individual mode in targeting poor; macro-level information system to
community-based information system; national responsibility in undertaking
poverty programs to partnership with LGUs; and national to local role in
poverty alleviation. Other innovations include clarity in budgetary
commitments to poverty alleviation through budgetary disaggregation and
interface with the private sector in poverty reduction.
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Perception Index for 2001, the

While these are not complete listings of broad measures that could impact
on governance, they could affect poverty alleviation efforts and should be
closely examined for their success or failure in problem resolution.
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Public Administration and Governance:
How Do They Affect Government
Efficiency and Effectiveness?

PATRICIA A. STO. TOMAS AND JOEL V. MANGAHAS*

Introduction

"Governance" is broadly defined as the "sound exercise of political,
economic, and administrative authority to manage a country's resources for
development" (UNDP 1997: ix). It involves the institutionalization of a

through which citizens, institutions, organizations, and groups in the
articulate their interests, exercise their rights, and mediate their
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Table 1. Basic Elements of Good Governance

Basic Elements
of Good Governance

Key Dimensions Specific Areas of Action

In more concrete terms, sound development management identifies the
roles of the State as: (a) creating a conducive economic environment;
(b) protecting the vulnerable; (c) improving government efficiency and
responsiveness; (d) empowering people and democratizing the political system;
(e) decentralizing the administrative system; (f) reducing gaps between rich
and poor; (g) encouraging cultural diversity and social integration; and
(h) protecting the environment (ADE 2005: 1). Table 2 presents the key
milestones in promoting effective governance for each of the aforementioned
roles.

Recent and Current Initiatives on Governance

Existing Policy Support
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Table 2. Roles of the State and Key Milestones in Governance

Key Milestones

Creating a conducive
economic environment • Decentralize economic decisionrnaking, stabilize :inflat:ion

• Ensure that political systems are accessible to aJl and that legal systems
afford equal opportunities

·IntegrateeconomicandenvironmentalaccQunting

• Promote intergenerational equity
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The Local Government Code (LGC) of 1991 is a landmark legislation that
provides the legal foundation to institutionalize popular participation in local
development administration within the broad framework of people
empowerment. The Code establishes clear commitment to decentralization and
local autonomy. Citizens' groups are encouraged to directly undertake
community development programs and participate in decisionmaking
processes. These are concretized by giving them substantial representation in
local policymaking and planning bodies such as the local development council,
the local pre-bid and awards committee, the local health board, the local
school board, and the local peace and order council

Inclusion of Good Governance in the Government Agenda

The Arroyo Administration's initiative to advocate good governance and
curb the graft and corruption in the country is clearly mirrored in the Medium
Term Philippine Development Plan (MTPDP). With the primary objective of
winning the battle against poverty, MTPDP argues that good and effective
governance rests on three interrelated principles: (a) sound moral foundation;
(b) philosophy of transparency; and (c) an ethic of effective implementation.
Moreover, good governance is "the collective responsibility of the government,
civil society, and private sector" towards the improvement of the lives of all
Filipinos (NEDA 2001). The MTPDP calls for institutional reforms which will
heighten accountability and serve the public interest. It also asserts that
governance is not the exclusive domain of the public sector and that the
business sector and the civil society play a significant part in national
development. The MTPDP identifies the Bureau ofInternal Revenue (EIR) and
Bureau of Customs (BOC) as showcases in subverting corruption.
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Anchored on the MTPDP policy guidelines,
governance of the Socioeconomic Summit of 2001
measures to promote sound development management.
the major thrusts, strategies, and measures of the Arroyo
spelled out in the MTPDP and Socioeconomic Summit.

Providing Organizational Mechanisms for Reforms

The pledge to improve government performance has always been in the
agenda of every administration. The Ramos Administration drew up a plan to
reengineer the bureaucracy, which set the guiding principles for reorganizing
and improving government operations. Under the Estrada government, the
Philippine Committee on Effective Governance (PCEG) was created by virtue
of Executive Order (EO) No. 165, dated 19 October 1999. PCEG was primarily
tasked to formulate the institutional strengthening and streamlining program
of the executive branch, including the government-owned/and or controlled
corporations (GOCCs) and state universities and colleges (SUCs). Specifically,
PCEG was responsible for coming up with the Integrated Administrative
Reform Plan (IARP) that would identify specific administrative reforms
involving the missions, functions, structures, systems and operations of
agencies, staffing, training and development, and compensation and benefits
package. The political developments that unfolded not long after its creation
eventually led to the suspension of PCEG's operations until it was reconvened by
President Arroyo when she assumed office

PCEG is an interagency body mandated to oversee and coordinate the
overall implementation of public sector reform. It is co-chaired by the
Executive Secretary and the Budget and Management Secretary with the
National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) Director-General,
Chairperson of the Civil Service Commission (CSC), and the Head of the
Presidential Management Staff (PMS) as members.

Administrative Order (AO) No. 114 was also signed on 23 March 2000
amending AO Nos. 109 and 111, s. of 2000, which further provides for the
rationalization of systems and accountabilities in the Office of the President.



bureaucracy

Combating Corruption
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The Presidential Anti-Graft Commission (PAGC) was created on 16 April
2001 through EO No. 12. It is mandated to investigate complaints or hear
administrative cases filed against presidential appointees. It succeeds the
Anti-Graft Commission under the Estrad a Administration and the
Presidential Commission Against Corruption (PCAC) of the Ramos
Administration. As of April 2002, the PAGC had resolved 791 out of the 932
filed cases.

The Governance Advisory Committee (GAC) was also created by
President Arroyo through EO No. 25, dated 18 July 2001, to complement the
public sector in promoting good governance through a more active involvement
of the business sector in subverting graft and corruption. GAC is a privately
funded body comprised of representatives from the business sector. The
members are appointed for a fixed term without any remuneration from the
government. GAC advises the President in formulating governance reform
agenda.

The Inter-Agency Anti-Graft Coordinating Council (IAAGCC) was formed
in January 2002 to strengthen the check and balance mechanisms in oversight
agencies. IAAGCC consists of representatives from CSC, OMB, COA, the
National Bureau of Investigation (NBl), the Department of Justice (DOJ), and
PAGC.

The OMB is mandated to investigate, adjudicate
administrative cases and submit criminal cases against officials and
employees to court (or Sandiganbayan' depending on the government official's
rank). The OMB has sought to enhance its performance by fast-tracking the
adjudication of cases and intensification of its anti-corruption programs. One
of the notable initiatives of OMB is the assignment of resident ombudsman in
key government agencies. The OMB also accredited 384 NGOs as Corruption
Prevention Units and 1,204 Junior Graftwatch Units to educate and monitor
activities in the government and society. From 1993 to 2000, the annual
number of criminal cases received by the OMB ranged from 4,502 (1995) to
6,755 (1994). During the same period, the total number of administrative cases
per year brought to the OMB ranged from 1,620 (1995) to 3,836 (2000). Tables
3 and 4 show the figures on criminal and administrative cases, respectively,
that have been forwarded to the OMB for appropriate action.
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Table 3. Criminal Cases Submitted to tbe Office of tbe Ombudsman
(CY 1993-2000)

Types of Cases 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

OMB Cases Received 6,159 6,755 4,502 5,761 5,454 5,444 6,261 5,903
during the Year

Cases reverted back to 11 80 25 9 41 606.
Pending

Old Tanodbayan Cases 105 154 47 552

Carryover from the 8,505 10,235 11,233 10,010 9,788 6,209 4,288 4,436
Previous Year

Cases/Complaints
14,769 17,144 15,793 16,403 15,267 11,662 10,590 10,945

Disposed 4,534 5,911 5,783 6,615 9.058 7,374 6,154 7,971

Dismissed/Closed and 3,605 4,851 4,262 5,109 6,848 5,208 4.137 5,762
Terminated

Prosecution 929 1,060 1,521 1,506 2,210 2,166 2,017 2,209

With Regular Courts 569 430 968 1,265 1,772 1,800 1,638 1,938

WithSandiganbayan 360 630 553 241 438 366 379 271

Pending 10,235 11,233 10,010 9,788 6,209 4,288 4,436 2,974

Table 4. Administrative Cases Submitted to the Office of
the Ombudsman (CY 1993-2000)

Types of Cases 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

OMBCasesReceived 2,013 2,726 1,620 2,356 2,696 3,107 3,563 3,836
during the Year

8 12 3 9 25 17
Pending

C;;:~~:::~~: the
1,423 2,554 3,419 2.965 2.685 2.950 2.624 3,131

Cases/Complaints
3,436 5,280 5,047 5,333 5,384 6,066 6,212 6,984

Disposed 882 1,861 2,082 2,648 2,434 3,442 3,081 4,125

Dismissed/Closed and 809 1,768 1,987 2,469 1,549 3,189 2,758 3,611
Terminated

Penalty Imposed 73 93 95 179 885 253 323 514

Pending 2,554 3,419 2,965 2,685 2,950 2,624 3,131 2,859
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Table 5. Administrative Cases at the Civil Service Commission, 1997·2002

Action-on-Cases 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Total

Case dismissed 8 10 1 1 20

Dismissal from service 44 26 13 14 6 1 104

Exonerated, 5 3 1 2 1 12

.."" 2 2

Formally charged 8 3 2 1 14

Reinstated 1 1 3 5

Reprimanded 1 1

Suspended 3 1 1 5

Total 67 48 17 18 11 2 163

'I'",hlp hnrp;;pnb, t.hp different government agencies involved in the fight

Increased Participation of the Private Sector and Civil Society
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Table 6. Philippine Government Anti-Corruption Agencies

Agency

Office of the Ombudsman

Legal Status: Constitutional
Established: 1987

ComrnissiononAudit
Legal Status: Constitutional

Established: 1987

Commission on Elections

Legal Status: Constitutional

Established: 1940

Presidential Commission on Good
Governance

Legal Status: Executive Order No. 1

Established: February 1986
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Table 6 (concluded)

Agency Mandate

Interagency Anti-Graft Coordinating m

Council
('i,,;]Legal Status: Executive Order No. 79

Established: August 1999

National Bureau of Investigation Gathers evidence for probable cause hearings and files

Legal Status: appropriate charges.

Established: 1936

Presidential Committee on Effective
Governance

Legal Status: Executive Order No. 165
r>, ~~

Established: October 1999
,,1i'

Presidential Anti-Graft Commission

Legal Status: Executive Order No. 12
-o .

Established: April 2001

supersedsd.)

Commission.

Governance Advisory Council
Legal Status: Executive Order No. 25

Established: July 2001

L.egal

days.

society, and private sector in undertaking various programs and projects. In
addition to what has already been mentioned, numerous activities particularly
in protecting the environment are jointly initiated and implemented by the
concerned civil society and/or private sector in collaboration with the
government agencies.

One such remarkable program is Bantay Kalikasan led by the ABS-CBN
Foundation, Inc. Under this environmental program are four projects:
(a) Bantay Usok; (b) Bantay Baterya; (c) Bantay Basura, and (d) Adopt-A-Tree
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Program ("Save the La Mesa Watershed" Program). The ABS-CBN Foundation
coordinates with different government agencies and secures the assistance of
private organizations and nongovernmental organizations in order to realize
the objectives of these projects.

Bantay Usok is a joint project of the Land Transportation Office (LTO)
and concerned citizens with assistance from the Asian Development Bank. As
an awareness project and a drive against smoke belching, this effort
encourages the public to report smoke-belching vehicles either by text or e
mail or telephone. The Bantay Usok gathers complaints from the public and
records the plate numbers of smoke-belching vehicles. The concerned owner is
then summoned by the LTO for appropriate action if hislher vehicle has been
reported five times or more.

Bantay Baterya is a project of the Philippine Recyclers, Inc. (PRI) in
partnership with the Environment Management Bureau (EMB) of the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR). Bantay Baterya
is one of the first projects under the Philippine Environmental Partnership
Project (PEPP) of the government. It aims to create sustained public awareness
on the health and environmental hazards posed by the indiscriminate disposal
and handling of junk batteries. It also seeks to provide a long-term mechanism
to significantly reduce the number of improperly disposed junk batteries and to
ensure a steady supply of raw materials for the production of new batteries as
well. Through the PRI, which is the first and largest lead-recycler in the
Philippines, junk batteries are reprocessed in an environmentally safe manner.
Bantay Baterya is also supported by Bantay Kalikasan.

Adopt-A-Tree (e.g., Save the La Mesa Dam Watershed) Program is a
community-based watershed rehabilitation, development and protection
project of the 2,700-hectare MWSS La Mesa Dam Watershed covering the cities
of Quezon, Marikina and Caloocan and the province of Rizal. The La Mesa
Dam Watershed, one of the three watersheds where Metro Manila gets its
water, is seriously threatened. Unabated watershed destruction will worsen

crisis and flooding in Metro Manila. The immediate objective of the
is to reforest 200 hectares of denuded areas of the watershed each

year or a total of 1,200 hectares open areas over a period of five years. The
long-term goal is to convert the La Mesa watershed into a nature park and bio
diversity reserve for educational purposes and appreciation particularly of
school children and of the general public. One reason for the very low
environmental consciousness of people in Metro Manila is their dissociation
from nature. The establishment of a nature center within Metro Manila may be
a good start to regain this lost Filipino value. Individual and corporate
partners are being tapped to raise funds for the project.

Another notable organization is the Partnership for Clean Air. It is a
multisectoral alliance of individuals, public and private sector organizations and
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government agencies that aims to increase public involvement in the
implementation of clean air programs in Metro Manila. Its creation is an offshoot
of a multisectoral public information campaign planning undertaken by the Metro
Manila Air Quality Improvement Sector Development Program. The Air Quality
Awareness Program is a component of the said Development Program funded by
the ADB. The implementation of the Program is led by the Public Affairs Office of
DENR in cooperation with the Partnership for Clean Air. The Program
implements a three-year air quality awareness campaign in Metro Manila which
will hopefully serve as a model for other regions in the country.

Improving Efficiency, Effectiveness, and Economy

Promoting Results-Based Management through PEMIP, MTEF, SEER.
and OPIF. To strengthen fiscal discipline and enhance transparency and
accountability in the budget process, DBM in coordination with NEDA
formulated and began implementation of the Public Expenditure Management
Investment Program (PEMIP), which features three key innovations: (a) the
Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF); (b) the Sector Effectiveness
and Efficiency Review (SEER); and (c) the Organizational Performance
Indicator Framework (OPIF).

MTEF introduces a three-year rolling budget, which departs from the
short-term view of budgeting that weakens the linkage between budgeting and
planning. Introduced in the 2001 budget process, the MTEF is expected not
only to enhance the sustainability of the government's economic plan and
expenditure program over the medium term, but also to rationalize the
government planning process as well as improve allocative efficiency.

The introduction of SEER is aimed to sharpen the setting of government
priorities. It also strengthens monitoring
agencies by providing tools and techniques
agency programs.

OPIF3 is another DBM initiative that emphasizes the shift of focus in the
budget process from inputs to outputs and outcomes. OPIF also provides a
framework for focusing on the delivery of high-priority, high-quality, and cost
effective government programs. To further strengthen its implementation,
DBM also introduced the Filipino Report Card Survey in 2001, which will be
regularly undertaken from thereon to provide useful feedback and information
inputs on public service delivery.
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processes. Table 7 summarizes the required paradigm shift in the civil service
system.

Table 7. Required Paradigm Shifts by Area of Concern

Area of Concern
Paradigm Shift

From To

Role of civil servants Followers/Implementor Source of expertise and
institutional memory

Recruitment.of civil servants Aptitudes/Skills Service value orientation
and integrity of character

Appointment and promotions Bias for managerial skills
tn Sotlevel

and te~hnical skills'

Management style Subservience to Participatory/consultative
hierarchy/authoritarian

Operating perspective of the Regulation Assistance and service
government

~;~~~:.~ adjunetofother Autonomy from the will of

government
political regimes

esc also intends to emphasize customer
delivery philosophy. It aims to institutionalize a working environment of less
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paper work, least waiting time, and simplest procedures for the transacting
public. CSC further envisions that the government shall not only involve the
public in getting feedback on its performance, but it will also actively harness
public sector unionism in effecting good governance.

Moreover, CSC aims in rendering technical advice to
the President, in legislative and in supporting decentralization
on matters pertaining to human resource development. Furthermore, CSC
seeks to establish itself as an example to other government agencies and as
such it will undertake an internal realignment of its organizational structure
for better management of its programs and utilization of resources, and for the
institutionalization of performance-based operations. CSC shall also formulate
a staff development program to support its new priorities and thrusts. Annex 2
summarizes the CSC strategies in each of the six identified key result areas.

Establishing Feedback Mechanisms. CSC has also taken the lead role in
establishing complaints desks. Launched in 1994, the Mamamayan Muna,
Hindi Mamaya Na (MMHMN) [Citizens First, Not Later] Program emphasizes
customer-focus and establishes a mechanism wherein the public could provide
commendations, request assistance, file complaints, and give suggestions. A
tally of feedback and comments sent to CSC from 1997 to end of March 2002
shows that complaints are on a downtrend while commendations are on an
upswing (see Table 8).

Table 8. Feedback and Comments Sent Through MMHMN Program,
1997.2002, March

Year
Type of Feedback IComment

Total
Commendation Assistance Complaint Suggestion

1997 426 221 2,848 3,495

1998 315 364 2,262 2,941

1999 307 460 1,559 2,326

2000 447 3,452 1,577 29 5,505

2001 1,003 2,419 1,498 38 4,958

2002 70 919 88 3 1,080

Total 2,568 7,835 9,832 70 20,305

Source: Civil Service Commission
Note: Figures for 2002 are until end of March 2002
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Table 9. Number of Texts Received through Text esc Program,
April-December 2002

Type of Message Total Percentage

Queries 299 41.24

Complaints 321 44.27

Assistance 63 869

1 0.14

Commendation 41 5.66

Total 725 100.00

Source: Civil Service Commission.

innovation of the CSC is the Text CSC, which commenced in
and was formally inaugurated on 3 June 2002. Anchored on the

and objectives of MMHMN, it utilizes the mobile phone to forward
and queries related to government operations and public service

Expanding Use of Information Technology. Many government agencies,
LGUs, civil society groups, and organizations promoting good governance have
developed their websites to facilitate exchange and utilization of information.
COA, for instance, has web publication of its guidelines and circulars. It has
likewise introduced another program, Fraud Alert, where the public can report
or file complaints against erring and corrupt government employees through
the web. The BIR has also improved its database systems and recently
launched the electronic tax filing and payment system.

Sustaining Legislative Support. Legislative support to public sector
reform has also been demonstrated. House Bill (HB) No. 978, filed by Rep.
Rodolfo Albano, seeks to authorize the reorganization of the executive branch.
Meanwhile, another legislative proposal, HB No. 191 sponsored by Rep, Jose
de Venecia, Jr., aims to reengineer the government bureaucracy through a
joint-legislative-executive commission on government reengineering whose
function, among others, is to ensure the protection of the affected civil
servants by providing adequate safety nets.

Sponsored by Senators Aquilino Pimentel, Jr. and Teresa Aquino-Oreta,
Senate Bill (SB) No. 2132, otherwise known as the proposed "Civil Service
Code of the Philippines," primarily aims to upgrade, modernize, and
strengthen all facets of the public personnel administration system. The
proposed Code calls for the continuous streamlining and application of
performance-based operations and tenure in the government. When passed
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into law, the Code will address concerns related to the status of permanent and
contractual government employees, management and allocation of scholarship
opportunities in government, recognition and exercise of the right of
government employees to organize and to strike, and humanizing the civil
service system

The proposed Code stresses careerism in the government. It expects to
eliminate, or at least minimize, patronage especially at the level of the Career
Executive Service (CES) by making appointments or conferment based on rank
instead of position and by creating a dynamic pool of Career Executive Service
Officers (CESOs). The Code hopes to eliminate the problem of lobbying for
positions of power since the security of tenure is no longer ascribed to position
but to rank. Compensation within the CES is also based on rank. Another
welcome feature of the Code is that it promotes government-wide mobility of
CESOs since they may either be assigned from one position to another within
the same agency regardless of rank or cross-posted to different agencies for
special assignments or missions depending on the civil service needs. The Code
also emphasizes merit and insulates the civil service system from political
influences by requiring that 50 percent of the undersecretaries and assistant
secretaries must be from the CES, with each level represented accordingly.

The Code also seeks to reinforce the implementation of national polices of
decentralization and local autonomy as embodied in the 1991 Local
Government Code. It mandates the creation of a personnel office in all LGDs.
In addition to its thrust to "depoliticize" LGDs, the proposed Code intends to
promote professionalism and skills training in the public service system
independent of changes in political leadership. Equal employment opportunity
in the government is likewise guaranteed by the proposed Code. It further
seeks to instill discipline, strengthen performance management, rationalize
compensation and benefits package, and improve the administrative justice
system in the government.

World Bank's Dimensions of Governance

The World Bank conducted a governance study of 175 countries in 1997
98 and 2000-01 using six indicators of governance: (a) voice and accountability;
(b) political stability and absence of violence; (c) government effectiveness;
(d) regulatory quality; (e) rule of law; and (D control of corruption. Numerical
values are assigned to these indicators so that higher values correspond to
better outcomes, on a scale from -2.5 to 2.5. The ratings are based on
subjective assessments from a variety of sources (World Bank 2002). The study
shows that while the country's ratings were already relatively low in 1997-98
in all of the indicators, they even worsened in 2000-2001, except in the control
of corruption.
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNANCE

Voice and Accountability (VA)

This cluster is intended to capture the process by which governments or
those in authority are selected, monitored, and replaced. It includes a number
of indicators measuring various aspects of the political process, civil liberties,
and political rights, as well as the extent to which citizens of a country are able
to participate in the selection of governments. Likewise included in this
category are indicators measuring the independence of the media, which
constantly keep a watchful eye and are considered to be significant in
monitoring those in authority and holding them accountable for their actions.
The Philippines scored 0.63 and 0.53 in this set of indicators for 1997-98 and
2000-01, respectively (see Table 10).

Table 10. Governance Estimates of Selected Countries, 1997-98 and 2000-01

VA PS GE RQ RL CC
Cauntly

1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000 1997 2000
198 101 198 /01 198 /01 /98 /01 198 /01 198 /01

Philippines 0.63 0.53 0.27 -0.21 0.13 0.03 0.57 0.21 -0.08 -0.49 -0.23 0.49

Australia 1.63 1.70 1.18 1.26 -0.65 -1.03 096 1.18 1.60 1.69 1.60 1.75

Indonesia -1.13 -0.40 -1.29 -1.56 -0.53 -0.50 0.12 0.43 0.92 -0.87 -0.80 -1.01

S.Karea 0.91 0.98 0.16 0.50 0.41 0.44 0.22 0.30 0.94 0.55 0.16 0.37

Malaysia -0.09 -0.13 0.55 0.31 0.71 0.53 0.48 0.22 0.83 0.34 0.63 0.13

Thailand 0.22 0.37 0.25 0.21 0.01 010 0.19 0.56 0.41 0.44 -0.16 -0.46

Japan 1.14 1.03 1.15 1.20 0.34 0.93 0.39 0.64 1.42 1.59 0.72 1.20

USA 1.52 1.24 1.10 1.18 1.37 1.58 1.14 1.19 1.25 1.58 1.41 1.45

Political Stability (PS)

This second governance cluster combines several indicators which
measure perceptions of the likelihood that the government in power will be
destabilized or overthrown by possibly unconstitutional and/or violent means,
including terrorism. This index captures the idea that the quality of
governance in a country is compromised by the likelihood of wrenching
changes in government, which not only has a direct effect on the continuity of
policies, but also at a deeper level undermines the ability of all citizens to
peacefully select and replace those in power. The country's ratings are 0.27
and -0.21 for 1997-98 and 2000-01, respectively
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Government Effectiveness (OE)

This cluster summarizes various indicators of the ability of the
government to formulate and implement sound policies. Here, perceptions of
the quality of public service provision, the quality of the bureaucracy, the
competence of civil servants, the independence of the civil service from
political pressures, and the credibility of the government's commitment to
policies are combined into a single grouping. The main concentration of this
cluster is on "inputs" required for the government to be able to produce and
implement good policies and deliver public goods. The country scored 0.13 in
1997-1998 and 0.03 in 2000-2001.

Regulatory Quality (RQ)

This cluster is more focused on the policies themselves. It is concerned
with the incidence of market-unfriendly policies, such as price controls or
inadequate bank supervision, as well as perceptions of the burdens imposed by
excessive regulation in areas such as foreign trade and business development.

Rule of Law (RL)

The indicators included are those which measure the extent to which
agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society. Under this
category are the perceptions of the incidence of both violent and non-violent
crimes, the effectiveness and predictability of the judiciary, and the
enforceability of contracts. Together, these indicators measure whether a
society will have an environment in which fair and predictable rules form the
basis for economic and social interactions. This is an area where the country
needs a lot improvement. From a score of -0.08 in 1997-1998, the score further
dropped to -0.49 in 2000-2001.

Control of Corruption (CC)

This cluster is focused on measuring perceptions of corruption, which
ranges from the frequency of "additional payments to get things done," to
effects of corruption on the business environment, to measuring "grand
corruption" in the political arena or in the tendency of elite forms to engage in
"state capture." This is the only area where the country showed significant
positive change-from -0.23 in 1997-1998 to 0.49 in 2000-2601.
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Gaps and Weaknesses

Various studies and fora have examined the Philippine bureaucracy for
of unraveling and solving its problems. The perceived and
are rooted in policies, performance standards,

y.~_.~__.~_,,...~._~~~._~, behavior, and values that govern and ~_.. ~_.. _ Y"~"~

First, the government is yet to institutionalize effective mechanisms for
planning, agenda-setting, and policymaking, not to mention the will to pursue
agreed objectives. In many instances, plans are haphazardly prepared under
very unrealistic schedules without the benefit of relevant and accurate
information. The government has been also weak in establishing databases
and information systems to support policy decisions and public administration.
Deficient planning leads to unclear goals and objectives as well as poor
implementation.

Second, the lack of clear priorities and the poor planning mechanisms are
compounded by the failure to implement and maintain an appropriate and
workable performance management and measurement system. Attempts to put
in place such a system tended to be rushed and too complex and difficult to
understand. It has also been beset with limited consultation, weak top
leadership and political support, unaligned management systems, and
resistance from those who will implement and use it.

Third, it is difficult to demarcate the scope of responsibility and pinpoint
accountability among the many substructures of the governmental
organization. The administrative machinery is weighed down by unclear
delineation of functions among agencies, which leads to duplication and
overlapping of governments programs and activities, uncoordinated policy and
program implementation, poor sector management, and wasteful use of
resources where it has become commonplace that budgets are allocated to
several agencies for the same purpose.

Fourth, the bureaucratic behavior tends to be very hierarchical and rule
bound instead of emphasizing productivity improvement and attainment of
intended results. The strong predisposition toward rigid implementation of
rules has not only perpetuated red tape, but also enhanced opportunities for
graft and corruption. In so doing, the government has failed again to truly
serve the people and make life easier for them.

Fifth, the civil service system is subservient to the influences and dictates
of prevailing political leadership, thus it could not uphold its role as a self
propelled institution that sets its own direction and functions. Appointments
and promotions to senior and other key career positions are similarly swayed
by patronage politics. Another WB (2002) study cites the Philippines as the
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only country where political appointees in the public bureaucracy extend down
to the director level.

Finally, civil servants do not only seem to have the wrong mindset and
attitudes towards their jobs, they also operate under a dispirited
organizational culture. In a work environment where civil servants perceive
that they are powerless to formulate and implement decisions, that good
performance is rewarded in the same manner as poor performance, that people
can get away with misconduct and dishonesty, that arbitrariness and self
interests are either encouraged or tolerated, and that performance standards
and appraisal systems are not working, then it is not difficult to understand
why the government has been viewed as an institution bogged down by
endemic inadequacies and shortcomings.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The pledge of a better and more responsive government is not new in
Philippine public administration. Since the establishment of the Philippine
Republic in 1946, civil service reform has been undertaken at least five tirnes,"
which all brought the promise of improved government performance and
responsive public service. Ironically, results of these efforts fell short of
expectations. The public sector continues to suffer from the stigma of a
negative image wherein it is scarcely praised and respected, to the extent that
it is commonly described as inefficient, wasteful, ineffective, dishonest, and
corrupt.

Promoting good governance requires honest-to-goodness transformation
of the Philippine bureaucracy in a manner that it will be able to efficiently and
effectively carry out the functions of policy formulation, fiscal management,
and provision of goods and services, while fostering an enabling environment
for private sector growth and meaningful partnerships with the civil society.
More specifically, reforms should strengthen capacities of government
agencies in planning, coordination, monitoring, revenue. administration,
programming and budgeting, and delivery of frontline services that meet the
basic needs of Filipinos.
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNANCE 77

There are about 206 completed/ongoing/proposed projects on governance
in the country, which are supported by 12 international funding institutions
(See Table 11). These projects are grouped into 16 areas of concern. Of these
areas, Maintaining Peace and Order has the most number of projects with a
count of 34 mostly in the Mindanao area. This area is followed by Reforms in
Budgetary and Accounting/Auditing Systems with 32 projects, most of which
are funded by UNDP and USAID. The third area with the most number of
projects is Strengthening Anti-Corruption at LGUs with 26 and these again
are largely funded by UNDP and USAID. This area is followed by
Strengthening Anti-Corruption Content of the Legislative Agenda with 25
projects, seven of which are funded by AusAid. The areas of Public
Participation Oversight and Private Sector Management have 18 projects each
the former mostly funded by UNDP and USAID and the latter by ADB.
Corporate Governance and Judicial Reform have 14 projects each-both are
mostly by USAID. USAID and UNDP have the most number of projects-41
and 25, respectively. (See Annex 4 showing the governance map of initiatives
and interventions in the Philippines.)
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Table 11. Summary Statistics of Foreign and Development Partner-Assisted Governance Projects

GouernanceArea UNDP CIDA Au,AID ADB WB USAID WBI USAIDI UNlCEF EC GTZ· JBIC Others
lMF WB GDC

PublicParticipationOversight 5 1 2 3 7

SustainedProcurementReform 1 2 2

Reformsin Budgetaryand AccountingfAuditingSystems 7 3 3 4 7 1 1 1 5

CorporateGovernance 2 1 1 2 7 1

Designand ImplementationofAnticorruptionPlans 1 2 1

JudicialReforrn 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 3

StrengtheningCorruptionContentofthe LegislativeAgenda 1 1 1 1

StrengtheningAnticorruptionat LGUs 7 4 5 1 2 5 1 1

Recognizingand RewardingGoodGovernancePerformance 5

PublicAdministration 4 7 1 1 1 11

PublicResourceManagement 1 1

PublicSectorManagement 1 1

PrivateSectorManagement 2 1 3 6 1 3 2

MaintainingPeaceand Order 1 3 1 1 4 24

EconornicManagement 1 2 1

LandAdministration 1

Total 25 21 24 18 18 41 1 2 1 1 2 1 53

Source,ADB
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Promoting a New Work Culture

There has been a long-overdue need to revisit the concept and principles
of effective governance and reflect these in the vision, mission, policies,
programs, projects, and operations of the entire bureaucracy, as well as in the
individual government agency and instrumentality. The objectives of this
revisiting are to imbue the values of patriotism and nationalism, instill the
essence and discipline of public service and good work ethic, and commit to
quality work. The civil service system should become the source of technical
expertise and institutional memory in the government. It should also be able
to assert its critical role and value in policymaking and management of state
affairs.

The civil service system has to operate under a new work culture that
emphasizes strong client orientation, excellence, integrity, and knowledge
based management. The bureaucracy must evolve into an institutionalized
behavior of less paper work, minimum waiting time, and simplest procedures
for the transacting public. Public participation in providing feedback to the
government to improve public policies and frontline' services needs to be
further strengthened.

Some of the notable initiatives in this area include AusAID's project with
CSC to humanize government frontline services, which essentially seeks to
improve customer focus in the civil service. UNDP also has an ongoing project
with CSC to promote ethics and accountability. It develops and disseminates
training modules on transparency and accountability. ADB has a proposed
project with esc to strengthen the Civil service by building a professional and
motivated workforce. Started in 1999, CIDA assists the GOP in the
development of internal mechanisms and structure for increased efficiency in
policy formulation, planning, implementation, and evaluation. This project
involves technical assistance, training, missions to Canada, conferences,
workshops, and information exchanges.

Strengthening Governance Plans and Programs
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There has been minimal or no donor support for undertaking important
activities in areas, such as, performance-based management and measurement
system, government compensation and benefits package, political and electoral
reforms, legislative processes, information systems and knowledge
management, and law enforcement. The PCEG or any of its member-agencies
could be the appropriate government entity where ownership and control of
the process of planning and programming governance initiatives may be
located.

Restructuring the Bureaucracy

Organizational streamlining in every government agency as well as
across the entire civil service system also requires commitment and
intensification. Against the backdrop of persistent policy pronouncements to
reengineer the bureaucracy, it is still too common that two or more
government offices perform the same functions which results not only in poor
coordination and wasted resources but actually inefficient delivery of services.
Redundant structures in the government should either be abolished or
subsumed or consolidated with other entities. The desired administrative
structure should also fully support decentralization, which entails dispersing
the greater mass of public servants away from central and regional offices to
provincial and local po stings where they are most needed. Contrary to the
desired results, reorganization efforts in the past have always resulted in a
bloated bureaucracy weighed down by unclear roles and responsibilities among
many different agencies.
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The public sector is yet to benefit from a carefully prepared integrated
blueprint for implementing civil service reforms. Efforts in the past tended to
be influenced and tainted by politics. Planning and execution were usually
rushed. There has been minimal consultation and participation. Reforms
usually lack ownership by those who implement and are affected by reforms.
Knowledge on how to improve overall government performance remains to be
fragmented, disorganized, and even contradictory.

Rationalization of Public Personnel Management

Recreating a better civil necessitates a comprehensive,
pragmatic, and workable program with the corresponding policy
support that will upgrade all facets personnel administration such as
recruitment and selection, training and development, labor relations,
compensation, and employee security and safety. Although the proposed Civil
Service Code promises a significant improvement in the quality of public
service, it is uncertain as to when it will be passed. Meanwhile, the
bureaucracy needs to put in place mechanisms to: (a) get qualified, competent,
and honest individuals into public service and make them stay; (b) ensure and
maintain high work performance among government employees; (c) develop
and implement strong staff development program, (d) strengthen careerism
and protect the civil service system from political patronage; (e) allow
government-wide mobility among CESOs; and (f) institutionalize performance
based security of tenure.

Managing for Results



Successful introduction and maintenance of a performance management
system require a holistic and comprehensive package of civil service reforms
that involve three key dimensions: (a) promoting favorable implementation
conditions; (b) developing performance measurement systems; and (c) utilizing
performance information.

Promoting results-based management in the Philippine bureaucrac.y is
gaining attention. The most recent and welcome development is the
introduction of the PEMIP as mentioned earlier since it stresses public
accountability by orienting government operations towards realizing the
desired outcomes and impacts. Certain elements of the PEMIP nonetheless
need to be reviewed and improved. First, the PEMIP needs to align
management systems and culture of government agencies to support the
systematic collection, recording, analysis, and reporting of performance
information-as the saying goes, garbage in, garbage out. Second, PEMIP needs
support of top political leadership which is sincere and committed to make it
work. Third, training and education of key stakeholders and users are needed.

The fourth aspect refers to the technical design of the PEMIP, which is
actually very critical to its successful implementation and sustainability. The
design tends to be complex and difficult to understand that may inevitably
lead to implementation problems, frustrate stakeholders, and, in effect, make
the entire process an exercise in futility. Preliminary interviews on how the
process of design took place reveal that agencies and stakeholders were not
adequately consulted. Feedback from concerned agencies that used it in the
2001 budget process mentions difficulties in following the framework.

Strengthening Administrative Justice

The bureaucracy finds it difficult to weed out incompetent and erring
public employees. This is partly due to the weaknesses in effecting speedy
disposition of administrative cases. Areas that need strengthening include
developing mechanisms to track cases, intensifying conciliation and mediation,
and strengthening competencies oflegal counselors.

Providing the Required Policy and Institutional Support

public sector reforms efforts may require
~~a~r1~,nnh, tn "vi,tin'" I""" and policies, as well as formulation of new ones

the successful implementation of the proposed
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Endnotes

I The Implementing Rules and Regulations of EO No. 40 were signed in February 2002

2 The main anti-graft court that adjudicates criminal cases brought to it by the OMB. It
deals only with cases filed against high-ranking government offici also

;J OPIF espouses the basic principles of results-based management or performance-based
management.

'These were undertaken during the administration of Presidents Manuel Roxas, Elpidio
Quirino, Ramon Magsaysay, Ferdinand Marcos and Carazan Aquino.

6 "Results-based management" and "performance management" are used interchangeably
in this study
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Annex 1. Policy Framework, Strategies, and Measures
for Good Governance

• Issue an EO to rotate work assignments of procurement officers to avoid
collusion with suppliers
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Annex 1 (continued)
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Annex 2. Summary of Key Result Areas and Strategies
for Civil Service Reform
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Annex 4. Governance Map of the Philippines
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Assessing the Need for Integrating
Ethics in Managerial Decisionmaking

TOMAS A. SAJO*

Introduction

In contemporary public administration wherein relevance and equity are
significantly featured, the question of ethics in government has been
frequently raised in the academic and popular forums, or reported in the
media. In many public transactions and events, violations of the ethics code,
unwarranted use of the pork barrel fund, whistle-blowing on graft and
corruption at the highest executive level, and partaking of the ransom money
in the military, have been actually headlined. Pertinent allegations with
accompanying evidence appeared not only in newspapers but in televised
congressional hearings as well.

The need to inquire into ethics in government actions and decisions has
been critically recognized in the academe. The need for inquiry is
demonstrated by focusing more on the understanding of and applying ethics in
dealing with the cost of fraudulent acts and commissions, assessing ethically
questionable acts of government managers, examining the erosion of integrity
in government service, and looking into corruptive pressures on a global arena.
In pursuing the teaching and practice of ethics in decisionmaking, more
attention should be given to the benefits that could actually and potentially
derive from ethical managing of public affairs. Said benefits, both tangible

'Roberto S. Benedicta Diamond Jubilee Professor of Management, College of
Management,UniversityofthePhilippinesintheVisayas.
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and intangible, could motivate and encourage public officials and functionaries
to act and decide within moral, ethical, and legal boundaries.

That the academe is concerned with ethics in government is a curricular
and practical exigency and reality. Academics in the field of ethics have
calculatedly indulged their passion for social equity and relevance by calling
for persuasive moral reasoning about the civil servants' sense of
professionalism, always mindful of the rigorous demands of active citizenship,
civility and decorum, and continuing harmony between democratic
responsibility and regime values. Certainly, these concerns must be accepted
with an accompanying commitment and integrated into decisionmaking by
academicians and practitioners to ensure the success and vitality of public
administration today.

Integrating ethics in managerial decisionmaking appears in demand in
view of consequential costs of unethical or fraudulent acts in government
service, aggravated by media frenzy over very highly visible offenders. In
spite of the reported knowledge of government managers and employees of
ethics and decisionmaking, effective safeguards are wanting and emergence of
graft and corruption into accepted norms of public behavior is morally
threatening. Most personnel appear to have no significant knowledge of what
constitutes fraud and refuse to report commission of unethical acts. Although
many understand the moral dimensions of their roles, different acts of fraud
are still committed, particularly distortion and overexertion of managerial
roles.

While trust is recognized as the foundation for managing public
organizations, incidence of integrity erosion and unnecessary exposures to
ethical risks still continues to harm or cause damage to public organizations.
Even corruption pressures have encroached in government organizations with
international dealings and transactions. Most government officials and
employees tangible and intangible benefits from improved public

Problem Statement
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Objectives

Analytical Framework

A systems-oriented framework consists of information inputs including
the respondents' profiles, ethics and decisionmaking perspectives, awareness
of ethically questionable acts and decisions, and corruption pressures in the
global environment. These inputs affect the ethical managerial decisionmaking
processes with expected outputs, which include the benefits gained from
improved management ethics anchored on personal and organizational
integrity. Benefits particularly derived are the organization's sense of social
responsibility, responsible environmental management, application of
distributive and procedural justice at work, progressive workplace
management, participative management, and good community relations.

Methods

Definitions
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and functionaries. Challenges of managing within the local and
environments have to deal with differing ethical values and points of

with the added requirement of explaining why these are important in
governmental management. Hence, the concepts of ethics and decisionmaking
have to be clearly defined.

Ethics, the first concept, connotes the practical science of the morality of the
human conduct (Glenn 1930). From this definition, the different characteristics of
ethics can be pinpointed. First, ethics is a science, because it is a complete and
systematically arranged body of data relating to the morality of human conduct,
and presents reasons showing these data to be true. Second, it is a practical
science, because it directly implies rules and directions for thought or action,
representing truths that are to be acted upon. Third, it points to the science of
human conduct referring only to such human activity that is deliberate and free,
meaning, acts performed with advertence and motive, and determined by free
will. Fourth, it is also a science of morality of the human conduct, because it
indicates that the free, knowing and deliberate human activity is either in
agreement or disagreement with the dictates of reason.

Ethics also refers to the principles of conduct governing an individual or a
group, and specifically relates to the standards used in deciding what the
conduct should be (Dessler 2002). It deals with the concern for good behavior,
the obligation to consider not only one's personal well-being, but also those of
other human beings (Certo 2000). Broadly, ethics is considered a study of how
one's decisions affect other people; and simply, the study of people's rights and
duties, the moral rules that people apply in making decisions, and the nature
of relationships among people (Stoney et a1. 1995). It could mean the study of
rights and of who is-or should be-benefited or harmed by an action.

In an extended definition, "ethics" is viewed as "the systematic attempt to
make sense of individual, group, organizational, professional, social, market,
and global moral experience in such a way as to determine the desirable,
prioritized ends that are worth pursuing, the right rules and obligations that
ought to govern human conduct, the virtuous intentions and character traits that
deserve development in life, and to act accordingly" (Petrick and Quinn 1997: 42).

Administrative ethics can further enrich the ethics perspective. It
involves the application of moral principles to the conduct of officials in
organizations. Such moral principles indicate in particular: (a) the rights and
duties that individuals should respect when they act in ways that seriously
affect the well-being of individuals and society, and (b) the conditions that
collective practices and policies should satisfy when they similarly affect the
well-being of individuals and society (Thomson 1985, in Shafritz and Hyde
1997). This thinking becomes more significant when public managers and
functionaries make judgments (who is to judge over the persons or group of
persons to be judged) (who is to be judged) in their workplaces.
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The second concept dealt with is decisionmaking. Essentially, this is a
process of defining problems, gathering information, generating alternatives,
and choosing a course of action. It is also viewed as the process of choosing the
best alternative for reaching objectives (Hellriegel et a1. 1999, Certo 2000). As
a central function in management, decisionmaking deals with the process of
identifying and selecting a course of action to solve a specific problem, or
taking advantage of an opportunity.

Graft and Corruption. In the ethical concept, graft refers to the
unscrupulous use of one's position to derive profit or advantage. Exemplified
by extortion, it indicates that money is gained or yielded under dubious
circumstances exploited by the power holder. By way of distinction, corruption
means a deviation from the ethical or moral behavior. Relying on legal norms,
it refers to behavior deviating from formal duties of a public role (elective or
appointive) because of private-regarding (personal, close family, private
clique) wealth or status gains; or violating rules against the exercise of certain
types of private-regarding.

Carino and De Guzman (1979) point to graft when the act is performed by
a civil servant or a group of civil servants acting alone, without involving any
person external to the bureaucracy, or compromising the performance of duties
of another bureaucrat; and to corruption when the latter actions obtain with
participants within and without the bureaucracy. These distinctions are more
in tune with Heidenheiner's (1970) public office category, which centers on the
concept of public office and the norms of conduct binding on the incumbent.

In the realm of politics, corruption can be defined according to these three
criteria: legality, public interest, and public opinion. On the basis of the
legality criterion, the political behavior is corruption when it violates certain
formal standards or rules of behavior set down by a political system for its
public officials. Based on the notion of public interest, what is public or
common interest is determined first to form basis for investigating corruption
behavior. In terms of public opinion, a political act is corrupt when the weight
of public opinion determines it to beso (Peters and Welch 1978 in Frederickson
1993).

Norms, in the psychological context, are acceptable standards of behavior
within a group that are shared by the members. They gradually develop as the
members of a group or organization learn what behaviors are necessary to be
able to function effectively. Usually, they tell members what they ought or
ought not to do, under certain circumstances (Robbins 2001).
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roughly 40 old. Twenty-five are females, and eleven are males. The
shows that 29 are married; five are single, while only two are

or widowers. Thirty-one are Roman Catholics, while only four are
Only one respondent is a member of Iglesia rii Kristo.

Among these subjects, thirty-one are bachelor's degree holders. Many
baccalaureate graduates are Bachelor of Science in Accountancy, Bachelor of
Science in Commerce, Bachelor of Science in Management, or Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration. Others hold Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering, Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, Bachelor of
Science in Education, and Bachelor of Arts degrees. Fifteen of them are
master's degree holders, with eight Master of Management graduates with
specialization in Public Management (MMPM). A few are Master of Business
Administration (MBA); Master of Management, major in Rural Development
Management (MMRDM); Master of Public Administration (MPA); and, Master
of Arts in Teaching (MAT). In addition, two are Doctors of Medicine (M.D.).

The subjects' monthly incomes are estimated at the personal and joint
family levels. Twelve earn within the Pll,000-P15,000 bracket, and two
groups of seven fall below the PI0,000 and PI6,000-P20,000 brackets,
respectively. Four of them have incomes in excess of P20,000, including the
two who earn much higher incomes of P130,000 and PI70,000, respectively.
The average income is about PI9,583.00.

Based on monthly joint family income, thirteen subjects belong to the
P51,OOO-PIOO,000 bracket, eleven below the PSO,OOObracket, and four earn
over PIOO,OOO. Of the four personnel earning over PIOO,OOO, two report
incomes of PI50,OOO and P200,000, respectively. The average income is
approximately PS7,778.00 per month.

The present positions of the government functionaries used as subjects
vary. Among twenty-eight of them, four hold officers as Accountants I, II, and
III; four occupy positions as Administrative Officers II, IV; and, three as
Budget Officers II, III, and Budget Clerks II and III. The other ten include
Regional Manager, Chief of Hospital, Property Officer II, Legal Officer,
Auditor IV, Teacher III, Senior Budget Specialist, Computer Operator II,
Technical Assistant, and Revenue Collection Clerk.
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other key roles include overall management of regional operations; managing
hospital operations; attending to personnel matters, including position
classification and wage administration; recording and communicating financial
status and operations; handling property matters; taking care of legal internal
matters; assisting the regional accountant; creating and executing fiscal
policies; computer encoding and processing financial data, and doing clerical
jobs related to accounting and communication matters.

The subjects' treasured principles in life contribute much to ethical
contents that often shape the personal and work like of people in
organizations. Many express their valued principles such as, "Love God above
all things," "Honesty is the best policy," and the Golden Rule. Others
expressed principles these ways: "Learning is a continuous process in life, not
what we receive that counts, but what we do for others;" "Trust in the Lord
with all your heart, and not in yourself only;" "What am I is God's gift to me,
what I become is my gift to God;" "Live life so well so that when you look back,
you can live it again;" "Live life to the best of your abilities, follow your dreams
by working hard to reach them;" "Have faith in self and others, will succeed;
and, "Aim high and work at your best to hit it bull's eye."

These ethical principles
government managers and
diligence at work.

Results and Discussion

Tables 1 to 6 reflect the findings on factors affecting the need to integrate
ethics in ethical managerial decisionmaking, to wit: (1) ethics and
decisionmaking perspectives, (2) cost of unethical workplace conduct,
(3) ethically questionable performance of managers, (4) integrity erosion and
ethical risk exposures, (5) global corruption pressures, and (6) benefits derived
from improved government ethics. Factors with highly significant (p < 0.01),
significant (p < 0.05), and not significant (p > 0.05) effects are indicated in the
remarks column. The percentage of respondents, the chi-square value, and the
p-value are also entered.

Ethics and Decisionmaking Perspectives
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Table 1. Ethics and Decisionmaking Perspectives

Factors
%of Chi-Square

Pnialue RemarksRespondents Value

Ideas concerning decision-
94.12 26.471 0.000 Highly significant

making

Ideas about ethics 91.43 24.029 0.000 Highly significant

Belief in ethical
86.11 18778 0.000 Highly significant

decisionmaking

Ideas regarding ethical
80.56 13.444 0.000 Highly significant

decisionmaking

66.67 4.000 0.169 Not significant

Assessment of need for
62.86 2.314 0.314 Not significant

ethicaldecisiomnaking

Usefulness of assessing need
61.76 1.882 0.183 Not significant

forethicaldecisionmaking

Practice of ethical
58.33 1.000 0.317 Not significant

decisionmaking

55.56 0.444 0.506 Not significant

and corruption

47.22 0.111 0.739 Not significant

44.12 0.471 0.547 Not significant

results of the test
measured as highly

concerning ethics; (c)
regarding ethical

that are recognized by the majority, but are not
public sector ethics for prevention or minimization of
(b) assessment of need for ethical decisionmaking;

(c) usefulness assessing need for ethical decisionmaking; (d) practice of
ethical decisionmaking; and (e) management emphasis on ethical
decisionmaking to prevent or minimize graft and corruption.
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For the most cited and highly significant factors, the pertinent findings

Second, ethics is perceived as the right conduct, attitude, character and
practices of people. It refers to doing work with responsibility and
accountability, without any complaint or delay. It also deals with behaving in
an educated and professional way in specific situations, settings, or

It emphasizes the Golden Rule: Do unto others, as you would

Fourth, people generally think of ethical decisionmaking as the process of
observing what is good or right in making choices or decisions. It points to the
process of deciding in conformity with accepted values and norms of behavior.
Choosing the right alternative for the common good, without jeopardizing the
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of oneself or the other is
it is putting ethics at the core

For factors recognized by the majority but without any significance, the
findings are:

First, public sector ethics can influence the prevention and/or
minimization of graft and corruption by means of observing excellent ethical
values in public office. It guides the formation of a person's character or
attitude, to be able to correct the wrong or unfair doings in the public service.
The awarded public officials and employees serve as models.

Second, an assessment of the need for ethical decisionmaking is justified
since its results can serve as guides to national and local government officials
or personnel. It provides a barometer of what to do when one deviates from
acceptable conduct. It also looks for ways to incorporate ethics into
decisionmaking at the workplace, to improve one's way of personal or work
like, and to know and pursue the right path.

Fourth, the practice of ethical decisionmaking is justified, because it is
important in dealing with superiors, subordinates, and peers, as well as
clientele. It makes people more humane, merciful and sympathetic to others
in the organization and in society. Moreover, it leads to a productive,
progressive and a happy life.
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Second, graft and corruption can develop into an accepted of
behavior in government, since subordinates emulate their
committing fraudulent acts, especially in cases where officials
to commit fraud with suppliers and those in the business sector. When
officials taking a bribe are not apprehended, the conduct is repeated. The
daily reports of graft and corruption cases tend to support the contention that
graft and corruption is already an established norm of behavior or an emerging
culture in the Philippines.

Costs of Unethical Conduct in Public Organizations

The significant findings affecting the costs of unethical conduct,
committed by superiors and employees in the workplace, are summarized.
Table 2 shows the different influential factors, with corresponding percentage
distributions of respondents who took cognizance of the influence of ethical
conduct to including the results and interpretation of the chi-square

The of factors is mainly based on levels of significance of

Based on Table 2, the four highly significant factors associated with the
cost of workplace unethical conduct are: (1) recognition of people who always
practice ethics in their actions or decisions, (2) expectation of loss suffered by
the organization from the fraudulent act committed by a superior, (3) advising
the employee, whose workplace error results ill actual loss, to cooperate and be
responsible for said loss, and (4) expectation of retaliation against managers
who attempt to take undue advantage of stakeholders through their unethical
behavior.

In addition, the two factors that are not significantly associated with the
costs of unethical conduct in the workplace include: (a) the idea of what
constitutes fraud in the workplace, and (b) the giving of advice to co-employees
conspiring to commit a fraudulent act. Furthermore, when these factors are
arranged on the basis of their percentage distribution, the ranking is
consistent with the order based on the statistical level of significance.

The additional focus of summation relates to the most-cited explanations
of factors affecting costs of workplace unethical conduct that have the highest
average rank points. Whenever no ranking has been undertaken, the
percentage points of frequency counts are used.
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Table 2. Costs of Unethical Workplace Conduct

Factors
%of Chi-Square

P-value RemarksRespondents Value

94.44 28.444 0.000 Highly significant

94.29 27.457 0.000 Highly significant

I superior

mhnoa

88.87 20.829 0.000 Highly significant

77.78 11.111 0.001 Highly significant

Idea of what constitutes 55.56 0.444 0.505 Not significant
fraud in workplace

54.29 0.257 0.612 Not significant

First, regarding acts in the workplace considered as constituting fraud,
the most-cited cases are as follows: overpricing of government supplies and
materials purchased; malversation of funds; personal use of office supplies:
graft and corruption; logging in but not at work and somewhere else;
falsification of report of actual working hours; unauthorized undertime, and
red tape in processing of papers. The least-cited fraudulent incidents are:
substandard performance or work practice, unauthorized double
compensation, and 15/30 salary of ghost employees.
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Fourth, losses suffered by the organization resulting in
fraudulent superior officials are identified. Based on frequency
counts, the most mentioned consist of the following: low morale of
personnel; inattention to methods and procedures becoming a norm; frequent
disrespectful treatment of employees occurring; callous disregard for integrity
leading to shameless loss of work commitment; decrease in productivity and
profitability; lack of cooperation due to mounting fear or distrust; and loss of
work price and meaning pervading the organization. Based on the gravity of
loss, the following are the consequences: low morale of personnel; decrease in
productivity and profitability; dissatisfaction increases; lack of
cooperation due to mounting fear or work overtime; and exceeding
budget limits.

Fifth, advising employees who are caught
fraudulent act is a preferred option. The more
honesty can exonerate violators who accept consequences their
fraudulent acts; conspiring parties would confess committing fraudulent act; it
is for everybody's welfare to restore morality in the bureaucracy; and violators
can be given the chance to explain and to retain their jobs. The contrary
advice is anchored less on giving the warning "don't do it again" so as not to
commit a fraudulent act again; and having violators confess voluntarily to
reduce penalty.

Sixth, giving advice to employees committing errors at work resulting in
actual loss, managers cause them to cooperate and be personally responsible.
The most forceful argument is invoking honesty and taking personal
responsibility. This reason is complemented by reforming one's character and
conduct, and discouraging self-interest activities in the workplace. Based on
the level of importance given the various reasons, the most important are:
invoking honesty and taking personal responsibility, and reforming one's
character and conduct.

Seventh, appropriate situations can
people always practice ethics in taking
situations include: managers having the

the basis for
or making
of cooperating
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Awareness of Ethically Questionable Managerial Role-Related Acts
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Table 3. Ethically Questionable Performance of Public Managers

Factors
%of Chi-Square

P-ualue RemarksRespondents Value

w,~u~oov,"'''U''b''';
94.29 27.457 0.000 Highly significant

Ivaried roles

Remedies to managers' acts 85.71 17.857 0.000 Highly significant
for advancing personal gains

80.56 13.444 0.000 Highly significant

distortions

75.00 9.000 0.003 Highly significant

52.78 0.111 0.739 Not significant

of organization

Distortions of managerial 52.78 0.111 0.739 Not significant
roles

44.44 0.444 0.505 Not significant

The pertinent summary points relate to the most-cited explanations for
the identification and explanations of specified factors. These are drawn from
the probes undertaken in incidents or cases wherein personnel answer
affirmatively only.

First, expectations concerning managers' awareness of the moral
dimensions of their differentiated roles include: as leaders or manager, they
are examples of what is moral; managers as leaders should observe what is
moral in their leadership roles, including the practice of ethics and good moral
conduct; they would not be managers if they do not know what is morally
sound; managers have to know the demands of their jobs, know the moral
dimension of their jobs, and ensure transparency and accountability in their
jobs; and, as managers, they are executives who ought to give fair, fast, sound
and stable decisions.
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payment for ghost services; and seeking payment for unserved overtime
services.

Fifth, although lacking in significance, the cases of managerial role
distortion that are of higher levels of seriousness include: negotiated bidding
through manager-supplier collusion; bribery where money is unduly received
by managers in exchange for favor or accommodation of clientele, and
manipulation of suppliers to gain undue price advantage.

Erosion of Integrity and Exposures to Ethical Risks
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Table 4. Integrity Erosion and Ethical Risk Exposures

Factors
%of Chi-Square

P-value RemarksRespondents Value

97.22 2.111 0.000 Highly significant

Iperformance

88.89
I on personal and 21.778 0.000 Highly significant

Consequences of intentional 80.56 13.444 0.000 Highly significant
commission of unethical acts

80.00 12.60 0.003 Highly significant

trust-

77.78 11.111 0.001 Highly significant

77.42 9.323 0.002 Highly significant

1-

77.14 10.314 0.001 Highly significant

58.33 1.000 0.317 Not significant

various factors that influence the study of the erosion of ethical integrity and
the intentional or unintentional exposure to ethical risks.

First, managers in the public service who want to improve their ethical
performance should focus more attention on checking or controlling the erosion
of integrity, and conscientiously manage ethical risks in the workplace. In the
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order of level of importance, the different ways of checking the breaking down
of integrity and handling ethical risks are: controlling costs incurred from
avoiding harm; avoiding exposure to harmful dangers at work; checking costs
resulting from harm, and limiting transaction costs incurred in allocating
harm.

Second, the unintentional commission of unethical acts by managers in
local government who are culpably ignorant can harm both personal and
organizational integrity. Based on the levels of seriousness, the nature of the
harm is presented as follows: denying the promotion of qualified personnel
unintentionally discriminated against; culpable moral negligence destroying
organizational integrity; ethical risks unduly imposing suffering on human
and non-human stakeholders; unintentional omission of ethical acts injuring
not only immediately affected individuals, but also categories of stakeholders.
and harming natural ecosystems, indigenous population, and other industries.

Third, the intentional or premeditated commission of unethical acts by
public managers in the local workplace can bring about harmful or damaging
consequences. The assessment of such dam ag e-causing consequences reveals
the following order of gravity: destroys the ethical integrity of persons and of
the organization; compounds the offense committed and whets the media
frenzy; disregards recklessly the ethical risks to stakeholders that had been
created before the unethical act was committed, and callously discounts the
increased distribution of ethical risks imposed on other stakeholders after the
fact or event of commission.

Fourth, the unethical act of gambling with personal, interpersonal, and
public trust could result in major adverse consequences both to local managers
and to local government organizations. Considering the level of importance
given, the reasons supporting such assertion are: gambling is a game of
chance that makes people dishonest; loss of trust will result in loss of
confidence from clientele to workers, and from subordinates to managers;
gambling generates telling lies and being dishonest; once integrity is
destroyed, there is nothing more of value to expect; gamblers always grab the
chance to take advantage of others for personal gain; it could cost top
managers their respective careers, and being true in any dealings will gain
more advantage than being deceitful.

Fifth, manipulating career image impressions and engaging in public
relations efforts to cover up the lack of genuine integrity can bring about
unfavorable or questionable consequences to public managers who resort to
them. The downward order of gravity of the questionable consequence is as
follows: create the problem of divided ethical selves; loss of moral alignment
or consistency in word and in deed; establish compartmentalized relationships;
mix or change values at varying venues or contacts, and switch personalities at
home, work, or play.



Sixth, the increasing demand for public accountability of local public
managers can be legitimately responded to by elevating managerial ethics in a
morally and politically complicated environment. The reasons given for
supporting this condition are arranged as follows: with top leaders as
examples, public accountability and ethics have changed, gradually improving
at the national level, but still unchanged at the local level; public office is a
public trust wherein public servants are obliged to comply with ethical
standards as stated in the Code of Ethics and Civil Service Commission rules
and regulations; growth of interest in managerial ethics will promote
understanding underlying worker-manager role relations in organization; in
times when graft and corruption is cultured in government, ethics is the best
response; a good leader can encourage other members to be good followers; and
managerial ethics is the backbone of public accountability.

Global Corruption Pressures
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Table 5. Global Corruption Pressures

Factors
"kof Chi-Square

P-ualue RemarksRespondents Value

91.18 23.059 0.000 Highly significant

80.00
analysis 10.800 0.001 Highly significant

77.14 10.314 0.001 Highly significant
decisionmaking

67.74 3.903 0.048 Significant

Imarketplace"

Except for the factor relating corruption to ethical integrity in a global
marketplace that is significant, the other factors are highly associated with
dealing with global corruption pressures. The arrangement of the impinging
factors is by their percentage points corresponding to their frequency
distributions. These highly significant factors include: importance of ethical
decisionmaking in international transactions, effect of public managers' weak
character and poor ethical analysis skills on multinational organizations, and

of the absence of an improved managerial ethical
uecrsronmaxrng , The findings pertinent to each of these factors are presented

Second, the weak character and poor ethical analysis skills of managers
place multinational organizations in a compromising or threatened position.
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Some personnel allege that such conditions indicate public managers as prone
to onerous transactions, exploiting weaker nations; they are not sure or firm
in their decisions that sometimes create biases; they often succumb to graft
and corruption in their for personal gain; poor ethical analysis
results in poor overall and they pose a definite risk, although
training them can help.

Third, the absence of improved managerial ethical decisionmaking in the
context of corrupt national environments results in threatened or jeopardized
personal and organizational integrity. In the descending order of their
gravity, these consequences show that managers put their organization's
reputation in jeopardy; they risk ruining their professional careers; they could
fail to demonstrate personal integrity and to build organizational integrity:
and, they block the opportunity of government organizations to compete in the
free market in the global playing field.

Fourth, there are valid reasons to believe that the more corrupt the extra
organizational environment, the more important a strong managerial character
and responsible organizational conduct are, to achieve ethical integrity in the
global marketplace. These reasons indicate that nations should promote trade
relations based on mutual trust and welfare; strong will and high ethical values
can prevent corruption; in this way, distrust can be avoided; and acts of
corruption need more effective controls to stop their existence.

As a whole, within the context of corruptive international environments,
managers, especially in the government sector, must hold high the importance
of ethical decisionmaking. They must strengthen ethical integrity in the
world market by means of building unassailable characters and developing
functional ethical analysis skills. In this way, they do not push public
organizations towards endangered positions in the global market.

Benefits of Improved Public Management Ethics
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Table 6. Benefits of Improved Public Management Ethics

Factors
%of Chi-Square

Pioalu» RemarksRespondents Value

97.22 32.111 0.000 Highly significant

Responsible environmental 91.67 25.000 0.000 Highly significant
management pays

23.059 0.000 Highly significant91.18

Iorder

91.18 23.059 0.000 Highly significant

88.89 21.778 0.000 Highly significant
I OL"~~HU'U~' '~LU'U

;N\' 88.24 19.882 0.002 Highly significant
I",,,,.,,, a nrl rnrrre

clientele loyalty

85.71 17.857 0.001 Highly significant
desirability

84.85 16.030 0.317 Highly significant

Iprodu.."tivity

83.33 13.333 0.000 Highly significant

Consequences of procedural 77.14 10.314 0.001 Highly significant
justice at work

Desirability of managing 53.13 0.182 0.670 Not significant
distributive justice at work
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Second, the responsible environmental management pays, that is,
organizations stand to earn more from clientele patronage when known
for having an environmental ethics program. The following are reasons
given to justify the recognition of this benefit derived from pollution
control and management: increases the visibility and patronage of
organizational products or services; ensure solid
management provide the basis for
organization's products or services;
performance due to pollution cutback.
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}HU"U""~ 6'"'~"U'UU procedures; and, well-crafted information sharing

Sixth, sound community relations form the bases for achieving
better financial performance, higher employee morale and more
clientele loyalty" Below are explanations for this benefit: patronized
organizations earn better financial profit; people in the community
cooperate by buying more products and paying for more services; the
community can help finance organizations with good public relations;
and, higher sales or service volume result in higher income"

Seventh, improved managerial ethical decisionmaking and moral
performance lead to increased profitability and intrinsically desirable
organizational order. The benefits enjoyed are: ethical decisionmaking
and moral performance are warranties or badges or an organization or
institution which is worth the full trust of its clientele and advocates:
smooth personnel relationships result in better performance that leads
to the attainment of organization's goals and objectives; employees
become more efficient and effective in the workplace when they look up
to their managers as role models; and, employees' performance becomes
better, resulting in large production output.

Eighth, a responsible participative management practiced in
organizations increases employee and organizational productivity.
This practice redounds to the following benefits: employees are proud
to be given the power to decide for themselves; everybody is willing to
participate because their opinions are welcome, heard and counted in
decisions; employees have personal decisions and higher morale;
employees feel motivated when asked to participate in decisionmaking;
empowered employees would do their work to the best of their ability;
and, employee empowerment increases motivation since they are
accountable for their personal decisions.
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As a whole, government functionaries have significantly recognized the
different benefits or gains derived from ethical managerial decisionmaking
and morally sound conduct of performance in the government workplace. The
rapidly changing, turbulent and dynamic environment could certainly spur
improvement in the public managers' way of deciding and performing by
centering ethics in their personal and operational conduct which can result in
higher productivity and profitability, as well as a sound and stable
organizational order.

Concluding Observations, Recommendations
and Action Agenda

Concluding Observations
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Recommendations and Corresponding Justifications

Based on the findings of the study, three recommendations are given.
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The reason for recommending the reinforcement of ethical safeguards and
practices in government is to exert stronger political will and pressure in
implementing Republic Act No. 6713, popularly known as the "Code of Conduct
and Ethical Standards for Public Officials and Employees." What should be
forcefully emphasized are the norms of conduct and duties of public officials
and employees, with positive reinforcement of incentives and awards, as well
as sanctions impartially imposed on prohibited acts and nefarious
transactions.

The recent political events that featured whistle-blowing at the highest
executive level of government that resulted in People Power II, and succeeded
in ousting an incumbent president, should be more than a justification, but
taken as an inspiration to consider whistle-blowing more seriously in the name
of government ethics. Although the staging differed, People Power I was also
an uprising against a conjugal dictatorship accused of political and economic
plunder.
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As regards managerial role over-exertion, the managerial acts are
featured as having a large scope and visibility, involving an excessive exertion
of influence to comply strictly with the letter of the law, in disregard of its
spirit. Again, the result is giving short-term gain for the organization and the
corrupt official, but passes on long-term costs to internal and external
stakeholders

This recommendation is justified because, in the long run, the
government employees and the general public could unduly absorb the stresses
and costs, while the organization and the corrupt public officials receive short
term gains. Managerial role distortion and overexertion must be stopped,
because the benefits claimed to accrue to the organization are only short-lived
and not sustainable. With undue pressure of power positions exploited by
corrupt officials who are in for an immediate personal gain within a limited
time only, the stakeholders are unjustly imposed upon or burdened with costs
of unethical acts in the long run.

Action Agenda

The action agenda is prepared to guide the implementation of the
different recommendations. It has been observed that recommendations, in
generally quoted terms, could not be implemented with relative ease and
facility in different government bureaucracies. To remove this potential block
or constraint to the implementation of the aforementioned recommendations,
the preparation of a double action agenda is deemed necessary:

(1) To strengthen ethical safeguards and practices in government
agencies and to minimize, if not prevent, graft and corruption, the
local chief executive or local agency head may set up his own unique
"Ethics program" tailor-made for any local government unit or
government agency. The following action steps are:
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b. Prepare and publicize an ethics code unique to the organization.
Instead of adopting existing ethics code, the principles of
conduct applicable to the whole organization shall be
formulated after a thorough discussion or deliberation. Acts
constituting unethical conduct, including the specific features of
graft and corruption, and how they are committed within and
outside the organization shall be specified. When the ethics
code clearly captures and sets forth the principles of conduct or
treasured values for the organization and employees, it shall be
formalized into an organizational or document, and
distributed to all offices or units of the It must
provide a convenient or accessible for
workplace performance behavior.

d. Involve personnel at all levels. Direct employee participation
shall be achieved through the use of a roundtable discussion
among a small group of willing and knowledgeable employees,
or experiential learning workshops with management-employee
collaboration. Government employees shall be provided with
more time and allowed to elucidate on values that are relevant
to their interests, as well as to the organization.
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(2)

b. Create an office or position through which whistle-blowers can
report anonymously the observed unethical behavior or policies.
Instead of the whistle-blower pursuing the case, the office
take administrative cognizance and investigate
confidentially reported wrongdoing. By relying on this
the whistle-blower would not be afraid of any retaliation or
personal retribution for reporting the unethical act, since an
office exists that is responsible for formally investigating the
ethical misconduct. This special office can make a positive
contribution in managing retaliatory encounters, while
elevating workplace ethics.

(3) To reduce the incidence of distortion and overexertion of managerial
roles, the steps to be taken may be distinguished between distortion
and overexertion of managerial roles. .The following steps are
concerned with managerial role distortion:
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act in the short run; and (3) It transfers or displaces direct costs
to selected stakeholders inside and outside the organization.

b. Define or delineate the specific acts constituting managerial
distortion.

c. Emphasize an open and transparent
transactions or invoking objects with
bribery is a punishable act.

of financial
Specify that

d. Prepare internal control procedures for delineating the
requisition, canvassing of prices, issuing receipts for delivered
materials and supplies, checking materials and supplies
received based on required quality and measurement standards,
preparing vouchers, approving vouchers for payment, and
actually releasing payment.

e. Prepare a materials-and-supplies flowchart, with emphasis on
employees involved in each segment of the process, and their
respective responsibilities and accountabilities.

f. Canvass current market prices items of materials
and supplies regularly, and use as reference in
establishing prices of requisitioned items,

g. Conduct a regular materials and supplies inventory and audit,
and submit reports with recommendations.

h. Conduct a random supplier audit, and submit a report with
recommendations.

i. Conduct orientation with public managers and employees on
what constitutes managerial role distortion and get their
feedback for ethical improvement.

To check managerial role overexertion, the following agenda for action
should be followed:

a. Define managerial role overexertion.
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i mp lem en t at i on of
attention to

g. Prepare report of checking or controlling performance, with
recommendations for ethical management learning and
improvement.

It is reasonably expected that the different recommendations
strengthening ethical safeguards and practices in local government
organizations and agencies to minimize, if not prevent, graft and corruption;
protecting whistle-blowers who have the will and determination to take
positive action against known violators of ethical standards; and, reducing
incidence of distortion and overexertion of managerial roles-can satisfy the
need for integrating ethics in managerial decisionmaking, and eventually
build a new cadre of ethically conscious and committed local managers and
functionaries in the public service. When in time, these recommendations are
substantially applied and institutionalized in various local government
organizations and agencies, the integration of ethics in managerial
decisionmaking becomes a reality-auguring a local governance that is graft
and corruption-free.
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Participatory Governance:
A Future Charted With
The People, For The People

FRANCIS B. LUCAS AND MARICEL ALMOJUELA TOLENTINO,I

Perspective on Civil Society-Government Relations

Governance

An Asian NGO Coalition for Agrarian Reform and Rural Development
(ANGOC) (2000) study on Local Governance in the Philippines noted two major
perspectives in defining governance.

The first one is the perspective of the State. It is concerned with the
improvement of the capacities of government, or the formal institutional
structure and its decisionmaking powers. Its focus is on the administrative and
managerial of and thus measures the quality of

of government accountability,
organizations are said to favor this

The second perspective emphasizes relations of authority and defines
governance in terms of the actual interactions between government and the
broader public (Labajo 2000).

"F'rom the Asian NGO Coalition for Agrarian Reform and Rural Development IANCOGI.
5B Marilag St. UP Village, Quezon City



PARTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE

Gandhian thinking resonates with this perspective of governance as it is
grounded on the philosophy of Lok Niti, or people's politics and direct
governance by a sovereign people. This philosophy advocates building people's
power from the village upwards, over larger areas and towards higher levels of
integration in institutional structures, all the while keeping the entire process
highly decentralized. People's participation thus takes on a new meaning-not
of people participating in government or even in nongovernment organization
(NGO) projects-but of people enabling to take hold of their own and their
families' development (Debuque 1999).

Indicators of Good Governance

Indicators of Good Participation
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Table 1. Good Governance Indicators Based on Capacity

Capacity

Institutional Capacity

Technical Capacity

Administrative Policy

Political Capacity

and/or being able to influence individuals both in the local government and the
community."

Success in the three indicators should translate to gains in three areas,
namely, (1) policy, (2) civil society and (3) democracy (Miller 1994).

An obvious policy success would be the adoption and legislation of the
nongovernment and people's organizations (NGOIPO) development agenda.
For civil society, success is often gauged by the presence of strong NGOs/POs
that can keep government being accountable and responsive to community
needs. Meanwhile, success for democracy is evidenced by greater democratic
space for NGOs and POs, and, thus, greater political legitimacy and a more
favorable attitude and behavior on the part of government officials and the
elite toward NGOs and grassroots groups.

Government and Civil Society Relations Across Asia

The late environmentalist Maximo Kalaw said that civil society grew out
of the need to resolve perceived contradictions between the interest of the
State and that of the communities. NGOs/POs represent the organized sector
of civil society; as such, they form part of the core foundation of an active
democracy. They act as the public watchdog, promote self-reliance among the
poor, and are a source of development innovation and extension in public
policy formulation and program implementation (Lucas 1999).
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PARTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE

It has been stressed before that for governance to be meaningful, civil
society groups need to be critical partners and equal stakeholders with
government in the pursuit of poverty eradication and sustainable
development. Civil society organizations (CSOs) can be active participants in
the various aspects of governance, i.e., planning, fiscal management,
legislation and implementation. This role must be recognized by the state and
other sectors in society (Lucas 1999).

Meanwhile, the state can help this transformation along by supporting
laws and programs that promote empowerment and greater access to basic
services (Liporada 1997). This requires, however, a reorientation of policy-a
change of heart. Therefore, the traditional politician, who exploits civil society
for electoral gain, must become a genuine public servant, working only for the
people's interest. The model for growth, which puts profits over people, must
give way to a people-centered one.

Across Asia the level of CSO participation varies, especially in local
governance where decisions that have a direct impact on people's lives are
made. The variation is primarily influenced by how states view CSOs.

A seven-country study conducted by the Development
Support Services (IDSS) in 1997 for the Asian Bank (ADB)
reported that, at least on paper, many Asian governments recognize the role of
NGOs and the voluntary sector. But their official declarations are belied by
laws that regulate the registration of NGOs, restrict their travel within and
outside the country, control their access to foreign funds, and sometimes
prohibit some of their activities (ADB 1989).

In Bangladesh, for example, NGOs are asked to confine their activities to
government-approved projects, particularly in the areas of education,
environment, fisheries and livestock. In Cambodia, the NGO sector is not
clearly defined under the Constitution and cooperation with the government
has remained limited due to negative experiences in the past. In Indonesia,
the government loathes to even use the term "NGO" as it supposedly connotes
an alternative power to government; thus, the government refers to "NGOs" as
self-reliant institutions (Lembaga Swadaya Masyarakat or LSM). The
Environment Law (1982) and the Law of Social Organization (1985) are two
main government regulations in Indonesia which provide the legal basis for
the government's policy towards NGOs. These laws regulate the activity of
NGOs and are considered obstructive to their activities at the village level.

Although Philippine NGOs are duly recognized by the 1987 Constitution,
their relationship with the government has often been strained. Differences in
development approaches are a frequent source of tension, as is the fear of
NGOs that government would try to co-opt them. Nevertheless, the
democratic space for NGOs is much wider, especially with the recognition
accorded to NGO/PO participation under the Local Government Code of 1991.



Asian NGOs which came to the Fifth Asian Development Forum in 1996
asserted that participation is a value or a principle of action rather than a
mere approach to a problem. It is a crucial parameter for measuring the very
impact or success of community development programs. In contrast,
governments and international organizations tend to promote participation as
merely a methodology. This perspective is at the root of many failed attempts
to replicate successful development programs.

Issues

While it is a positive sign that more and more CSOs are getting involved
in governance, a number of concerns still need to be addressed. For instance, to
what extent should CSOs participate in matters and processes pertaining to
governance? How much of the system and structures should CSOs penetrate in
order to attain sustainable good governance?

civil involvement in governance is growing, corporations too are
able to influence governance directions even if most of these

entities not directly participate in the processes of governance. How do we
then engage businesses and the private sector in participatory processes while
ensuring that the people's interest takes priority over profit?

We must also ask ourselves how we can effectively collaborate with
government, and to what end? How do we ensure that CSOs are not co-opted
by the government? How do we safeguard the integrity of civil society against
government's attempts to use them as a scapegoat for its failed efforts?

Local Governance Efforts Between Government
and NGOs in Asia

Government organizations view participation in the following contexts:

(1) of empowerment, leading towards self-help and social

(2)

(3) A way to enhance the
heighten their critical
and collectively; and

capabilities of the poor and to
and awareness individually
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(4) A process that requires the intervention of a catalyst or
facilitator-a role frequently assumed by NGOs/CSOs (ANGOCI
IFAD/SEARSOLIN 2000).

Decentralization and Devolution

Decentralization and devolution entail the transfer of some functions of
national agencies to local government units in order to bring government
closer to the constituencies. Moreover, both terms refer to the restructuring of
authority to institute a system of co-responsibility among institutions of
governance at the central, regional and local levels. This improves the overall
quality and effectiveness of the system of governance, while increasing
authority and capabilities at subnational or local government levels. Sixty
three developing and transitional countries with populations numbering over
five million have expressed an interest in decentralization.

In the past three decades, governments in developing countries have
attempted to implement a variety of administrative decentralization policies
These policies range from the more comprehensive in scope and design to those
dealing with local development planning and management responsibilities
(ANGOC/IFAD/SEARSOLIN 2000).

Membership in Local Councils

At the
mechanisms
local powers
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management of resources, and delivery of local
society groups are invited to sit in these local
policies and local development plans.

In some cases, civil
which have a say on

Electoral Participation

People deserve the kind of officials they elect. Sadly, elections at both
national and local levels have become little more than popularity contests
rather than a test of a candidate's sincerity and intent to serve the people and
uphold their interests. Hence, CS'Os must help build up a responsible
electorate through education. Unless more citizens vote wisely, we will forever
be saddled with "popular but criminal" leaders.

Anti-Corruption Programs or Movements

A World Bank document on combatting declared that "global
experience suggests that efforts to combat corruption have to go
beyond consciousness raising and prevention measures. The effort has to be
focused on determining the points of vulnerability and corruption within
governments and markets" (WB 2001: vii).

Consultations IDialogues at Macro and Micro Levels

In the
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entire community. Even multilateral development banks (MDBs) like the
World Bank (WB) and the ADB have included engagement with civil society in
their overall strategy. While maximizing their participation in these
consultations, CSOs should take care that their presence at these meetings is
not used merely to legitimize them.

People's Mobilizations

Before participation and partnership became the preferred modes of
engagement, CSOs used the tried-and-tested people's mobilization to exact
accountability, transparency and responsibility from government. Today, and
even as they participate in decision-making bodies, CSOs still use this strategy
to keep government on its toes.

Training and Awareness Raising on Participation Mechanisms

These activities figure highly in the activities of NGOs to promote
citizens' participation and good leadership in local bodies. Methods are being
developed according to the traditions, cultural factors, and language of
participants to maximize learning.

Strategic Networking

Asian NGOs work as advocates, educators and catalysts of broadly based
people's movements. They set the agenda for change, support political
constituencies, and promote alternative practices. However, the limited finances
of most NGOs make them unlikely challengers of economic and political systems
that are sustained by governments and big businesses. Instead, NGOs use
strategic networking to upscale or mainstream their initiatives.

The contribution of NGOs and civil society in general to governance and
economic development has been widely recognized. The NGO Working Group
on the World Bank, the International Criminal Court, and the Jubilee 2000 for
debt relief, among others, are just some examples of what NGOs have been
able to build up through networking and alliance-building.

Multi-stakeholder Dialogues

The
hands to
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The International Forum on Capacity Building (IFCB) has defined multi
stakeholder dialogues as both a process and a forum aimed at building a
common platform and shared understanding of an issue among different
stakeholders. It is an important mechanism to enable a larger and more

group to get its perspective into development plans and

Asian Countries Practicing Decentralization
and Local Governance

Indonesia

The Law on Regional Governance (Law 22/99) was enacted in June 1999.
This significantly shifted the balance of power from Jakarta to the 300 Kota
and Kubapaten (Municipalities and Districts) because these local units are
given the power to legislate, plan, implement, and evaluate almost everything
at the local level, except where it concerns the currency, foreign affairs,
national defense, and a few other strategic concerns and industries. The law
took effect in May 2001 but the implementing rules and regulations (IRR) are
still being finalized. This law also enables rural governance of some 60,000
Desa (villages) in the country.

Cambodia

The Law on Commune Administration (Kram
passed and immediately took effect right after
elections held last February 2002 in Cambodia. The or less the
same features as its Indonesian counterpart. It promotes participatory
governance as it provides for the" establishment of development councils at
village, commune, district, and provincial levels.
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PARTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE

China and Vietnam

India and Pakistan

Nepal

In 1992, Nepal instituted a national decentralization policy that gave
district development committees the task of coordinating development
activities. This decentralized structure of governance made it easier to submit
household information to the National Planning Commission because the
Village development committees took charge of collecting data on health, land
ownership, food security, settlement data and other indicators of poverty.
However, local governments are still constrained by their limited control of
development resources (UNCDF n.d.),

Philippines
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csa Cases in Participatory Governance

continue to innovate on the

The 200- Village Project: ANODe's Regional Food Security Initiative

This is a study on household food security
Asian countries. It has already brought about
community activities geared towards food
India.

The Project has three phases-Baseline Survey and Community
Planning, Community Projects, and Policy Adyocacy-all of which build on a
community-based approach. It is a combination of community-based projects
and complementary initiatives to influence policy at the national, regional and
global levels, and thereby improve household food security in Asian villages. a
total of 5,640 households in 188 villages were consulted through household
survey and community profiling/PRA activities during the first phase.

The baseline survey (household survey and community profiling) was
conducted through the coordinated efforts of some 17 NGO Networks in the
selected countries (Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam) as well as 125 local NGOs.
ANGOC serves as regional Secretariat. Both community projects and policy
advocacy efforts at the national and regional levels directly benefit from the
household and community baseline data.

The
relates to foodl security. Snme of these findings are as follows:

report the
are members in
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the most number of organizations) compared to their counterparts
in the three other subgroups.

(2) Food secure households participate least in community programs.

Food secure households account for the largest proportion (40
percent) of respondents in all five countries; followed by the highly
food insecure, with 26 percent; the food insecure with 18 percent;
and the moderately food secure, with 13 percent.

length of membership in
level of food security.

Membership in community organizations does not necessarily ensure
improved level of food security, particularly in Pakistan, Philippines and Sri
Lanka. In fact, the length of membership in community organizations was
found to be inversely correlated with the level of food security, i.e., the longer a
household has been a member, the lower is its level of food security.

However, in Bangladesh and Thailand, the length of membership of both
male and female household members was reported to be correlated with higher
levels of food security. The data further revealed that more food secure
households consider membership in organizations as "highly needed," citing
such benefits as access to loans, training, and facilities/equipment.

They also accounted for the highest proportion of households that thought
that nongovernment community organizations are "highly necessary."

India's Amended Panch.ayat Raj Act and Civil Society Involvement

Recent government policies which favor community self-governance have
opened up opportunities to encourage civil society participation. Most notably,
the 1992 amendments to the Constitution of India seek to strengthen and
impart continuity to rural and urban institutions of self-governance, called
panchayats. By 1997, elected local institutions of self-government had been
established throughout the country. One third of the seats in these bodies had
been reserved for women, and a similar number had been set aside for
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes in proportion to their population. By
virtue of these constitutional amendments, panchayats now have
Constitutional sanction and statutory recognition. Indeed, they are considered
the third tier of government. One can say that the State was extended to the
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d ocentr al iz.at.ion processes are also

Moreover, in the Approach Paper to the Ninth Five-Year Plan
2002), the Government of India has adopted a policy of bottom-up,
decentralized participatory planning and development through
and municipal bodies.

NGOs can play an important role by assisting panchayats in planning and
implementation of social development strategies and programs. They can go
one step further and become actively involved in local elections or they could
support independents or candidates of political parties. In a large number of
States where elections were held in 1994 and 1995, NGOs had put up
candidates. In Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh
and Madhya Pradesh, a sizeable number of panchayat members have an NGO
background. In fact, ANGOC's very own board member, Mr. M.V.
Rajasekharan of the Asian Institute for Rural Development (AIRD) in India is
an elected member of the Upper House in Karnataka state.

PRIA's Pre-election Awareness-raising Activities (Malik 2002)

The India-based Society for Participatory Research in Asia (PRIA) has
been conducting pre-election awareness raising activities in Himachal
Pradesh. These aim to make the general public, but most especially the weaker
sections of society, aware of the new Panchayati Raj Act. Villagers were told
that they can contribute to their area's development by electing a candidate
who would truly work for the people's interests. First-time political candidates,
largely composed of women and scheduled caste/scheduled tribe
representatives, were educated on their potential roles and responsibilities as
well as the importance of participation in generating a useful and workable
local development plan.

Teams of trainers were organized and likewise oriented on the role of
NGOs/POs in Panchayati Raj as well as on the provisions of the new Act. The
pre-election campaign used such tools as information materials (pamphlets,
posters), series of local discussions, writing exercises among the participants,
Kala Jatha or cultural programs consisting of songs, dances, street plays, etc.,
radio programs, and video showing.

The main problems encountered during the campaign were traveling
through difficult terrain and lack of fluency in the local language of Himachal
Pradesh. In spite of these problems, however, the strategy proved to be
effective in educating the people on how they can claim their rights from the
state. Meanwhile, PRIA realized that it had to sustain the interest of the
Himachal people if the process were to continue.
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Panchayat Raj in Scheduled Areas: A Bleaker Picture
of Decentralization (Matthew 2002)

Tribal people are still among the most vulnerable sections of Indian
society despite being the beneficiaries of many development programs. For
instance, the 73rd Amendment Act guarantees adequate representation to
marginalized groups like women, scheduled castes, and scheduled tribes. The
law, however, was not immediately applicable to the scheduled areas because
of their unique characteristics and needs.

In December 1996, an amended "Provisions of the Panchayat" was passed
to facilitate the enforcement of the 73rd Amendment Act. The revised law
authorizes tribal areas to set up their own Gram Sabha (Matthew 2002),
together with traditional village councils. The Gram Sabha may nominate an
executive council to implement its development projects/plans. It was also
authorized to own minor forest produce, approve development plans, select
beneficiaries for various programs, hold consultations on land acquisitions,
and manage minor water bodies and minerals, among others. The law also
provides that any legislation on the Panchayats shall not contradict customary
law, social and religious practices, and traditional practices afthe inhabitants
in managing community resources.

PRIA, however, reported that not all states had revised their laws
according to this Amendment Act (e.g., Rajasthan). A survey of State Acts
showed that some states only halfheartedly complied with the amendment.
Some of these State Acts are in Andhra Pradesh (Act No.7, 1998), Gujarat Act
No.5 (1998), Himachal Pradesh Panchayat Act, 1994 (amended 1998), and
Madhya Pradesh Panchayat Raj Adhiniyam, 1993 (amended December 1997).
These acts were passed either at the last minute or after the deadline.
Furthermore, provisions reserving seats for scheduled tribes in the district
council, as well as the powers supposed to be given to the Gram Sabha, were
left out of these local amendments.

Studies assessing the extent to which the 1996 Act has been able to
establish grassroots democracy in Scheduled Areas revealed that nothing
notable has taken place in these areas. Meanwhile, tribal rights violations
have been reported in Madhya Pradesh. The Gram SabhaiGram Panchayats
lack administrative and financial resources; thus, Indian groups working with
the tribals are calling on State governments to enforce the Extension Act in
the spirit in which it was drafted.

ICDAI, a local NGO in the Philippines, has been heavily involved in local
development processes in the municipality of Infanta, Quezon. Among such
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processes is one that led to the municipal-wide Comprehensive Land Use
Planning (CLUP) exercise in Infanta, which is one of the few cases where the
land use planning exercise was implemented by the local government in
partnership with a nongovernment organization, in this case, ICDAI.

This experience likewise yielded useful insight into how such an activity
can be made as participatory as possible. Despite problems in sustaining the
participation of ordinary residents, ICDAI fell back on the consistently active
involvement of people's organizations which it had built up for over two
decades. Moreover, the Infanta case highlights the importance of a healthy
collaborative relationship between an NGO and the local government in
implementing development programs.

Cambodian Government's Views on NGOs

Judging by its overall on health and food distribution, the
government of Cambodia can considered as quite open in working with
NGOs and the international community in policy formation. The enforcement,
however, of these policies has been hampered by the implementors'inability or
unwillingness to do so, and by the absence of the rule of law in Cambodia
(Hernandez 2001).

Moreover, the relationship between NGOs and government has
frequently been marred by misperceptions of each other and by the lack of
communication. The government sees no point in consulting with NGOs
because it does not recognize the role of civil society. The government believes
that the power to make decisions regarding state affairs derives solely from
elections, and, therefore, cannot be arbitrarily dispensed to any sector. Indeed,
many officials feel that NGOs have no right to express their opinion.

STAR KAMPUCHEA's Work on Local Governance

There are no NGO networks in Cambodia that specialize in local
governance, because the law on commune administration is still fairly new and
also, perhaps, because NGOs are still trying to understand its implication as
well as the opportunities it offers. One national network, STAR KAMPUCHEA,
however, explicitly focuses on decentralization and governance as their major
advocacy. STAR KAMPUCHEA is one of ANGOC's members.

A non-profit and non-partisan organization, STAR KAMPUCHEA was
established on 1 August 1997. It is a civil society networking organization,
whose goal is to strengthen democracy by strengthening civil society in
Cambodia. It works in cooperation with 36 officially affiliated organizations,
five union federations, and four provincial networks, which are provided with
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advocacy and organizational development training and different kinds of
services.

The major programs are:

(1) Advocacy and Information Program - to disseminate information on
important laws such as the commune administration law and the
upcoming NGO law in Cambodia, and

(2) Capability-Building Program - to reinforce the capability of NGOs
in many areas, including commune governance and organizational
development.

The following lessons have been learned from early partnering and
collaboration exercises between NGOs and the government in Cambodia:

(1) Clearly define the type of partnership and maintain reasonable
expectations;

(2) Establish (procedures and policies) for

(3) Have a clear chain of command because government and local NGOs
are instruction-oriented and leader-centered;

(4) Get strong commitment from government and NGOs;

(5) Get commitment from government to engage itself a lot of
capacity-building programs. NGOs need less than government, but
also requires capacity-building;

(6) Find constructive ways to generate positive attitudes and behavior
that support learning; and

(7) Have both patience and time in partnering.

Lessons for Effective Participatory Governance

Partnership between LGUs and NGOs has been formed around three
major areas, namely: (1) service delivery, (2) development planning/project
designing, implementation, monitoring and evaluation, and (3) policy
formulation. Partnerships are also being explored in co-managing public
service enterprises, and in enforcing laws. Participatory approaches,
strategies, practical skills, methods, and tools that have come out of these
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initiatives are also being discussed, giving emphasis to the importance of the
people's role in their own development.

With their legacy of government by patronage, most Asian peoples regard
government with mistrust, cynicism and suspicion; hence, people cannot be
expected to view government differently after a mere training or awareness
building exercise. What they need is actual, recurring experience of an
alternative mode of governance (lFCB-ANGOC 2000).

A number of lessons has been drawn from almost a decade of NGO
participation in local governance.

While NGO/PO representatives are exploring the possibilities and
opportunities offered by legal mechanisms and processes for civic participation
in local governance, they are also realizing that there are limits to what they
can do under these formal structures. Hence, they should create or use other
avenues that would yield more substantive gains for people's participation.

Developing a Shift in Paradigm and Perspective of Gouernment

NGOs acknowledge that they have irreconcilable differences with
government when it comes to development perspective. However, they are also
starting to realize that these differences should not get in the way of
partnership-building. Rather than complete convergence-which is probably
unattainable-what they need to sustain a partnership is a shared
understanding of what has to be accomplished within a period of time and the
limited opportunities available in their current situation.

Networking and coalition building among NGOs
political jurisdiction have certainly yielded positive become
much easier to come up with a common issue-based or program-centered
development agenda, and to conduct appropr-iate advocacy. Apart from
defining a common development agenda, NGOs need to sharpen their technical
knowledge as well.

NGOs also need to develop their capacity in areas like institution
building, strategic planning, sustainable resource base management, and other
specialized and technical skills.
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Participants in multistakeholder fora held in six Asian countries
identified the following as indicators of good governance: (1) transparency and
accountability; (2) people's participation and recognition of NGOs as partners
in governance institutions and structures; (3) improved quality of life;
(4) effective delivery of services; (5) strategic public management and shared
development agenda; (6) continuity and sustainability; (7) responsiveness and
flexibility; (8) compliance, consistency and rule of law; (9) relevance; and
(0) equity.

Capacity-Building Initiatives of Civil Society Groups
for Good Local Governance

Capacity-building in local governance has generally focused on the
following areas:

0) access, use

(2) development of local
development planning, e.g.,
environment planning and management, and development
planning, and development investment management and promotion;
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(3) networking and coalition-building among NGOs for better claim
making and negotiations, and partnership-building with LGUs;

(4) revenue generation and local resource mobilization; and

(5) policy research, advocacy and development.

Various CSOs are becoming involved in disseminating participatory
experiences and approaches at the country and global levels. For example,
ANGOC became the Asia-Pacific regional focal point for the International
Forum on Capacity Building (lFCB). At an IFCB conference held in Manila in
2000, the following consensus points were noted:

(1) The context and structure oflocal governance are important.

of NGOs if they are to gainfully
is a widespread notion
and "politics" are two

realms. There a strong case reconciling the two in
engage with government and access benefits for the
sectors that NGOs represent.

(3) NGOs involving themselves in local governance face two kinds of
risks:

a. Co-optation Governments may use the partnership with
NGOs to legitimize their agenda (i.e., electoral) or operations
or even to boost their public image.

b. Loss of accountability - NGOs must always keep in mind that
their primary accountability is to their constituency and not to
government officials (lFCB-ANGOC 2000).

The six-country multistakeholders' fora also identified the following
capacity-building needs ofNGOs in support oflocal governance:

(1) public management which includes the very understanding of the
bureaucracy and how it works, the various forms of governance
(economic, political and administrative) and the role of the state in
development;

(2) technology and networking among the various
stak:eholder:s in governance;

(3) local legislative advocacy;

(4) local budgeting and fiscal administration;
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(5) development investments promotion;

(6) resource-based enterprise development and management (use of
land, water and other natural resources);

(7) sector-based technical knowledge, such as coastal resource
management, watershed management, environmental planning,
paralegal systems, gender and development, land use planning, etc.;

(8) local revenue generation and resource mobilization;

(9) organizational management and strategic planning;

(10) monitoring and evaluation of government projects; and

(11)provision of assistance to the public sector in learning and
institutionalizing the technology of participation, within the broad
framework of governance work and the use of participatory methods
in governance structures and processes (IFCB-ANGOC 2000).

The following future directions for capacity-building on governance were
also identified:

(1) Both NGOs and local governments should familiarize themselves
with the rules of this new game called "true local self-governance."

(2) Gains must be protected, consolidated and sustained.

(3) NGOs must be weaned from dependence on donor support and
eventually sustain themselves with local resources.

(4) Successes ought to be communicated and replicated.

(5) A clear consensus on the objectives to be pursued has to be reached.

(6) The social capital that already exists has to be used.

(7) Resources

Challenges and Opportunities for NGO Involvement
in the Local Development Process

The following concerns must be addressed in order to consolidate gains:

2006
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(2) Promote genuine implementation of the local autonomy law;

(3) Strengthen institutions and capacities to better serve the public,
while maintaining partnerships with local governments; and

(4) Ensure that participatory processes are inclusive of the various
concerned sectors in local development (IFCB-ANGOC 2000).

to poverty alleviation and pro-poor
pre-conditions based on sharing

rescurces management techniques with government partners and working for

(1) A strong, central and affirmative state;
(2) A well-developed and discerning civil society to determine when to

engage and when to take on a more adversarial stance; and
(3) An organized political force, such as a party with strong social

movement characteristics (IFCB-ANGOC 2000).

Where these conditions do not exist, more work needs to be done,
including awareness-building on rights and citizenship; building up civil
society associations and social movements engaged in governance issues; and
strengthening institutions of governance, both at the local and central levels.

Information is power. And local community information is a very
powerful tool that could steer the development direction of a community.
Initiatives like the 200-Village Project are good mechanisms to collect field
data on food security of households across Asia, which are then correlated with
key development issues like participation and governance. The study then
becomes an important community planning tool since it genuinely comes from
the people.

At this point, the solution lies not in the separation of civil society and
good governance agenda, but in their interface. The way forward is found by
focusing BOTH on a more active and engaged civil society which can express
demands of the citizenry AND a more responsive and effective state which can
deliver public services.
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Civic Service in East Asia
and the Pacific

EDNA E. A. CO*

Defining "Civic Service"

"Civic service" refers to "acts of giving of one's services, time, talent or
skills for a specific purpose to a group, community, or society in general." The
underlying purpose is that such acts of giving and "servicing" contribute to the
fulfillment of a larger vision, usually accompanied by a set of values shared by
the giver and the group or organization engaged in the service. This study
borrows from Sherraden who defines "civic service" as an "organized period of
substantial and contribution to the local, national, or world
community, and valued by society, with minimal monetary
compensation to participant" (Sherraden 2001: 2). It is therefore
distinguished from on-off acts of giving and philanthropy. Civic service may be
led, initiated and organized by the state, or by a non-state entity, sustained
over a period of time. It entails the server's time and talents rather than
money, and there is a lack of familiarity between the server and the host at the
outset of an engagement.

"Professor, National College of Public Administration and Governance, University of the
Philippines Diliman
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Contextual Meaning of Civic Service in the Region

Some countries, such as Vietnam, Korea, or China, consider as civic
service so-called "patriotic acts" for the nation, "defense of the land" and
construction of infrastructures, such as bridges and roads. This was a common
perception until around the period of independence and the victory over
America by Vietnam. In China, contributions of time and energy to road work,
infrastructures and other public facilities are considered as civic service by
citizens for the purpose of building and constructing the nation. These
patriotic services included the role of militia engaged in intelligence work and
the part played by young men and women fighting in the war and defending
the nation. The texture of service, however, changed as such countries enjoyed
peace, independence and increasing prosperity. The result is that citizens have
gained space for a broader range of activities beyond their immediate need to
make a living or defend their nation. Service in the region increasingly shares
a universal texture in which it encompasses diverse activities such as
community development, health care, literacy and educational activities,
environmental protection and resource management, sports and cultural
activities, assistance to vulnerable groups such as the sick, the elderly and the
young, and disaster response or rehabilitation from calamity.
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propelled people to service and volunteerism. Although Mao may have made
famous the slogan "Serve the People," it is not only a political statement, but is
also embedded in traditional Confucian values of equity and brotherhood.

Similarly, the Christian and the indigenous Filipino traits of pakikisama
(smooth relationship with others) and pakikipagkapwa-tao (sharing one's
inner self) are core to Filipino volunteering and giving. A national survey on
volunteering and giving conducted in the Philippines under the Johns Hopkins
Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project (2000) affirms that giving without
expecting anything in return is a value well-embedded in the belief system and
culture of Filipino society. Goodwill giving or sharing of oneself especially with
those in need is discernible in the service and acts of voluntarism among the
Koreans, Chinese, Filipinos, and Thais. These values are at the core of
Oriental philosophy and tradition.

History and Origins of Service in the Region

experienced colonization and
aggression. Korea, Philippines, Timor, Cambodia, Myanmar
and Vietnam, for example, share bitter experiences of colonization by powerful
countries, while China and Japan were both aggressors and aggrieved in the
historical struggle for power and territory. In the course of these colonial
experiences, nations were bound to defend and to redefine themselves, and
emerging states often urged their citizens to offer considerable self-sacrifice
for love of nation. Citizens responded to such calls. Service in such contexts
emerged largely from a sense of patriotism rather than compulsion.

Vietnam

In Vietnam, response by citizens
during the fight channeled through
defense-related Bien Phu victory,
261,461 civilian working days to the
campaign, manually transporting 27,400 tons to the battlefield (IYV,
2001). Young volunteers also helped open roads and detonate bombs and
landmines to ensure movement of commodity, people and transport. Hundreds
of kilometers of roads were built and repaired. Hundreds of thousands of
examples of volunteerism have been recorded in the Vietnamese fight for
independence, including the war against the United States. Although there
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was support from volunteer organizations and from the governments of
Germany, Cuba, Japan and Venezuela, among others, the Vietnamese civilian
volunteers served as the backbone of the fight for independence.

The past 10-15 years have, however, witnessed considerable change in
the volunteer movement in Vietnam. With the open policy support of the
Communist Party of Vietnam, volunteerism was considered a crucial factor in
the rebuilding of Vietnam. Volunteering efforts involved those directed at
infrastructure construction and rehabilitation, agricultural and rural
development, environmental protection, industrial development, improvement
of diplomatic relations, poverty alleviation, health care and education, and
eradication of hunger. Volunteer groups, such as the Vietnam Youth Union,
the Vietnam Women's Union and the Red Cross, consistently served as the
structures to channel volunteers' efforts.

The victory of Vietnam in the wars for independence is largely attributed
to the immense contributions of volunteer civilians, albeit with the strong
backing of the and the party in the mobilization of volunteers' efforts.
During peace the shape of volunteerism changes and faces new
challenges.

Philippines

In the Philippines, it was considered honorable to respond to the call of
duty and to defend the nation against the Spanish, American and Japanese
aggressors. Likewise, it was considered patriotic for civilians to support the
fighters by providing food, clothing and information about the enemies, to
those in the forefront of battle.

The Church played a crucial role in voluntary action following the
country's independence in 1946, encouraging voluntary services through
support for human rights, for the homeless, orphans and other vulnerable
groups. In the 1960s, the church institutionalized such programs by forming
social action centers in every diocese, which incorporated volunteering and
social service. During the resistance against dictatorship in the 1970s, the
Church had the most organized machinery for voluntary action. Since the fall
ofthe dictatorship in 1986, and with the return of formal democracy, the shape
of volunteering and service changed again, and expanded. Corporations also
expanded their engagement in service and volunteering through corporate
foundations. Rotary Club, 4-H Club, Girl Scouts and similar organizations
that grew after Independence continue to engage in civic service in the form of
free professional and medical services to indigent populations, socialization,
community building, and literacy courses, among others. Most of these
organizations were composed of young people.
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Many other voluntary groups emerged as resistance grew against the
dictatorship. While voluntarism was politically oriented at this juncture, the
emergence of these nongovernmental groups occurred as "weapons of the
weak" (Scott 1985) against a dictatorship which used the state machinery
against the people. The triumvirate of the church, nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) and, more recently, the corporation serves as the base
from which formalized volunteering and service emanate.

Korea

Korea considers volunteering to be a core principle of its culture. This is
exemplified by a thousand-year-old funeral song in Korea that asks whether
the dead person did pious acts for others during their lifetime. The song
describes these acts as wolcheon-kongdeok (making public bridges), whaling
kongdeok (medical services for the sick), koonan kongdeok (providing clothes
for the poor), and googook kongdeok (patriotic action). All these are acts of
voluntarism. Besides these were other voluntary efforts such as kye (mutual
financing institution) and dureh (mutual help among farmers).

China

There are two eras in China's history of volunteering. One is the Early
China which, along with other East Asian countries, viewed civic service
primarily in the form of military and quasi-military services. The next era
commenced in 1978 when China opened its doors to pursue economic reform.
The transition to a market economy was also marked by the change from a
highly centralized system to one in which government is no longer the only
force of development. The transition also entailed changes in policies to
promote social development in China. This is clearly shown in the Ninth Five
Year Plan for Long-term National Economic and Social Development which
runs until 2010, in which "the enhancement of economic growth is to be
pursued through a strategy of science, education, and improvement of the
material conditions of the Chinese people, the party and the government which
encourages the participation and the contributions of all social organizations
and institutions" (UNDP 1999). Organizations, such as the China National
Youth Federation and the All China Women's Federation, which were initiated
by the state involve young people and women in community services such as
health care, education and literacy programs, child care and environmental
protection. This Chinese perestroika service has changed considerably from
defense-related activities to community and social development. Volunteers
have emerged from various organizations, and not necessarily solely from
those initiated by the State - even if they do remain state-sanctioned.
According to the Ministry of Civil Affairs, there have been local organizations
and nongovernmental institutions that are now the base of civic service and
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Mongol.ia

Thailand
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With independence, there have been changes in the forms and nature of
voluntary action, from war and defense-related service during the Cold War to
community development activities in the post Cold War period. As the forms
of service have diversified so have volunteers also pluralized as they now come
from a wider diversity of backgrounds, interests, and socioeconomic origins.
This has, perhaps, proved to be a virtuous cycle, since with the pluralization of
the major players has come yet further diversification of service even further
from what was strongly military or defense related.

Typology and Profile of Service in the Region
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In 1999, South Korea ascertained the extent of volunteering as shown in
the following data (www.iyvkorea.org/pdflkey_document.PDF 1999):

• That 3,898,564 persons volunteered a total of 451.19 million hours in
one year (1997 as reference year);

• That 14 aged 20 or older volunteered an

• That the monetary value of yearly volunteering came to US$204.5
billion which is approximately 0.58 percent of the GDP in 1997;

mostly
or office

The same data also reveal that most volunteer activities were done
through religious organizations (34.4 percent), social service organizations
(23.9 percent), civic organizations (11.2 percent), public health and medical
organizations (5.6 percent), educational institutions and environmental
organizations (5.3 percent each).

The Philippines has estimated the average hours of volunteering per
week in 2001. In Metropolitan Manila where average volunteer hours are
highest, the number of hours worked per week was very close to the official
workday of eight hours. In other urban areas volunteers worked around four
hours a week on average, and in other areas volunteer hours per week were
about an hour less (Carino et al. 2002).

The Korean survey above and a survey on attitudes toward volunteering
in the Philippines (Johns Hopkins Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project 2000),
reveal that most volunteers usually offer their services when other people ask
them to. In other words, there is a need to make the effective demand known
and to make information about volunteering and the demand for services
known to potential volunteers.

In Australia and Japan, an increasing number of citizens are willing to
serve whether in their own country or elsewhere. AVI, for example, has about
10,000 applicants at anyone time but the organization has a current total
overseas placement of only 600 volunteers at a time. The rest are put on hold.
There is a huge reserve of potential volunteers in the region waiting to be
tapped and mobilized but placement is frequently thwarted for a combination
of the following reasons: difficulties in matching volunteers with appropriate
work, administrative procedures to allow placement, and bureaucratic policies
unsupportive of service and volunteering. The details on this issue are dealt
with in another section of this study
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The Philippines is most diverse in terms of the forms of services and
origins of volunteers, including young people, students, women, professionals,
corporations, religious groups, university and school-based groups, and
government, as well as international volunteers. This diversity makes service
diverse and plural. The political history of the Philippines explains the
emergence of civic service from a truly civil sector. The space provided by
democracy and resistance against dictatorship enabled different groups and
sectors, including corporate foundations, to undertake initiatives to serve the
community and society. Volunteering in the Philippines though tends to be
national and community-focused with placement of volunteers in other
countries only taking place recently in a consistent and programmed fashion.
The United Nations Volunteers CUNV) and the Jesuit Refugee Service have
recruited volunteers from the Philippines in very small numbers for some
time. One of the newer and larger organizations engaged in overseas
placement of Filipinos is, in fact, British in origin. In 2000, Voluntary Service
Overseas initiated the placement of Filipino volunteers in Asia, Africa, and
Eastern Europe in the fields of health, education, environmental management,
capability-building, and human rights.

Australian service and volunteering programs are generally more
outward looking than other programs in the region. Volunteer organizations
are not only durable and better sustained, but they also tend to place
volunteers outside their country or home communities and serve to proactively
promote intercultural and international relations. UNV has also been
sensitive about the value of service and volunteering to the volunteers
themselves, rather than citing an often overplayed altruism. Australian
volunteer organizations are convinced that through service, the character of
the individual is strengthened and, this, in turn, strengthens the individuals'
contribution to the character of their nation. Service is, therefore, beneficial to
nation-building.

The Social, Cultural, Economic
and Political Contexts of Service

Other factors influence the texture of service in the region, among which
are political instability, a nation's economic growth, the presence of socially
aware and informed young people, and the emergence of democratic agencies
such as voluntary organizations.
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Political Instability

Economic Growth

Where a middle class of significant size and a well-informed population
have emerged, nations are inclined to look beyond themselves outwardly.
Volunteers are placed in the countries away from home, family, community,
and where culture and ways of doing are different from their own. Service has
taken an external orientation in the case of Singapore and Malaysia during the
last three to five years, with placement of volunteers and service programs
being undertaken among neighbors in the region.

Young People as Servers
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Voluntary Organizations as Agents of Service

Contributions and Roles of Service to Society

Self-Development of the Volunteer

At the end of a term of service, volunteers usually emerge stronger in
their self-confidence and with a calculated understanding of their self-worth
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and their capacities. The experience of service provides a firm grounding for
further contributions to society. Volunteer organizations that conduct "exit
interviews" among volunteers conclude that by service, individuals gain new
skills and competencies and improve their capacity for adaptability and
innovation. By sharing one's self, through time, talent, skills, and other
resources, the volunteer gains self-fulfillment.

In some cases, volunteers claim that more than the recipients of service,
the volunteers gain in terms of building confidence, competencies and skills. A
volunteer who does not know how to assemble an agricultural tool from
indigenous materials gradually learns the skill in an innovative way and
thereby also acquires new ways of thinking about how to tackle problems. The
limited resources in the workplace challenge the volunteer to become creative.
Moreover, the new skills and abilities add to the qualifications and
competencies that are beneficial to one's future employment. The self-benefits
of volunteering might, therefore, be a motivation for individuals to do civic
service.

Exchange and Cultural Development

Service opens the gate to an exchange of cultural knowledge and mutual
learning about different cultures, practices, and ways of doing and being.
Speaking a different language, eating different food, and doing things
differently in a single work place enable tolerance for diversity and recognition
of group differentiation. This mutual learning encourages respect for
differences and promotes universal humanism.

Service in another location allows mutual transference of skills and
cultural learning. The volunteer and the host learn from each other's culture
and idiosyncrasy. The exchange has empowering consequences for both
volunteer and recipient and serves their mutual interest. Tolerance for
diversity enhances conflation between different races, ethnicities and cultures.
Tolerance also serves as an antidote to parochial perceptions.

Economic Development

Korea has quantified the contributions of voluntary service to the
economy by measuring the amount of time put in by volunteers, and the
monetary equivalent of such contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP)
and to the economy of the nation. The contributions are obviously enormous.
Service is "near-free labor" that adds to the total output of goods - whether in
defense during the cold war, in the delivery of social goods such as water,
health, and education, or in the development of tools, technology, and the
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creation of new knowledge or its development. Interestingly, a human resource
accounting would show the extent of volunteer contribution.

Service adds to the vibrancy of society, especially where it links
organizations and people that may be physically distant but become closely
connected by common pursuits. Since the Cold War, peace and development
have been shared by groups, organizations and nations as common goals of
service and volunteering.

For some countries in the region, volunteers open the gates for host
countries to know about other organizations. They act as natural facilitators in
contacting other agencies that might be supportive of development programs.
At an interpersonal level, volunteers forge ties with constituents of host
communities. In other cases, volunteers introduce the host country or
organization to sources of funding or networks of technical assistance.

The presence of volunteers a human face to otherwise abstract
networks of organizations. When return to their own
they also serve as educators of own people about service,
prejudice on the basis of race, class, or social background. Service
wider social network by pushing solidarity across distance, race,
culture while lending a human dimension to social networks.

A "School for Democracy"

The expansion of volunteer organizations is a statement about the
synergy of power-the power of those in civil society. Civic service enables
citizens to participate in building nations and societies, and becoming active
members of a political community. Civic service, therefore, serves as a channel
for participation and a laboratory for democracy.

Social Unity (Especially at the Community Level)

Experiences of volunteering in countries, such as, Thailand, Philippines,
Korea, Japan, New Zealand and Australia, show that by working around
common projects, volunteering helps community members to work together
where they might otherwise work individually. Projects in which volunteers
serve encourage people to interact among themselves and learn to work with
others. Both the project and the volunteers serve to unify the community and
enhance social cohesion.
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Status of Research and Some Recommendations

The comparative studies on the nonprofit sector under the Johns Hopkins
Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project look at nonprofit sector's structure,
operation, processes, individual and social benefits, and problems.

The International Association on Volunteer Efforts (lAVE) and its
network provide profiles about service organizations and their activities. No
in-depth study on these organizations and their services exists. The
Independent Sector and the UNV published Measuring Volunteering: A
Practical Toolkit (2001), a useful tool for those who would want to embark on
volunteering studies using the survey method.

In the region, Australia
research front. A list of
indicating research works
(see Appendix B, Table 2).

have gained some headway on the
has been collected under Table 2

to service and volunteering in the region

The following are outline prospects for research on civic service:

(1) Valuation of civic service to measure its contributions to society

A profile on civic service could be a useful tool to convince government
and policymakers about the value of civic service. It should also serve to
inform society about the extent of volunteering and what citizens could offer.

(2) and belief systems as

For instance, almost all countries have Muslim populations; and
significant populations are found in the region such as in Malaysia, Indonesia,
parts of Thailand, China, Cambodia and Philippines. How are their world
views and perceptions as believers incorporated into civic service?

(3) Further in-depth. studies on youth and their potential involvement in

The youth constitutes the majority players in service and volunteerism.
There are both actual and potential volunteers. One challenge is to research on
youth involvement in the political arena, to examine the participation of young
people in governance and political decisionmaking. Studies that would focus on
the power of the youth being appropriated or where they are misrepresented
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by politicians in the latter's desire to entrench themselves in power, should be
an interesting and relevant research area that would enlighten policymakers
on programs on youth and youth service. Countries in the region, such as,
Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines and Mongolia, are enthusiastically involved
in decentralization whose locus is to challenge youth engagement in service to
the community and to society.

\4) "'1 retnueruton. or eerince-c-its jorms, servers and recipients as another

Among the challenges to civic service is an exploration of the reinvention
of volunteerism beyond social and community-based development and an
inquiry into whether volunteering could be replicated in the corporate setting.
The research should focus on possible approaches to a South-South exchange of
skills and experiences between volunteers and hosts. The research should also
explore viable institutional arrangements of placement, highlighting mutual
learning of skills in spite of different experiences and work contexts.

A variation of this research prospect is to study the replication of existing
corporate social responsibility in which skilled professionals and
experts from corporations as well as academic institutions do
service for community and national programs. Some countries in
have initiated volunteering in this direction, but research could

the scale and viability of service and corporate social

(5) Inclusion of citizenship as a paradigm of service

Challenges and Issues in Civic Service

In spite of' the multifaceted gains engendered by civic service challenges

Conceptual Dilemmas in Civic Service

considered by
they are to

practice of civic



important. In the Asia-Pacific region the following questions might be
addressed:

(1) Is military or paramilitary service considered a form of civic service?

(2) The role of the state in civic service has been quite nebulous.

In many countries in the region, one finds the State playing a major role
in soliciting service from the citizens, but over time its role receded and gave
way for voluntary groups to assume the steering role. The State continues to
playa dominant role in relation to military service among the young which
remains compulsory in many countries. This role brings into question the
voluntary character of service. Where service is compelled by the State or
where there is a strong political or moral pressure from the state and public
institutions, service tends to lose its core element, namely, the voluntary
giving of one's self, talent and skills for a cause one believes in. Would young
people tend to develop an aversion for service and volunteering when they feel
compelled by the state or an authority? Would this not then create a negative
consequence as the quality of service declines and as the very purpose of civic
service is eroded?

On the other hand, experiences in some countries indicate that without
the support of the State, civic service would not have reached the extent that it
has today. How much autonomy should the state grant? Where lies the
boundaries between the "rowing" and "steering" roles of the State?

(3) site of seruice and the lack of familiarity between volunteers and
engagement are also

Does location of civic service and volunteering matter if one was to regard
service as giving with an element of sacrifice rather than of convenience and
expediency? The surveys in Korea, Vietnam and Philippines indicated that in
their tradition, "giving" or "volunteering" includes extending material help and
time (even prayers) to relatives and neighbors. Should helping or serving
relatives and neighbors for example be considered as civic service? Or should
civic service mean giving and volunteering of one's talent, skills and time to
unknown recipients in another community, place, culture and society? Is
service in such situations seen as having greater value in those circumstances?
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Or does the reality of local reciprocities and obligations and of social pressures
and power relations embedded in structures of patronage in local communities
in much of Asia inherently diminish the value of services provided in such
circumstances?

Practical Considerations in Civic Service

A number of problems arises with regard to civic service and many of
these practical issues relate to management and administrative concerns
concerning volunteering and civic service:

(1) Managing the expectations of the volunteer

Volunteer and service organizations deal with the multiple and varied
expectations of volunteers. That alone is a difficult matter to deal with. But a
complicating factor has been, in many cases, that volunteers and volunteer
organizations have high expectations of host organizations or communities at
the onset while host units are often not prepared for such expectations among
volunteers. While the volunteers are often enthusiastic to share their skills
and regard their primary purpose as offering service, in many instances, the
work place has not been properly prepared to make best use of the skills of the
volunteers and this often results in frustration and dissatisfaction among
volunteers.

(2) Management of volunteers

Two issues relate to placement: first, is the accommodation of potential
volunteers in the potential posts available. There are usually more applicants
than there are jobs or hosts available. With a long wait, potential volunteers
eventually fall out and decide to withdraw their applications, or move on to
pursue other interests. Second, it has to do with effective matching of
volunteers with the jobs available. Matching interests and capacities of
volunteers with the work place is equally important for sustained service and
volunteering.

(3) Dealing u"'. "u"'~, u,,'c !J' ,~~"'u"'. e o and government requirements

This issue relates to international volunteers seeking placement in
another country. Volunteer organizations and civic organizations that host
volunteers spend enormous amount of time and encounter considerable
difficulties with unnecessary and unreasonable bureaucratic procedures of
governments in East Asian and Pacific countries. From the receipt of request
for volunteers, assessment, clearance with authorities, review of projects
where volunteers would be placed, to the visa processing entail almost the
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same amount of time as the period of service or volunteering itself. These
unavoidable procedures have caused either delays in volunteer placements, or
withdrawal, or tension between government agencies and volunteer
organizations.

(4) Strategic Vision for Civic Service

The general question raised by volunteer organizations to
governments of participating (of the volunteer and the recipient) is
whether there is indeed a vision for civic service. What is the
direction with regard to the ways which voluntarism and service are to be
taken forward? Is service merely to be seen as a convenient form of cheap
labor, a symbol, or simply part of the bandwagon of volunteerism now
gaining popularity? The direction of civic service is dependent on the
collective perceptions that leaders, government agencies, and citizens have
about service, and how service might be utilized to meet their objectives. The
challenges to civic service include what civic service should strive to undertake
and what it cannot achieve such as with regard to the prospects of enhancing
employment and meaningful jobs. Could civic service playa role in equipping
young graduates and young adults with "life skill competencies" which are
necessary in employment but which are not taught in schools and universities?
By expanding the arena of volunteering from social welfare services to more
income-earning opportunities whether in agriculture or in the industries,
service could be designed as a support for employment and job generation.
Should civic service be a vehicle for enhancing competency and skills through
the transference of skills from volunteers to the recipients? In this regard,
should civic service aim specifically to strengthen the competencies and skills
of volunteers as well rather than focus more exclusively on willingness to serve
and to share? Considering these strategic questions, nations may need to map
out the potentials and the limits of civic service in the context of the
community, the nation, and global society.
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Appendix A

Table 1. Typology of Service by Country, Volunteers, and Recipients

Country Type of Services Volunteers/Organization Recipients

Australia Development services and
promotion of peace

IPeace Austraiia :xoC;;~~~leanmar;

!harmony IAustralia (youth) AsiaandP';cific

countries

Green Reserve Volunteers
(Australians 35-65 years)

Conservation Volunteers Australian Communities

restoration

Conservation skills and ~.oou _u.",- ,uuU6 Australian communities
awareness

years)

China Chinese rural and urban
'eM communities

progress
China

~~:~~~:~:e~:~~~~~~n
Chinese rural and urban

Iand international communities

Idevelopment

~~~;~~~:Community Chinese communities and

I::~~~~;;,~~~ teaIIl
local organizations

Cambodia Local communities

I~~~s
UNV

Local communities

Iempowerment
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Promotion of environmental Klub Indonesia Hijau (Green I Local communities, young- I
awareness and campaigns Club Indonesia)

Caring for elderly citizens Indonesia Volunteer careers Destitute and lonely
for the elderly elderly

Promotion of voters' Villagestbroughout
education Indonesia

Japan Developing countries

Students,teachers,parents Developing countries
and community members

Networked International Volunteers of various
Volunteering nationalities

I~i~~::::~,:~n~:~::.~~~:~lbled IAngels' Haven Different communities

Korea International Different communities
Cooperation Agency

~os~~:u~ornen's Development Nationwide

Youth organizations
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Malaysia Rural development

Promotion of child and youth
rights !Mal''YsianllndiimY011th

Promotionofhurnanrights

Integrated social
development

New
Zealand
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Promotion of environmental
awareness and care

Board/young people

Young people, women

Local communities.
students
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General and integrated social IAssumption Academy of
development

China, Myanmar

Sabah,EastMalaysia

Myanmar

Rural communities in
Thailand
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Promotion of peace and
solidarity

General welfare and
development



Promotion of sociocultural
ties and social development

Local communities
especially in rural areas

Promotion of education and Vietnam Federation of
sociocultural development UNESCO Clubs

Sources:lnterviewswithPhilippineNationalVolunteersCllordinatingAgency,9July2002;andwithAustralianVoJllnteerslnternational,
24 July 2002; and vanous sources online
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AppendixB

Table 2. Major Research Titles on Service and Volunteering

Title Author
Publisher!

YearPubl'shed

Lynne Nakano Spring 2000

Yokohama)

Third Sector Network 2001
(various contributors)

the third secto~)

Comparison between Volunteering in US KiyoshiAdachi
and Japan

Attitudes to Volunteering in Britain and YoshihikoOyama 2000
Japan

The Structure and Dimension of Australia's Mark Lyons 1993
Community Services Industry

Volunteering Australia Occasional

nm,,'oion

~tatistics findings)

Zhao, LiQing 1999

. Challenges

Volunte~rLabor:
Park,Tae-Kyu 1999

Liu.Li-Wen 1999
,,,cu, :V<>""tL
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Interim Findings on Universal Access
to Information and Communication
Technologies: The Cases of Carmona
and Puerto Princesa

ERWIN A. ALAMPAY*

Close to a decade has elapsed since the passage of policies that liberalized
the telecommunications industry. Among the benefits it has brought have
been the greater variety of services, higher telephone densities, and, to some
extent, lower prices (Serafica 2000). The evaluation of its impact, however,
has tended to look only at macro indicators (i.e., teledensities, percentage of
line targets achieved) and not at what is really happening at the household
level.

As we celebrate the coming of new technologies that purport to bring in
the age of information, little empirical evidence has been put forth to show
how it has actually affected the lives of ordinary people. Most of the evidence
has been anecdotal at best, and aggregate evidence through national statistics
only provides a fuzzy picture of where information and communication
technologies (lCT) are being accessed and not in terms of how they are used.

"Ass is tan t Professor, National College of Public Administration and Governance,
University of the Philippines Diliman.
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Moreover, they do not tell us what hinders people from using them and who
are most disadvantaged.

Access to ICT has often been simply considered in terms of geographic
access and affordability. Some argue, however, that access to ICT and basic
needs, in general, are not solely limited to this, but should also factor-in the
capabilities of people to make use of these resources (Sen 1999). Considering
the advancement in technologies, the reduction in prices of services and the
increasing ubiquity of ICT, one issue is whether people are actually using
these technologies.

This investigation looks at location, gender, educational attainment,
income and age as variables which influence the use of certain ICT such as
telephones, cell phones, text messaging or short message service (SMB),
personal computers (PCs) and e-mail. It is based on preliminary data collected
from individuals in urban barangays in Carmona, Cavite (n=62) and Puerto
Princesa City, Palawan (n=53).

Location and LC'I' Use

The two areas, Carmona and Puerto Princesa, were selected partly
because they are different from each other. Carmona is a rapidly
industrializing municipality located very close to Metro Manila. In this
respect, it is an area where new ICT and competition among the various
industry players are more observable. The layout of the land is also relatively
flat and much smaller compared to Puerto Princesa, and very few of its
barangays are considered rural. Puerto Princesa, on the other hand, is one of
the larger cities in the country with respect to land area. Despite being a city,
many of its barangays are still rural. There is a wide variation in the
geographical location and socioeconomic characteristics of barangays, with
some located in the coast, some in farm lands, and others in mountainous
areas. In selecting these areas, the research intends to capture the various
conditions that strategies for universal access should be able to overcome.

In general, the sample (see Table 1) shows that as far as ability to use
ICT is concerned, more people use landline phones than cell phones and they
use personal computers and e-mail the least. Also, more people in Puerto
Princesa have used the telephone and e-mail even though they are farther
than Carmona from Manila. Note also that the proportion of people in
Carmona who have used the cell phone is already equal to the proportion of
those who have used the telephone. This figure indicates how rapidly people
have learned to use the cell phone despite how recent the technology was
developed.
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Table 1. Location and Percentage ICT Use (In Percent)

Gender and ICT Use

Table 2 shows that, except for of telephones where men have a
slight advantage, women are more to be using cell phones, SMS,
computers, and e-mail. That Filipino women have more access to ICT bodes
well for development, because women, being the primary caregivers, are more
likely to transmit these benefits to the rest of the family and community. This
advantage may also have implications as far as using or tapping women as
conduits of information and knowledge, or as intermediaries for spreading
know-how found in the Internet. Models for using women and ICT in
development could be seen from how Grameen in Bangladesh has branched
into Grameen Phone to provide access.

Table 2. Gender and ICT Use (In Percent)

Male (n =47) Female (n =68)

N o/c N %

Telephone 42 89 60 88

Cell phone 31 66 67 84

KnowsSMS 27 57 48 71

Computers 15 32 29 43

Has e-mail address 4 9 14 21

The area of gender and community is a field that is also worth further
investigation. Differences in how women and men use the technologies and in
the kinds of work they are employed in could reflect societal stereotypes.
Historically, with the telephone, this was evident with the "feminization" of
telephone operators (Martin 1991).
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Education and ICT Use

Clearly, from Table 3, education is also a factor in the usage ofICT. More
than half of those who reach college have used PCs and cell phones, and all
have used a telephone. In contrast, only 73 percent of those who reached
elementary level have used a telephone and only seven percent have used a
PC.

Table 3. Educational Attainment and Percentage ICT Use (In Percent)

Educational Attainment Has Used
Used

Can8end Has Used
Has

e-mail
a Phone phone 8M8 aPC account

Elementary(n=15) 73 33 13 7 0

High School (n =42) 83 79 62 19 2

College(n=51) 100 86 82 65 31

Vocational(n=5) 80 80 60 20 0

School for the disabled 0 100 100 0 0

(n=l)

No nnswer In > 1) 100 100 100 100 100

The data above show that a digital divide exists within communities and
not between areas alone. Educational attainment is apparently one of them.
For one, those who could afford to get a more decent education are the rich.
On the other hand, the poor are more likely to drop out of school early. This
implies that efforts to bridge the information gap through the access and use of
lCT should begin as early as possible, such as in the primary level, or else, a
significant number of people may never gain the knowledge to capitalize on the
use of these technologies. This is especially important because the school
system is a logical access point, especially with respect to the Internet.

Income and ICT Use

Table 4 shows that close to 70 percent of those with income less than
P5,000 per month have used a phone and 62 percent have used a cell phone.
This proves that even poor households have a need for these technologies. In
the past, the reason provided by telephone providers for not installing lines in
some areas was the argument that there was no market. If market is simply a
function of profitability, this may be true. However, there are people who need
and use these services, hence there is a market for these services even among
the poor.
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Table 4. Income and Usage of leT (in Percent)

Monthly Household Has Used
Used

Can Send Has Used
Has

e-mail
Income a Phone phone SMS aPC account

Less than 5,000
69 62 38 23 15

(n > 13)

5,000-10,000
89 75 68 23 5

(n=42)

10,0001-20,000
100 93 73 40 13

(n=15)

More than 20,000
95 100 85 80 45

(n=20)

Does not know
86 57 57 43 0

(n=7)

No answer
92 54 54 46 23

(n=13)

This is important because, evidently, the use of various ICT is greatly
influenced by income, The higher is the household's income, the more likely
that individuals of that household have used a telephone, cell phone or
computer. This implies that the affordability of these services is still crucial to
their accessibility. While competition has brought down prices to some extent,
some people still consider the cost of owning telephones, cell phones and
computers as prohibitive.

It is hoped that with the onset of newer technologies, like cell phones that
make the cost of providing universal access less expensive, the needs of
ordinary people may eventually be met without companies having to sacrifice
their bottom line.

Age andICT

For the elderly and less educated, what may be the key is indirect access
to the technology and to the information and knowledge that comes with it.
Indirect access occurs when there are other people in the household who use
the ICT. For example, some people ask their children to e-mail or text for
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Table 5. Age and ICT Use (in Percent)

12-49 years old 50 and above
(n. ~87) (n. ~27)

Telephone 91 85

Cell phone 86 44

KnowsSMS 80 19

Computers 46 15

Has e-mail address 21 a

them, and, in return, some people send messages through these same people
who then relay them back to the "non-users." In other cases, other users
within the household may actually help bring the elderly to embrace and learn
new tricks and use the ICT on their own.

Conclusion

Even with liberalization of the telecommunications industry, universal
access is one important area that will remain under government regulation. In
fact, recent evaluations of policies connected with the liberalization of the
industry suggest that competition has only occurred within markets deemed
profitable and has resulted in oversupply in selected areas (NTC 2000). This is
not limited to landline phones, but is also true with the cellular market, where
competing companies try to eat into each other's market, or steal each other's
clients by offering upgraded or free cell phones, rather than actually
expanding into other areas by providing more cell sites.

The survey conducted in Carmona and Puerto Princesa reveals that
whether one controls for the location, gender, age, income, or educational
attainment, the percentage of those using ICT are highest with respect to
telephones and lowest with respect to e-mail. Telephone has been in existence
for over a century. The ability to use an lOT may also have more to do with the
ubiquity of the technology. Using cell phones and sending SMS is more
common, for instance, than using PCs and e-mail, although the latter has been
around longer.

In summary, even as newer technologies provide more possibilities for
reaching and communicating with people, government should remain vigilant,
because new technologies are no assurance that groups long disadvantaged
would finally gain access to information and new knowledge. It is even likely
that those who gain access to newer technologies are the same groups who
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already have access to older technologies. In the end, access to new ICT could
simply mirror the divide that exists with respect to access to older ICT. The
fact that telephones have remained inaccessible to some people up to now is
worth noting. Even though newer technologies are able to overcome some of
the technical limitations of the telephone, access to its use apparently goes
beyond the technical. For everyone in society to have equal opportunities to
reap the benefits that ICT could bring, strategies must then go beyond access
in terms of proximity to the ICT infrastructure, and also look into the
socioeconomic and cultural barriers to its use.
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Urban Poverty Morphology,
Remote Sensing,
and Geographic Information System:
Towards Sensitizing Public Management

MAY CELINE T.M. VICENTE, MA. AILEEN LEAH G. GUZMAN
AND GERALD A. GALGANA*

Introduction: The Metro Manila Urban Environment

Metro Manila, with a population of more than ten million and an area of
646.1 square kilometers, is among the megacities of Asia. Landcover mapping
of the entire area poses a challenge to modern-day cartographers and
geomatics experts, as well as remote sensing scientists, primarily because of
the complex surfaces comprising the urban environment. Such surfaces exhibit
different patterns of reflectances, which make accurate classification and
photointerpretation difficult and tedious.

recently been used for mapping land use.
earth's surface offer cost-effective means to

"Manag er: Information, Education and Communications Officer; and Geomatics
Specialist; respectively, Center for Environmental Geomatics, The Manila Observatory
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acquire multitemporal and multispectral images. This study explores the
different image processing methods. These methods may be used to segment
satellite images to highlight particular surface reflectance patterns and come
up with better photointerpretation, classification and mapping, by visual and
computer-aided analyses. These are also verified on the ground by field
methods on selected areas. Particular interest is focused on mapping the
different land uses, especially residential, commercial and industrial areas
that exhibit unique characteristics.

As the National Capital Region of the Philippines, Metro Manila has an
urban population of approximately 10.21 million (Asiaweek 1999). Its total
land area is 646.1 square kilometers, composed of thirteen cities and four
municipalities (DILG and NSO n.d.). Metro Manila is geographically located at
approximately latitudes 14-25-00N to 14-45-00N and longitudes 120-52-00W to
121-10-00W. Its elevation ranges from 0 meter (Manila, Parafi aque, and
Navotas coastal areas at the east, near Manila Bay) to about 100 meters above
sea mean sea level (North Quezon City).

Metro Manila was initially planned by Daniel Burnham, during the
American colonial period in 1902, and was designed to accommodate about two
million inhabitants. Physical planning then involved the use of the concentric
model, which centers on the Intramuros area, with road networks emanating
radially and circumferentially towards its outer fringes. This radial road
pattern has eventually led to the current traffic congestion problem.

Decongesting Metro Manila

As Metro Manila's population continues to grow, .onc challenge to urban
planners is how to decongest the metropolis. One solution that has been in
practice is to relocate urban poor communities to municipalities outside Metro
Manila. This solution hits two birds with one stone as it does not only solve
the problem of congestion but it also addresses the issue of providing housing
for the urban poor settlers. However, this solution can also be a problem
especially if the chosen relocation site is not appropriate for socialized housing
units.

One such area chosen for relocation of urban poor communities is
Rodriguez (Montalban), Rizal. This is located in the northernmost part of
Rizal Province. It is bounded by Caloocan to the west; the province of Bulacan
to the north; the province of Quezon to the east and the municipalities of San
Mateo, Antipolo and Tanay in Rizal province to the south. Rodriguez lies
between latitudes 14'41' to 14'54' north and longitudes 121'07' to 121°22' east.
It can be accessed via Aurora Boulevard, A. Bonifacio Avenue and J.P. Rizal
(in Marikina), General Luna (in San Mateo) national roads. Rodriguez is one
of the largest municipalities in Rizal in terms ofland area (36,308 hectares).
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In 1980-1995, Rodriguez's land use was changing. In 1980, 91.3 percent
of the municipality was forested and only five percent could be classified as
grasslands. Agriculture occupied only 2.2 percent of the area and the built-up
area was only 1.5 percent of the municipality's total land area.

In 1995, it was observed that almost half of the forested areas had been
deforested and only 50.4 percent remained as forested areas. The rampant
deforestation of the area, in turn, increased the grasslands to its present 43.3
percent. Another significant change in land use is the presence of quarrying
sites, which in 1980 were non-existent. An increase in both agricultural lands
and built-up areas can also be seen.

The built-up area is located in barangays Burgos, San Rafael,
Manggahan, Rosario, Balite, Geronimo, and San Jose and a small portion in
the southern of barangay San Isidro. As for the squatter/urban poor
settlements, are found contiguously in barangays San Jose, Balite,
Rosario, Geronimo, and San Rafael. These areas are flat lands and lie close to
Metro Manila. The commercial areas lie along Rizal Avenue, Rodriguez
Highway and M.H. del Pilar Streets. These commercial areas service the
nearby residential areas. The Central Business District, on the other hand, is
around the intersection of Rizal Avenue and Rodriguez Highway, which is near
the town center or plaza.

One of the reasons for land use conversion in the area is the increasing
population. The municipality of Rodriguez has a total population of 115,167
residents and has approximately 24,524 houses with an approximate average
household size of 4.7 members.

Rodriguez's population has been growing at an average of 2.1 percent from
1995 to 2000 (calculated based on census data of 1995 and 2000). The population
from 1995 to 2000 increased by 35,499 persons. This increase in the population is
attributed to in-migration particularly the relocation of squatter families from
areas such as Payatas, Pinyahan, Pasig, to Kasiglahan Village 1 and Sub-Urban
Housing Project, San Jose, Rizal. Incidentally, the population of barangay San
Jose where the relocation sites are found has more than doubled from 16,206 in
1990 to 40,372 in 2000. The proximity of the municipality to the National Capital
Region (NCR) and the low prices of lands, as well as their availability, are among
the reasons for increased migration to the area.

Kasiglahan Village 1 and Sub-Urban Housing Project, Rodriguez, Rizal

The National Housing Authority (NHA)-Kasiglahan Village I Project
and the Sub-Urban Housing Project are both located at barangay San Jose,
Rodriguez, Rizal. Both projects aim to provide decent housing for families
affected by the Pasig River Rehabilitation Program and for urban poor settlers
from Payatas, Pinyahan and Rodriguez, Rizal.
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been introduced to the community.
food processing, handicrafts,
Cooperatives, as well as
established in the area.

Spatial Approach to Studying Urban Poverty
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regularly. The open spaces around individual lots depict vegetation, making it
easily identifiable in satellite imageries. However, without such a plan, slum
settlements tend to group and cluster, which may make one settlement densely
populated on one side and sparsely populated on another. Most often, patches
of vegetation are absent.

Locational Attributes - Normally, residential subdivisions would
located in prime lots with convex polygonal shapes. Slum and
settlements inhabit areas that are leftovers of the subdivision process,
whether residential, industrial or commercial. Thus, they are situated near
the city periphery, near industrial areas, and even unoccupied open spaces.

With all the above aspects in consideration, urban poverty areas in Metro
Manila were studied morphologically and delineated using third generation
mapping tools as facilitated by satellite imaging.

Spectral Characteristics in Satellite Imageries

Level II classification is possible with SPOT satellite imageries} Urban
studies and monitoring require specific spatial resolutions depending on areas
of study. For instance, in the United States where structures are larger, 30
meter resolution sensors may be used such as the LANDSAT TM, while higher
resolutions are required for Asian cities (5 to 10 meters) (Everett and Simonett
1976). The latter is primarily due to the smaller structures, higher densities
and narrower road patterns in Asian cities. Likewise, complexities of urban
land use patterns and land use changes can be observed much more accurately
with higher resolution imaging products. Forster (1993) recommends that as a
general rule, the sensor resolution has to be approximately one fourth the size
of the smallest observed object.

Remote sensing of the urban environment with specific focus on poverty
areas is the main strategy of URC Phase I with these specific objectives: to
adequately define urban poverty in the local metropolitan setting; to
characterize the different manifestations and types of urban poverty; to
establish a spatial database giving the different but limited profiles of the
types of urban poor and conversely to validate typologies of the urban poor
through these profiles; and to recommend appropriate policies and measures
that would result in the better integration of the marginalized into the urban
ecosystem.
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Methodology for Remote Sensing Poverty Areas

Preprocessing

189

Preprocessing involves the radiometric and geometric correction of the
satellite imaging data. Normally, the satellite image distributor corrects
imageries for speckles, panoramic errors, earth rotation errors, and variation
in orbital altitude with respect to the reference ellipsoid. More accurately,
geometric corrections are introduced by registering the imagery to an
appropriate map projection system. In this case, control points were selected
in the scene, with corresponding coordinates derived from available 1:10,000
land use maps of Metro Manila. Quadratic interpolation was used to project
the imagery, which resulted in a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
registered SPOT imagery. Selected control points were about 12, with Root
Mean-Square (RMS) values no larger than 1.0,.

Image Processing

Image processing involves the manipulation of the imagery to highlight
spectral and spatial features using filters, which selectively enhance and
heighten color and pattern differences. The actual methodology involves the
use of various processed images, fused together to highlight particular
differences in spectral signatures. Variances across bands are differentiated
or decorrelated to improve detection of combined spectral patterns, using
Principal Components Analysis. Band ratioing may be used to measure
specific indices. Spatial filtering may be applied for contrast enhancement and
textural analyses.

The 20-meter XS Bands, i.e., Visible Green, Visible Red, and NIR bands
were combined with 10-meter Panchromatic Band to enhance spatial
resolution, hence, giving more definition to urban forms and structures such as
roads, waterways, and large buildings. Histogram equalization routines were
applied thereafter to all the resulting bands for better visualization. Resulting
image shows large commercial and industrial buildings, as well as low- and
medium-density residential buildings. Easily identifiable are the density and
conditions of residential settlements. Also, patterns or lack of patterns in
subdivisions are revealed. Areas extremely built up, likewise, differ
conspicuously from areas that are still vegetated. The resulting color
composition is very useful for degradation studies and settlement pattern
analysis of urban areas.

Another method utilized was
which improved visibility of urban
signals or responses, as acquired by
"reconstructed" by the filter. The ~-r.t-.~~-_._- r.-----
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Suitability Analysis
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following parameter maps should be taken into account: topographic regions,
flood hazards, seismic hazards, and rivers.

The next step in the creation of a hazard map is combining all
information into one map. This is done through the method of blind weighting
CITC 1997). In this particular method, each class within the individual hazard
map is assigned a specific weight based on its importance in producing
damage.

The final step in the creation of a hazard map is aggregating the
individual weight maps. This is done by calculating the range of the values
obtained for the maps and classifying the map hazard into different classes.

Vulnerability Map. Vulnerability is defined as the degree of
of elements at risk resulting from the occurrence of a

that are at risk are population, properties, economic
a given area CITC 1997). A vulnerability map can be

same manner as a hazard map using (a) population density
map and (b) infrastructure map.

As with the hazard map, blind weighting method is used to assign various
weights to each class of the individual maps. The weights used should be
based on the relative importance of the individual factors representing risk
due to the potential damage that might arise from a disaster. Finally, the
resulting map needs to be classified into different classes in order to get a
vulnerability map.

Creating the Risk Map. The last stage in risk analysis is the creation of a
risk map. A simple risk analysis model can be applied by combining only
vulnerability and hazard. Costs, as well as recurrences, can also be
incorporated. To create a risk map, a hazard map has to be crossed with a
vulnerability map

Modelling Land Requirements for a Particular Land Use Type
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socioeconomic classes, political and commercial factors as well as urban
developments outside the study area, are not considered."

In this model, two scenarios can be generated based on the occurrence of
hazards (earthquakes and floods). Scenario A happens when there is
conversion everywhere except in zones that have high risks. Scenario B OCcurs
when conversion only takes place in low risk areas.

After the scenarios are established, the last step involved in suitability
analysis is combining the resulting maps. This is done through a weighting
system. The system used here gives the highest weight to risks. In doing a
suitability analysis for socialized housing for urban poor, distance to main
roads and distance from commercial and industrial sites should also be
considered.

Applications

One of the more useful applications of a suitability model is by using the
results to quantify the size of existing urban areas found in unsuitable zones.
This is done by crossing a land use map with a classified suitability map. In
principle, these areas found in unsuitable sites should be transferred to more
suitable areas. However, this is not possible due to economic constraints and
development costs.

The results obtained can be used as a guide for local government units to
make sure they have adequate disaster mitigation schemes. These include
relevant laws to minimize damage, stricter implementation of these laws, and
proper disaster awareness campaigns (earthquake drills, disaster
simulations, etc.). These schemes shall also allow municipalities to
what facilities they still require in relation to disaster preparedness
focus on obtaining or improving these facilities.

A suitability model also helps quantify areas that are available for future
expansion. The results will give planners a better idea of which areas are
suitable for future expansion and further development.

Findings: MorphologylManifestation of Urban Poverty

Types of Structures

Based on actual ground truthing information, urban poverty is
manifested as: (1) degraded housing areas, and (2) slum and squatter colonies.
The first includes housing projects, mostly developed by the government, for
which titles are legally given to occupants, but the actual housing conditions
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are way below standard and subject to continuous degradation. Examples are
the Dagat-Dagatan and Tondo Foreshore housing projects. The latter includes
hastily-built, makeshift housing units on land that occupants do not legally
own. Examples abound in the Manggahan Floodway area, Parola area,
Payatas area, Luzon Avenue, among others.

Typical of degraded housing are units of concrete or wood-concrete
combination. On the other hand, squatter colonies are built from light scrap
materials, concrete, wood, or their combinations. With regard to the pattern of
development, the first type of urban poverty morphology exhibits regular
pattern, presence of roads, lot blocking and utility. However, the second type
of urban poverty morphology does not exhibit any regular geometric pattern,
no road networks, and virtually no pre-installed utility sources.

Location Patterns and Attractors

Observed Development Patterns and Difficulties of Identification

Based on ground truthing information (data gathering conducted October
to December 1999), variations from intended land use are prevalent in Metro
Manila, particularly in residential areas:

(1) Mixing of Land
residential areas Houses are multipurpose, i.e., integrated sari-sari

Some oversized
residential areas, ql1O'c,pqtivp of zrm i n o vi"]',,t.i"nq
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where establishments should have been purely industrial. Instead,
special zones of "complementary" land use were integrated.

(2) Existing Landcover Confuses Intended Land Use - Vegetation in
cemeteries is confused with open space. Commercial buildings have
similar reflectance characteristics with industrial buildings due to
similar construction materials used. Slums and squatters along
predominantly well-vegetated areas in Quezon City are unusually
difficult to locate.

(3) Continuous Development of Areas - Areas classified as low-cost
housing during the 1970s may not be similar with the specifications
of the late 1990s. This pattern of socialized housing classification
changes over time. Moreover, because of continuous development,
degraded lands or areas may improve over time or may continue to
deteriorate.

(4) Non-Spatial Data Necessary - The detailed classification of
"squatter" and "slums" requires land tenure data. Such data may
only be available from tax maps and cadastral maps, which are
usually vector or point-coordinate data. Tenurial information may
be used to supplement information derived from satellite imageries.

(5)

Findings: Suitability Assessment
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From ocular inspections conducted in the area, it was that
retaining walls were placed along the stretch of the river. walls
constructed have a height of eight meters. The retaining walls have
been placed on the site to prevent flooding. Retaining walls, however, are best
used to prevent soil erosion from entering the river. These walls can also
address the problem of small floods (water levels lower than eight meters).
Embankment structures built along the river would have been a better option
to prevent large scale flooding in the area, especially since flooding poses a
greater risk than soil erosion. However, these structures are way more
expensive than retaining walls to construct. Aside from the retaining walls, it
was also observed that the entire resettlement site was elevated to make sure
that the housing area is higher compared to the nearby river. This is one way
of making sure that in the event the river overflows, the housing area will not
be affected by the floodwaters.

At the time the study started, most of the houses in Kasiglahan Village 1
had already been occupied and construction of the units had ceased. Very few
units were open and unoccupied, which the survey team could scrutinize. In
some units, small cracks in the walls were observed. These cracks might be a
result. of sloppy finishing rather than structural defects. Since construction
had ceased at the time the study was conducted, there was no way to
determine whether or not the contractor followed all specifications found in
the building code to make sure that the housing units are earthquake proof,
considering that the area is ten kilometers away from the Marikina Valley
Fault Line. The observations noted are not enough to conclude that the houses
are not fit to live in. Likewise, the opinion of a structural engineer (which the
study team lacked) should be consulted before any conclusion on the safety of
the housing units could be made.

From the analysis, it was determined that the area has a high risk due to
earthquakes and floods. Furthermore, the study site was determined to be
unsuitable as a resettlement site not only because of the risks involved but
also due to economic reasons, such as distance from industrial sites and
commercial areas.

Aside from the risk analysis, other factors, such as distance from roads
and distance from possible livelihood sources (such as industries and
commercial areas), as well as other economic factors, were also analyzed using
GIS. The relocation site violated all the cr iteria " set by the Housing and Land
Use Regulatory Board (BLURB) in choosing sites for relocatees.!'

Conclusion

urban environment have been
uu~caVllJLE; m"'L~U Manila's urban morphology.
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(1) Satellite imaging applications are valuable to urban studies and
analyses of urban morphology.

In this particular satellite images provided multispectral
coverage at sufficient accuracy. They may also be used in a
multitemporal aspect for monitoring urban spatial dynamics and for observing
the complex patterns of the urban environment. Furthermore, space-borne
imaging has lower cost compared to conventional aerial photography and land
based surveys. It is much easier to organize, more comprehensive in its nature
of data collection, and requires less manpower and equipment to implement.
The fast changing urban landscape can be monitored effectively by satellite
imageries, taking note of urban degradation, encroachment, and other
patterns of systematic and anarchic development. In this case, the sites
containing degraded residential areas, as well as slums and squatter colonies,
have been detected.

Ultimately, population size may be estimated by taking of
appropriate densities per pixel and multiplying this to the
number of pixels by land use type, thereby supplementing census
(Forster 1993: 31).

(2) The classification of' land use types i s greatly faci litatod by

Conventional display, preprocessing, image processing and classification
will lead to reasonable accuracy for land use and other thematic mapping.
However, by combining different segmentation methods, as well as advanced
image processing procedures, such as the algorithms; accuracies better than 85
percent have been achieved as proven in the study of Vicente (1998). This may
be even significantly improved by introducing new techniques, such as the use
of pattern classifiers and neural networks.

(3) The suitability analysis demonstrated that the location of the two
resettlement site is inappropriate for socialized housing.

This is due to its distance from geohazards, such as earthquakes and the
overflow of rivers, the latter in the event of a strong rainfall. The suitability
analysis also demonstrated that the resettlement areas are unsuitable because
of their distance from industrial sites. Aside from proving that the area is
inappropriate for socialized housing, the suitability analysis shows how people
would be affected during a disaster, such as earthquakes and floods. This can
be used by local government officials, as well as NHA and DSWD, to make sure
they have proper disaster preparedness programs set in place. This will allow
stakeholders to minimize losses, structural and human, during the occurrence
ofa catastrophe.
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(4) Suitability
national
poverty.

units and
of urban

This tool can be very useful in the decisionmaking process. However, a
genuine and decisive effort to eradicate the problem is still the best way to go.
lt should be remembered that the urban poverty problem, being manifested at
the regional and neighborhood scales, should be a collaborative effort among
the local, regional, and national governments. Whatever planning tools used
should facilitate management, disaster preparedness, as well as political
action, to eradicate urban poverty.

Perspectives

Seven of slum and squatter settlements were mapped out.
Circular zones only relative spread of marginalized settlements. In
reality, the phenomenon appears to be metastatic, following extractive leap
frog industrial, commercial, and infrastructure development and taking
advantage of available utility systems and waterways.

lt is necessary to investigate this clustering more deeply and locally
through systematic field surveys. Such surveys should enable the sound
negotiation of intra- and inter-neighborhood concerns. But such negotiation
would only be fruitful iffactions and sectors would be sympathetic to the plight
and potentials of the poor, that is, to be better integrated into the urban
ecosystem.

On the other hand, the regional perspective should not be lost and, thus,
it is recommended that short- to medium-term change detection should be
undertaken. This study should determine causes, stresses and trends. Both
regional and local research should facilitate the formulation of preventive
policies and remedial local action.
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social costs transformed into benefits could be brought to bear on
urban development. This would be in the form of enhanced
where socialized housing-cum-small-scale or cottage industries,
and/or services are altogether integrated into health and
management systems.

Recommendations

199

The activities recommended for further studies on urban morphology are:

(1) Standardization and operationalization of procedures for
multitemporal processing and mapping of land use

The utilization of satellite imageries for urban monitoring and landcover/
land use mapping must follow procedural standards in order to be
operationalized and iterated periodically. Standard formulas and flowcharts
for image processing of particular imageries must be developed for the
technology to be disseminated, adopted and implemented.

(2) Use of higher resolution sensors for urban environmental house
type quality assessment

With the use of 20 and 10 meter SPOT Imageries, patterns of
urbanization have been detected. Through wider coverage in terms of scene
and better spectral and spatial resolution, more aspects of landcover may be
observed, such as varying roof and road materials, smaller pockets of slum and
squatter settlements, environmental degradation and heat islands. Studies
using hyperspectral bands evolve from using standard satellite imageries of
SPOT and LANDSAT, thereby noting more detail and more spectral
characteristics of the ever complex urban morphology.

(3) Integration with Geographic Information Systems

As discussed, some data are not physically observable on the ground or
from satellites, such as political boundaries and cadastral records. For more
efficient utilization of data from satellites, imageries may be associated with
vector, tabular and other structures of data through a GIS. Studies may be
undertaken to monitor and analyze urban growth and spatial dynamics,
zoning, site allocation as well as environmental degradation and analysis (Da
Costa and Cintra 1999: 41-49).

(4) Use of a topographic map with better resolution

The use of a topographic map with better resolution will allow one to
improve the results of the suitability analysis.
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Endnotes

'For a detailed report, see Urban Poverty Morphology: Synthesis of Geoinformation from
Ground Truthing and Remote Sensing Data

4 Isoclass method of unsupervised classification combines clustering ofspeetral groups
with actual classification.

"Topographic map obtained from the Digital Chart of the World (1:1,000,000 scale).

7 Manually obtained based on paper map of the Marikina Valley Fault System from the
Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS1.

8 Obtained from 1997 SPOT XS, December 1997.

"These factors will be considered in the next chapter (Impact Analysis Resultsl

10 For a more detailed discussion of the policies available on relocation, refer to Urban
Poverty Morphology Phase II Terminal Report

and Housing Act of 1992 (RA 7279) and from the
Governing the Registration of Socialized Housing
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Spatial Microsimulation of Household
Characteristics in Metro Manila:
Identifying Informal Settlements
and Its Implications to Urban
and Housing Policy

NORIEL CHRISTOPHER C. TIGLAO*

Introduction

Explosive population growth and in-city migration has brought a host of
urban problems in the rapidly-urbanizing cities in developing countries.
Presently, 19 of the 25 mega-cities (i.e., cities whose population is ten million
or more) in the world are located in the less developed regions, including Metro
Manila in the Philippines. The kind of urbanization that has been experienced
in cities in developing countries is markedly different from that experienced in
cities in advanced countries. Mohan (1979) cites three major factors that lend
to the fact that cities in developing countries are much more complex and
certainly more difficult to model, namely, rapid population growth, coexistence
of different levels of technology, and decline in the relative cost of transport
and communication. While cities in Europe grew at around 0.5 percent in the
period of high industrialization, cities in developing countries have been
growing at a rate of 2.5 to 4 percent annually. Moreover, less developed
countries have not achieved industrialization levels needed to support the

Assistant Professor, National College of Public Administration and Governance,
University of the Philippines Diliman



In Metro Manila, the magnitude of informal settlers is estimated to
consist of over 726,000 households in 2000. The proliferation of squatter and
informal settlements has prompted the government to implement various
housing programs aimed at promoting home ownership among the urban poor
and low income households since the early 1990s. However, these programs
have not been successful in reaching their intended beneficiaries because of
weak targeting mechanisms. An inherent and more basic problem in the
targeting of housing and social programs is the inaccurate identification of the
urban poor and informal households. Up to this time, the identification of
informal households has not been satisfactorily achieved due to the serious
problems of data availability and reliability.

This study has five parts. The first part presents the spatial
microsimulation approach in identifying informal households using existing
census-based information in conjunction with high-resolution geographic data.
Part 2 discusses the urban poverty and the housing problem. Part 3 discusses
the urgent need to identify informal households and outline the data needed
for informing housing and social policy. Part 4 presents the development of. the
spatial microsimulation model for Manila City. It also provides the outputs of
microsimulation and a robust method for validation. Part 5 provides the
concluding comments and areas for future research.

Urban Poverty and the Housing Problem

The urban housing problem in Metro Manila is complex. Rebullida et al.
(1999) highlight the various interdependent dimensions of the urban housing
problem. These include urban squatting, housing backlog and housing need,
lack of access to housing finance, insecurity of tenure, and lack of
comprehensive policy and institutional framework for tackling the housing
problem. The problem of housing in Metro Manila has been viewed in terms of
the illegal occupancy ofland or of housing space, and the subsequent formation
of squatter communities. Squatting, which is legally defined as the "unlawful
occupancy of land rightfully owned by others," became widespread in the
ensuing years after the Second World War.

Studies of squatting usually explain the spread of such practice, working
under the social network consisting of friends, relatives or town mates, who
facilitate the illegal occupancy of government-owned or private land. In some
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cases, the settler pays some rent to a "caretaker." Dwelling units in these
areas are usually made from scrap materials. In later years, the term squatter
also came to refer to "anyone who could afford to buy a house and lot, but
continue to live in an illegal settlement in order to avoid paying rent or
mortgage." Moreover, there are the so-called "professional squatter" or
"squatter syndicates" who occupy vacant land owned by others in order to sell
the right for its use to others.

Makeshift housing also became a measure of inadequate
the lack of facilities and the conditions of poverty of its dwellers
indicators (Endriga et al. 1996). Makeshift housing refers to use of
salvaged or improvised construction materials as roofs or walls used with
other construction materials.

There have been various estimates of the number of squatters and urban
poor in Metro Manila, but the different criteria and methods of measurement
used render the estimates incomparable against each other and misleading
(Rebullida et al. 1999). While there are differences in actual magnitude of
informal settlements in Metro Manila, there is a consensus that the number
has been growing through the years. Table 1 shows the growth in the number
of informal settlers. In 1998, the magnitude of informal settlers was estimated
to consist around ten percent of the total number of households. However, in
2000, this number is estimated to comprise one-third of the total households
with 726,908 households classified as informal settlers.

Table 1. Growth of Informal Settlements in Metro Manila, 1988-2000

The United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (UNCSD)
proposed two formal definitions of informal settlements:

(1) residential areas where a group of housing units has been
constructed on land to which the occupants have no legal claim, or
which they occupy illegally; and
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(2) unplanned settlements and areas where housing is not in
compliance with current planning and building regulations
(unauthorized housing) (http.l/esl.jrc.it/envind/un_meths/
UN_ME048.htm).

However, there is still a serious lack of operational definitions due to
inherent issues on the definitions. Firstly, the legal framework for settlements
as embodied in the first definition poses a vague criterion as laws vary from
place to place and across time. A case in point is that while squatters in the
Philippines used to be totally illegal several decades ago, they now enjoy a
certain level of leverage or protection under the present set of housing and
urban development laws. Another issue concerns the serious lack of available
data, that is, informal housing is not captured in the existing official statistics.
Finally, research studies to date have provided only limited quality and have
heavily relied on proxy variables that are very restrictive, oftentimes
confusing and very weak in providing insights into the current state of the
housing problem. The urban structure of Metro Manila as with other cities in
developing countries is indeed complex. In order to understand the structure,
there is a need to understand the ccnplex interplay of problems and issues
(Tiglao 2001).

Measures of Urban Poverty

Poverty measures in the Philippines are (1) the food threshold or
subsistence threshold and (2) the poverty threshold or poverty line. Both
measures were officially adopted by the National Statistics Coordination
Board (NSCB) in 1992. The food threshold (FT) is measured in terms of a
basket which satisfies all (100 percent) of the Recommended Daily Allowance
(RDA) for protein, and 80 percent of the RDA for vitamins and other nutrients.
The RDAs are prescribed by the Food and Nutrition Research Institute (FNRI).
Low-cost menus are prepared for each region in a particular year based on
average prices of goods. Families with incomes below the established FT
constitute the core poor or subsistence families. The proportion of the core poor
to the total number of families is the subsistence incidence or food poverty
incidence. The poverty threshold (PT) or poverty line is computed as the ratio
of the food threshold to the expenditure ratio. Expenditure ratio is the ratio of
the food expenditure to the total basic expenditures. Basic expenditures
include those for clothing, footwear, light, fuel, water, housing (e.g.,
maintenance, minor repair, and rental of the occupied dwelling units), medical
care, education, transportation and communication, nondurable furnishings,
household operation, and personal care and effects. Poverty incidence is the
proportion of families with incomes below the poverty threshold to the total
number of families.

An alternative method of identifying the poor was presented by Tabunda
and de Jesus (1996). They classified all households in Metro Manila according
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to the socioeconomic classification rule used by market research agencies, with
data from the 1990 Census of Population and Housing (CPH). They used the
following variables in the socioeconomic classification rule:

• educational attainment of household head,
• construction material of roof of dwelling unit,
• construction material of outer walls,
• floor area of dwelling unit,
• presence of household conveniences,
• status of repair,
• tenure status of housing unit, and
• tenure status of lot.

Based on the rule, approximately 31 percent of households in Metro
Manila belonged to the E, the lowest socioeconomic class in the scale. While
Tabunda and de Jesus (1996) demonstrated how the proposed method can be
used to identify the poorest segment, the method has yet to be validated and
refined. Moreover, poverty measures based on the proposed classification rule
are still not generally available for use.

Balisacan (undated monograph) has identified and tested various
indicators that can be used as proxy indicators in a poverty monitoring system.
He points out that locational attributes provide strong indicators in creating
spatial profiles of poverty. In a recent paper, Balisacan (2001) evaluated the
current poverty monitoring system in the Philippines. He concluded that
existing poverty measures are not quite robust in the sense that these
measures do not provide consistent evaluation of regions because poverty
norms are not fixed in terms of a given living standard.

The two official measures of poverty, namely, food threshold and poverty
threshold, necessitate the availability of income data. However, it is
worthwhile to note that official income estimates are only provided at the city
or municipal level. On the other hand, the methodology proposed by Tabunda
and de Jesus (1996) relies heavily on the socioeconomic and housing-related
variables contained in the CPH data. However, the Census suffers from severe
non-response in housing-related variables which restricts the use of such
variables.

Identifying Informal Households in Metro Manila
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more reliable information on urban poverty and
the following statements by housing and urban

In a recent study on Philippine housing programs, the serious weakness
on the current state of knowledge on urban poverty and housing is highlighted:

Figure 1 presents the process of identifying informal households adopted
in this study. The existing practice identifies informal households using
household and housing characteristics. However, these variables are only
partially measured in CPH due to non-response. The proposed system
identifies informal households using direct measures along two dimensions,
namely, urban poverty and housing need. Urban poverty is characterized by
household income while housing need is characterized by housing tenure. In
order to identify informal households, the two indicators, namely, household
income and housing tenure, should be made available at fine geographic
details. More specifically, the barangay is considered the most ideal reference
zone as it is the basic unit of administration.

The National Statistics Office (NSO) does not provide household income
estimates for domains below the city and/or municipality levels. Household
incomes are also not incorporated in the Census because of cost limitations and
the likelihood of non-response. This study proposes simulation to obtain
household income distributions. Elsewhere in the world, the estimation of
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Figure 1. Identifying Informal Households

PARTIALLY MEASURED
(Limited variables in census)

SalarieslWages
Permanent Income

Source: Tiglao2002

House Ownership
Land Ownership

household incomes constitutes a major research area (Bramley and Smart
1996; Bramley et al. 2000). As previously mentioned, housing tenure variables
suffer from non-response in the Census. However, there is a need to establish
estimates at the barangay level. Again, since primary surveys are costly to
undertake, simulation provides a cost-effective alternative to derive estimates.

Table 2 shows the available data set used. Each data set is available
under a specified zoning system and sampling scheme. It is further noted that
data are contained in various surveys that were undertaken with specific
purposes in mind. Since data are very costly to obtain, there is great benefit in
utilizing existing data. The challenge therefore is how to integrate disparate
data and produce a richer data set that would allow the identification of
informal households. The main source of household income and expenditure
data is the Family Income and Expenditure Survey (FIES). The FIES has been
conducted every three years since 1988. It contains very detailed information
of sources of household income and expenditure, however, only for a very
limited sample. The subset of the data for Metro Manila consists of about 4,030
samples. Through the FIES data, household income profiles are officially
published at the city and/or municipality level. The next source of household
income data is the 1996 Metro Manila Urban Transportation Integration Study
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Table 2. Available Data Set

209

Zone System DataSet Description/Coverage

City 1997 Family Income and
Expenditure Survey (FIES)

expenditures

Traffic Zone 1996 Metro Manila Urban • Selected household demographics
Transportation Integration • Memberlhousehold income
Study (MMUTIS) • 50,000 samples for Metro Manila

Barangay 1990 Census of Population and • Detailed household and housing
Housing (CPH) characterisitics

households)

GIS 1996 MMUTIS Land Use GIS
1997 Building Footprint Date

• Building footprints for most cities

(MMUTIS). The primary source of detailed socio-demographic data used in the
study is the 1990 CPH. The CPH does not contain income-related variables.
The study also utilized geographic information system eGIS) data sets from
MMUTIS. A recent spatial data set used is the building footprint for Metro
Manila. The data set contains the plan projection of roof of individual dwelling
units and buildings.

Spatial Microsimulation Approach

Microsimulation models in economic applications may be divided into
static, dynamic and longitudinal types. All these models work with cross
section data. A static microsimulation model treats a fixed number of
microunits and the attributes of this same set of microunits are re-weighted to
account for changes in demographic structure over time. A dynamic
microsimulation model, on the other hand, ages each microunit individually by
an empirical survival probability. The main difference between a dynamic
microsimulation and a static one is the aging procedure. A static aging
procedure is relatively well-suited to short- and medium-range forecasts,
provided it can be assumed that the characteristics of the population under
examination do not change rapidly. A third type of microsimulation model
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found in economic literature is dynamic longitudinal model which
synthetic microunits and forecasts a microunit's whole lifecycle from
death. Thus, a dynamic microsimulation model does not forecast
characteristics of real sample units but the assigned characteristics
synthetic microunits. Presently, a major dynamic microsimulation model in
the U.S. is CORSIMI developed at Cornell University.

Clarke and Holm (1987) provide a thorough presentation on how
microsimulation methods can be applied in regional science and planning
analysis. Clarke (1996) points out that there are two major works involved in
applying microsimulation methods in spatial analysis. The first involves the
creation of a microdata set using conditional probabilities and contingency
tables. A method called iterative proportional fitting is also used to create
probabilities using data sets which have different spatial scale. The next step
involves the creation of a sample of individuals or households based on the set
of probabilities. Moreover, Clarke (1996) identifies three factors why
application of microsimulation method to regional science has not received
wide attention in the past. The first pertains to the immense computational
problems and costs required in actual simulation work. The computational
problems are also substantially increased when the spatial dimension is
considered. Presently, however, computer technologies in both hardware and
software offer considerable opportunities and flexibility for large-scale
simulations. Another stumbling block has been the lack of microdata sets to
calibrate or test results of simulations. This is certainly changing as more and
better data sets are becoming available. A third reason relates to the lack of
sustained efforts by those involved in spatial microsimulation.

Clarke (1996) illustrates how microsimulation can be employed for the
creation of a micro-level population with the population characteristics: age,
sex, marital status and household tenure as shown in Figure 2. Supposing that
age, sex, and marital status of the household head are available from the
census, it is then possible to estimate probabilities of household tenure. In
Figure 2, the first synthetic household has the following characteristics: male
household head, aged 27, married. The estimated probability that a household
of this type would be owner-occupied is 70. The next step in the procedure is to
generate a random number to see if the synthetic household gets allocated to
the owner-occupier category. The random number in this example is 0.542
which falls within the 0.001 to 0.700 range needed to qualify as owner
occupied. The same procedure is then carried out sequentially for the tenure
allocation of all synthetic households. It should be noted that the difficult task
in microsimulation is to specify which variables are independent of others and
to determine the ordering of probabilities.

It is noted
are inherently
not incorporate

large number
This means

geographic
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Figure 2. Example of Spatial Microsimulation Process

Steps

Age,sex,andmarItal
status Ilvll of hh

Random number
{computer generated)

fine spatial levels. Microsimulation models would potentially find relevant
applications to policy simulations at neighborhood levels, and even voting and
school districts. At present, there a-re two prominent large-scale
microsimulation models in existence, namely, SimLeeds and the SVERIGE
Spatial Microsimulation Model. SimLeeds is spatial microsimulation model
developed at the University of Leeds (Ballas et al. 1999; Ballas and Clarke
2000, 2001). SVERIGE or System for Visualizing Economic and Regional
Influences in Governing the Environment is a spatial dynamic
microsimulation model constructed by the Spatial Modelling Centre" (http://
www.smc.kiruna.se)inKiruna.Sweden.ltis the first national level spatial
model capable of analyzing the spatial consequences of public policies. The
treatment of space is achieved by incorporating regional attributes in
modelling the various socioeconomic modules of the model and constructing
from scratch a model for modeling internal migration in Sweden.

Spatial Microsimulation of Informal Households

In this part, the development of InformalSim or Spatial Microsimulation
of Informal Households is discussed (Tiglao 2002). This embodies the first
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application of spatial microsimulation approach to informal households in
Metro Manila and elsewhere. At present, InformalSim covers the City of
Manila only. However, the model can be easily extended to cover other cities
and municipalities in Metro Manila. Manila consists of 54 traffic analysis
zones, 900 barangays and around 1.65 million persons in 1990.

Figure 3 shows the spatial microsimulation process of InformalSim. The
object of the microsimulation is to estimate characteristics of households in the
microdata that would allow identification of informal households. First, a
baseline population consisting of all households in the 1990 CPH is initialized
Then, the economic activity of household head is estimated using conditional
probabilities from the 1996 MMUTIS data. Assignments of economic activity
are done using Monte Carlo sampling based on the characteristics of the
household head, namely, sex, age, and location. Next, occupation and
employment sector probabilities are computed and assignments are done using
Monte Carlo sampling. The occupation and employment sector probabilities
are estimated using multinomial logit models which are calibrated using the
1997 FIES data set. The next stage involves the estimation of household
incomes based on the characteristics of the household head. To achieve this,
the employment status of the household head is first determined. The
employment status of the household head is estimated using a pro bit model,
that is, a binary choice model of being a wage earner (i.e., formal sector) or
self-employed (i.e., informal sector). Then, conditional on employment status,
the household income is computed using a regression model with correction for
selectivity in the lines of Lee (1978).

The next step involves the estimation of permanent income of the
household. Permanent income is needed to estimate the value. Housing values
is estimated using two steps. First, housing tenure choice is estimated using a
probit model of whether the household is under formal or informal housing.
Formal housing consists of owner-occupiers and renters. On the other hand,
informal housing is attributed to households who own the house but rent (with
or without consent of owner) the land. Then, housing value is computed using
a regression model conditional on the tenure status with the appropriate
correction for selectivity bias in the lines of Lee and Trost (1978). Simulated
values can then be visualized using GIS and the output can be analyzed in a
"complete-data" setting.

Figure 4 presents the object representation of household microdata. The
object-oriented approach to spatial microsimulation modeling is proposed by
Ballas et al. (1999). Object-oriented programming offers a very flexible
platform for estimation and handling of very large data sets. InformalSim is
implemented in Java.

There are two major objects in LlllUIlll<ihJLlll, n arn ery,
and the household object. These two

member object
and methods.
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Figure 3. Spatial Microsimulation of Informal Households
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Figure 4. Object Representation of Household Microdata

Baseline
Characteristics

Unobserved {
Characteristics

Computational {
Objects/Models

HOUSEHOLD

fethods

Variables correspond to the actual characteristics of the respective objects.
Variables are of two types-baseline (i.e., observed) and unobserved. Methods
contain computational codes or models that operate on the variables. Each
household object contains a vector (or collection) of member objects as would be
true in the physical sense. This representation is completely convenient as the
characteristics of the household are entirely dependent on the members that
comprise it. Moreover, the approach allows limitless flexibility as future
implementations may be conveniently incorporated into the structure.

The current implementation of InformalSim consists of ten modules. The
modules are executed sequentially as outlined in the microsimulation process
shown in Figure 3. The modules are:
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(1) Economic activity
(2) Occupational choice
(3) Employment sector choice
(4) Employment status
(5) Household income
(6) Permanent income
(7) Housing tenure status
(8) Housing value
(9) Inequality measures
(10) Mapping and visualization.
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Economic activity rates are computed as the conditional probability of an
economically active individual of a given age, sex and location using the 1996
MMUTIS data. MMUTIS contains employment data of household heads with a
2.5 percent sampling for each of the traffic analysis zone. The estimated rates
for each zone are applied to all households in the barangays that are located
with each particular zone.

The occupational and employment sector choices are formulated as
multinomiallogit models as follows:

j are choices, t is the observation index. X, is the vector of
of individual t, and b are parameters to be estimated. Tables 3
the parameter estimates for male and female samples,

The occupational choice model covers seven occupational groups.
Education is a categorical variable with larger values corresponding to higher
education. The preponderance of negative coefficients for education indicates
that higher education makes it more likely for the household head to be in a
lower-numbered occupation group. As might be expected, higher education
enables one to move up the job scale.
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Table 3. Occupational Choice Model (Male Samples)

Dependent Variable Constant Age Education

log, (P2I'I'1) 2.19964 0.03299 -0.56933
(2.80) (3.55) (-5.21)

]og,(Ps/Pl) 5.73023 -0.01963 -0.80484

(7.10) (-1.90) (-7.19)

]og,(P,,1P 1) 6.74246 0.01746 -1.13837
(9.38) (2.02) (-11.35)

]og,(PslPll 9.27353 -0.01619 -1.31615

(12.93) (-1.85) (-13.17)

]og,(PdP,) 8.83468 0.00114 -1.82601
(8.98) (0.08) (-13.45)

]og,(P,/P1) 11.70120 -0.02711 -1.49805

(16.99) (-3.36) (-15.53)

.0"'0' '0' " r.

Table 4. Occupational Choice Model (Female Samples)

Dependent Variable Age

-3.28201 0.04599 0.09137
(-1.54) (2.29) (0.32)

1.91185 -0.03428 -0.08785
(1.07) (-1.78) (-0.36)

8.15741 0.01268 -1.3016
(5.60) (0.84) (-6.51)

log, (PdP1) 9.40614 0.00086 -1.58440

Services (6.04) (0.05) (-7.50)

2.30222 0.06049 -1.57401
(0.48) (0.96) (-2.88)

log,(P7/P1) 9.51814 -0.03491 -1.32354
Production (5.99) (-1.89) (-6.25)
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Table 5. Employment Sector Choice Model (Male Samples)
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Dependent l1ariable Constant Age Education

log; (P"IPIJ 2.68336 -0.03011 0.19582
(4.31) (-3.00) (2.43)

log, (Ps/Pl) 0.24130 0.00053 0.29745
(0.37) (0.05) (3.55)

]Og,(PJP1) 1.52469 -0.01635 0.20948
(2.38) (-1.58) (2.52)

]Og,(PdPl) -2.4167 -8.38E-03 0.71486
(-3.28) (-0.73) (7.37)

log, (P,fPl) -03647 -0.00210 0.45899
(-0.06) (-0.21) (5.59)

"". . m. .'1'• ,on,

D'~

Table 6. Employment Sector Choice Model (Female Samples)

Dependent l1ariable Constant Age Education

log, (P"IP1) 6.86490 -0.09258 0.29546
(1.51) (-1.54) (0.60)

]og,(Ps/PI) 6.24433 -0.04996 0,20742
(1.39) (-0.84) (0.43)

]og,(P,JP,) 0.12557 -0.054891 0.94319
(0.03) (-0.88) (1.78)

]og,(PdPI) -0.42337 -0.05421 1.14472
(-0.09) (-0.89) (2.22)

]og,(P<lPI) 4.94025 -0.04064 0.36853
(1.10) (-0.68) (0.76)

.",. '''~M

.Fi·'"""i~~O_uP~
rxn, ,/D. .'!',"M"",,",i,,n

Table 7 shows the parameter
employment status. Employment
employed) is explained by sex, age,
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occupation, and and 0 as
wage-earner, the mode l mdrcates that mgncr euucation makes It more likely
for one to be a wage-earner.

Table 7. Probit Model of Employment Status

Dependent Variable Constant Age Education

log, (Pz/Pl) 6.86490 -0.09258 0.29546
(1.51) (-1.54) (0.60)

log,(Ps/Pt) 6.24433 -0.04996 0.20742
(1.39) (-0.84) (0.43)

log,(P4/PJl 0.12557 -0.054891 0.94319
(0.03) (-0.88) (1.78)

log,(PdPt) -0.42337 -0.05421 1.14472
(-0.09) (-0.89) (2.22)

log,(PdP1) 4.94025 -0.04064 0.36853
(1.10) (-0.68) (0.76)

.,,,. on'

.~;o"1t",,o . m. ~.

DO.
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Table 8. Household Income Model (Self-Employed)

Estimated Standard t-statistic P-valueCoefficient Error

C 7.20424 0.76581 9.41 0.000

HHSEX -1.02470 0.31477 -3.26 0.001

HHAGE -0.00858 0.02975 -0.29 0.773

HHAGE2 -0.00003 0.00025 -0.14 0.892

HHSTAT -0.04287 0.12344 -0.47 0.729

HHEDUC 0.24917 0.06492 3.84 0.000

MEMBERS 0.00141 0.02778 0.05 0.960

HHOCC 0.08912 0.04702 2.89 0.059

HHIND 0.09008 0.05549 2.04 0.042

SEL -3.26608 1.19332 -2.74 0.007

Table 9. Household' Income Model (Wage-Earner)

Estimated Standard t-staiistic P-value
Coefficient Error

C 7.99318 0.27178 29.41 0.000

HHSEX -0.16622 0.05854 -2.84 0.005

HHAGE 0.02353 0.01217 1.93 0.053

HHAGE2 -0.00013 0.00012 -1.11 0.269

HHSTAT -0.07688 0.03266 -2.35 0.019

HHEDUC 0.17533 0,01389 12.62 0.000

MEMBERS 0.07398 0.00737 10.04 0.000

HHOCC -0.08084 0.01106 -7.31 0.000

HHIND -0.01791 0.01261 -1.42 0.156

SEL 0.06198 0.85883 0.Q7 0.942
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Table 10. Permanent Income Model

Estimated Standard t-staiistic Pcualue
Coefficient Error

C 4.58910 0.17408 26.36 0.000

HHSEX 0.02026 0.00487 4.16 0.000

HHAGE -0.00018 0.00005 -1.12 0.129

HHEDUC -024477 0.03722 -6.58 0.000

HHEDUC2 0.03879 0.00385 10.08 0.000

HHLDTYPE 0.18657 0.02041 9.14 0.000

LHHINC 0.46506 0.01253 37.10 0.000

Table 11. Housing Tenure Status Model

Tables 12 and 13 show the OLS regression models for households in
formal and informal housing tenure, respectively. The models indicate that
higher education of the household head and higher permanent income
increases housing value. Household size has an opposite effect on housing
value. Both models incorporated corrections for selectivity bias. The bias
corrections are found to be statistically significant.

Figures 5 through 9 depict the spatial pattern of simulated values. Figure
5 shows the spatial distribution of mean household incomes. Manila City can
be roughly divided into income clusters with low-income areas located along
the port and concentrated in the area of Sta. Ana and Pandacan. A high
income cluster is located on the western and southern portions of the city.
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Table 12. Housing Value Model (Formal Tenure)

Table 13. Housing Value Model (Informal Tenure)

Figure 6 shows the incidence of informal employment with darker areas
representing areas with high proportion of households with household heads
engaged in informal employment. Compared with distribution of mean
household incomes, it is observed that there is relatively high incidence of
informal employment in both low- and high-income areas. This is a clear
indication that individuals on both ends of the income spectrum engage in self
employment.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of informal housing tenure. It is quite
clear that area with very low incomes has high incidence of informal housing.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of mean housing values. It is observed that
areas with high incidence of informal housing also have low housing values.
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Figure 5. Mean Household Incomes

One work that needs to be
outputs of microsimulation. If
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Figure 6. Informal Employment (% of Household)
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Figure 7. Informal Housing Tenure (% of Household)

Implications of Spatial Microsimulation
to Urban and Housing Policy
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Figure 8. Mean Housing Values

<1500
1500-1999
2000-2499
2500-2999

>=3000
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actual households in Metro Manila. Microsimulation provides a richer data set
by integrating existing but disparate data sources.

The spatial microsimulation of informal settlements in Metro Manila
presents clear implications to urban and housing policy. First, microsimulation
allows the estimation of hard-to-find data regarding informal housing and
urban poverty. Thus, for the first time, there is strong opportunity to
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Figure 9. Gini Coefficient
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data infrastructure and
This surely provides a

policy analysis and

Concluding Comments

There is great scope in identifying informal households 'on the ground.'
Microsimulation modeling methodologies have recently become accepted tools
in the evaluation of economic and social policy. Moreover, they offer great
potential in modeling complex urban systems in developing countries.

In this study, the spatial microsimulation approach is adopted in
estimating the magnitude and spatial distribution of informal households.
InformalSim was presented. Informal households are explicitly identified
using direct measures along two dimensions, namely, urban poverty and
housing need. The spatial microsimulation model integrates existing but
disparate data sources and provides spatially-disaggregate measures. An
operational process for validating the model outputs using statistical small
area estimation was presented. Finally, the implications of spatial
microsimulation in informing urban and housing policy were discussed.

It is envisioned that spatial microsimulation will become an
indispensable tool in policy analysis in the Philippines. This study represents
the first of its kind in the Philippines. It is hoped that researchers will pursue
active work in this field.
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Is There Water After Privatization?
The Case of the Metropolitan
Waterworks and Sewerage System

JOCELYN C. CUARESMA*

Introduction

Water is fundamental to life. While humanity need not be reminded and
told of the importance of water, it is to be the content of a provision in the
Agenda 21 document, a document subscribed to by 178 Governments
represented in the UNCED in 1992. After a decade of concern for potable water
and the environment, bigger and greater concerns are being raised by
governments, funding institutions, and water companies, on the one hand, and

"Associate Professor, National College of Public Administration and Governance,
University of the Philippines Diliman.
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IS THERE WATER AFTER PRIVATIZATION?

industrial labor and civil society, on the other hand. These entities do not
necessarily espouse conflicting objectives, but they do take varying stands on
the issue of how the poor and rich population can have equal access to clean
water.

In the Philippines, fighting poverty and enabling the poor to have equal
access to potable water have been primordial goals. Yet the efficient provision
of water and sanitation services has long eluded water utility companies, and
their inefficiency is partly attributed to the fact that they are in the hands of
the public sector. The Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage System
(MWSS), a government-owned and controlled corporation mandated to provide
water and sewerage services in Metro Manila and nearby areas, has been
described as inefficient, debt-ridden and corrupt with a gargantuan
bureaucracy and non-revenue water (NRW) of 60 percent, which is one of the
highest in the Asian region.

The MWSS privatization deal was consummated when it entered into 25
year Concession Agreements (CA) with two private companies, the Manila
Water Company, Inc. (MWCIl and Maynilad Water Services, Inc (MAYNILAD).
The Agreement was signed on 1 August 1997, formally handing over the
operations of the service area to the concessionaires. It provided for the
creation of the government-owned MWSS Corporate Office and its Regulatory
Office (RO). It has been more than five years and many parts of Metro Manila
remain without access to safe drinking water. Water rates have been
increasing, contrary to commitments of lower water tariffs after privatization.

The study evaluates' the performance of the now MWSS Corporate
Offices, the RO and the concessionaires, and examines current privatization
issues. It has five parts. Part 1 presents the framework, objectives and
relevance of the study. Part 2 describes the corporate structure of MWSS, the
state of water services delivery prior to privatization, and the arguments for
and against privatization. Part 3 discusses the regulatory framework after
privatization as well as the mandate and obligations of the MWSS Corporate
Office, the Regulatory Office and the private concessionaires. Part 4 assesses
the operational performance of the MWSS offices and the concessionaires
Finally, Part 5 contains the study recommendations and conclusions.

Study Framework and Objectives

The study looks into the privatization of MWSS within the broad
framework that water is, and remains a public good. As a public good, water
has vital economic, social, and ecological roles to play that cannot be promoted
by purely market forces. The provision of water, whether in public or private
hands, remains a monopoly. Therefore, monopolistic markets must be met with
appropriate government regulation to ensure efficient provision, with
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protection to the most vulnerable sectors of society and assurance of
conservation of the environment.

issues raised in
the RO and the

(2) determine regulatory policies and monitoring standards that were
put in place to ensure operational efficiency;

(3) evaluate the performance of the MWSS as the regulatory and
monitoring agency;

(4) evaluate the performance of the concessionaires in relation to their
mandate; and

(5) recommend measures for evaluating performance of the regulatory
office and the private water companies.

Relevance of the Study

Existing literature on water privatization, in general, and on the MWSS
privatization, in particular, have in varying details and sometimes opposing
views, analyzed the benefits as well as the perils of water privatization. This
study would like to make a contribution by looking into the experience of the
MWSS privatization and examine the impact of privatization on the MWSS
organization and on service delivery during the initial five years.

From Creation to Privatization

Creation of MWSS

The MWSS originated from the water system founded in Manila on 8
February 1898. Supervision and control of the system became the official
responsibility of the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) created on 6 March
1919. When Republic Act (RA) 1383 was passed on 18 June 1955, the National
Waterworks and Sewerage Authority (NWSA) was established, which then
assumed the ownership, jurisdiction, supervision and control of the service
area covered by the MWD.
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On 19 June 1971, RA 6234 was passed creating the Metropolitan
Waterworks and Sewerage System (MWSS) and abolishing the NWSA. RA
6234 transferred to the MWSS all waterworks and sewerage systems under
NWSA control and supervision and mandated MWSS "to ensure an
uninterrupted and adequate supply and distribution of potable water for
domestic and other purposes at just and equitable rates." Among the corporate
objectives of the MWSS, two were directly related to water supply, distribution
and sanitation": (1) to provide adequate, potable and safe water to the service
areas at just and equitable rates; and (2) to provide adequate, dependable and
sanitary waste disposal to the MWSS clientele at just and equitable rates

MWSS Territorial Jurisdiction. The MWSS service area covers 37 cities
and municipalities. This includes all thirteen cities and four municipalities in
the National Capital Region (NCR), a city and five municipalities in the
province of Cavite (Cavite City, Bacoor, Imus, Kawit, Noveleta and Rosario)
and all fourteen municipalities in the province of Rizal, covering a total
geographic area of 1,940 sq. km.

Prior to privatization, MWSS had a service population of eleven million
people. The System was producing 3,000 million liters per day (MLD) through
825,000 connections using approximately 4,500 km. of pipelines. The service
population has an average consumption of 133 liters per capita per day (led)
(DumoI2000).

Organizational Structure. The corporate powers of the MWSS are vested
in and exercised by the Board of Trustees (Board). The Board has nine
members, with the Secretary of Public Works and Highways as ex-officio
Chairman (unless another person is appointed by the President), the MWSS
Administrator as Vice-Chairman, six presidential appointees and the
Government Corporate Counsel as ex-officio member and legal adviser
(Section 4, RA 6234, as amended by Executive Order (EO) 1036 dated 27 June
1985, and EO 197 dated 17 June 1987).

Capitalization. The MWSS was initially created as a non-stock
corporation, as RA 6234 was silent on the equity base of the System. However,
from 1974 to 1985, its capitalization and fiscal powers were expanded by virtue
of three issuances:

(1) Presidential Decree (PD) 425 (28 March
MWSS into a stock corporation and
stock of one billion pesos, divided into ten
value of one hundred pesos each;

(2) PD 1406 (7 June 1978), which increased capital stock to three billion
pesos, divided into thirty million shares; and
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(3) EO 1063 (12 November 1985), which increased capitalization to
eight billion pesos, divided into eighty million shares, retaining the
constant par value of one hundred pesos per share.

Fiscal Powers and Incentives. The System had two main sources of
income: capital investment and revenues from operations. Being a corporation,
it could retain its revenues and spend these as needed, without the obligation
to turn to Congress yearly for budget allocation (Dumol 2000).

The MWSS has the power to fix rates and fees as it may deem just and
equitable. Section 12 of RA 6234 provided that the rates and fees fixed by the
Board shall be such that the MWSS' rate of return does not exceed twelve
percent, on a rate base composed of the value of its assets in operation and two
months' operating capital. The same Act exempted MWSS from taxes on all
articles that it may import for use in the waterworks and sewerage systems
within its jurisdiction, from all taxes, duties, fees, and other charges.

The MWSS was authorized to borrow fromdomestic and foreign creditors.
PD 1406 (1978) set a total principal domestic indebtedness ceiling of not more
than three billion pesos. Payment of the principal and interest on bonds issued
by the MWSS is guaranteed by the Philippine Republic. In the case of foreign
debt, PD 425 mandated a debt ceiling of two hundred million dollars, or its
equivalent in other currencies. The President of the Republic or his duly
authorized representative is authorized to negotiate with foreign fund sources
on behalf of the MWSS and guarantee, as primary obligor, the payment of such
loans.

Rationale for Privatization

Privatization as the Solution. Like most government corporations, the
MWSS was experiencing operational problems. In 1994, the MWSS was
supplying water to only two-thirds of its coverage population, compared to 100
percent service coverage in Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. Water availability
was intermittent, averaging only 16 hours per day and water pressure was
undesirably low (Dumol 2000).

Similarly, about 56 to 60 percent of water production constituted the
"non-revenue water" (NRW) or the unbilled or lost portion of water produced or
supplied caused by meter tampering, illegal connections, pipeline leaks and
the illegal use of fire hydrants. The MWSS had the highest NRW rate among
water providers in major cities in Asia.

In terms of sewerage, the System covered only about eight percent of its
service population and less than seven percent of households in its service
area. Sewerage facilities can only be found in some areas in the cities of Manila
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Dumol (2000: 5, 17) argues in favor
MWSS had largely failed in its mission to
coverage population" (Dumol 2000: 5). He raised
justify the decision to privatize.

He said that "the
and sewerage to its

problems of MWSS to

First, MWSS is subject to obsolete government rules and procedures on
key corporate operations such as procurement, personnel and financing. In
terms of procurement, government-prescribed procedures tend to be rigid.
Government auditors focused more on the means, rather than the ends, or on
the procedure rather than the project itself. The result is the approval and
acquisition of substandard and overpriced materials or equipment and
disapproval of contracts more advantageous to the government.

Second, MWSS has a bloated workforce, with thirteen employees per one
thousand connections, or two to five times more employees than what similar
water utilities in the region had.

Lastly, the System is subjected to stiff competition whether for national
government funds or foreign funds for capital expenditure financing since the
government is the sale stockholder. In addition, officials and employees
perceive the "publicness" of MWSS as its biggest stumbling block. As a
government corporation, it is associated with corruption and inefficiency, and
personal indiscretion of officials and employees.

Issues Raised Against Privatization. The policy of privatization, as in
many developed and developing countries was strongly opposed by many
sectors of Philippine society (Orwin 1999). Civil society, NGOs and the
academe raised the issue of weak regulation and monitoring of the operations
of a public utility once in private hands. The argument was that a water utility
in the hands of the private sector is no assurance of efficiency. It was further
argued that privatization would only lead to higher consumer costs and
inequitable access to services. Concerns were raised about the expansion of so
called "old oligarchs" into strategic public utilities and the rise of new
predatory cartels as a result of privatization of basic services, starting with
water (Doronila in FDC 2001).

The issue of equity in service allocation was also articulated, primarily in
defense of the poor, who are the first ones to bear the brunt of privatization's
woes. The fear was that private firms would prioritize service provision to the
more affluent sections of the service area because of their ability to pay.
Investment in physical infrastructure for service expansion in poor areas
might take a backseat when profit is threatened.
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Another argument raised against privatization its perceived
negative impact on labor. Privatization is seen as attack on the
workers' source of livelihood and workers' rights. many instances of
privatization worldwide attest to its detrimental effects on industrial workers
and on the poor who remain at the far end of beneficiaries of privatization.
Privatization deals have called for mass lay-offs, inciting workers to take it in
their hands to defend themselves against unfair policies and decisions of
government (David 2000; Pascual 2000).

Transparency in the operations of a private company was another
concern. Once privately operated, public access to information about the water
utility's operations would become limited and the real state or condition of the
water services sector may not be divulged accurately (PCIJ 2002; David 2000).

In terms of regulation, the MWSS was criticized for not fully exercising
its regulatory powers in the past, particularly the monitoring and regulation of
non-connected non-system deep wells and privately-owned water systems
within the MWSS jurisdiction. Likewise, MWSS has not monitored nor kept
information on the number of privately-owned and independent water systems
and deep wells, rate of water extraction and sewerage disposal within the
MWSSservicearea.

Finally, opposition to the MWSS privatization extends to the fast-tracked
privatization process, which to many was conceptualized and implemented
with little, if any, public consultation. The refusal of government to consider
other alternatives to privatization, coupled with the non-transparent and non
consultative process of developing the strategy led to suspicions that the deal
was designed to accommodate the interests of certain parties. Moreover, the
CA was viewed as flawed and biased, and that it was a product of government's
collusion with foreign business (Courage-Philippines 1999).

Legal Bases of Water Privatization

The initial legal foundation for privatization of MWSS was Republic Act
No. 8041, also known as the Water Crisis Act of 1995. The Act authorized the
President to negotiate contracts under Build-Operate and Transfer (BOT)
scheme for the improvement of water facilities and services. It also provided
for the reorganization of the MWSS2, which made it possible to introduce an
early retirement program to reduce MWSS staff complement. The same Act
defined water pilferage as a criminal act and set corresponding penalties for
violators.

for privatizing MWSS was reinforced by the issuance of
two execute the provisions of the Water Crisis Act. EO
286, l;j;jUeU o u. UlJe"'"lllU"l 1995, set out the reorganization plan for MWSS (as
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EO 311, issued on 30 March 1996, was explicit in encouraging private
sector participation in the operations and facilities of the MWSS. Specifically,
the Order provided that:

(1) The MWSS shall enter into arrangements that will result in the
involvement or participation of the private sector in any or all the
segments, operations, and/or facilities of the MWSS; and

(2) The involvement or participation of the private sector may include,
but shall not be limited to (a) franchising, concession, management,
or other arrangements; (b) privatization; or (c) contracts for projects
to be implemented under BOT and/or other related schemes for the
financing, construction, repair, rehabilitation, improvement, and
operation of water facilities and projects related to consumers.

The Philippine President had direct control over the process of
privatizing MWSS. In fact, all actions of the MWSS pertaining to the above
cited provisions were subject to the approval of the President.

Prior to the issuance of EOs 286 and 311, the MWSS hired in 1995 the
services of International Finance Corporation (IFC), a privatization advisory
arm ofthe World Bank, to advise on privatization strategy. MWSS and the IFC
entered into a "Letter of Agreement for Advisory Services" on 10 November
1995, where the IFC was to act as the principal advisor to the MWSS.

On advice of the IFC, the modality chosen for privatization was the award
of concessions." A concession is an arrangement by which the private partner
is given responsibility not only for the operation and maintenance of a utility's
assets but also for investments. Asset ownership remains with the
government. Full use rights to all the assets, including those created by the
private partner, revert to the government when the contract ends
Subsequently, the MWSS service area was divided into two zones, East and
West, with roughly equal service populations (40:60) but with higher tariffs
anticipated in the East because it required higher per capita investment and
included the largely rural Rizal province. In order to balance the bids,
repayment of debt was skewed toward the West Zone (Dumcl 2000: 46).

In view of constitutional limitations on foreign ownership, it was decided
to award the concessions to consortia of lead local firms with international
water operators to provide the necessary capacity. Four consortia formed from



four local and seven international pre-qualified bidders were invited to tender
for both concessions in January 1997. The existing tariff" was used as a bid
cap, requiring the bidding parties to submit lower tariff rate proposals.

In the bidding of 23 January 1997, the consortium of Ayala and
International Water submitted the lowest bid for both concession areas (see
Table 1). In line with the bidding rules which forbids one consortium to operate
both zones, Ayala chose to operate the East Zone due to their numerous real
estate projects in the area. The West zone was awarded to the second-lowest
bidder, the consortium of Lopez-owned Benpres and the French company
Lyonnaise des Eaux.

Table 1. Bids for the East and West Concession Areas

PercentageBid

The Concession Agreements were signed on 21 February 1997. By 1
August 1997, the Ayala-International Water consortium, known as Manila
Water Company, Incorporated (MWCIJ, took over the operations in the East
Zone and Maynilad Water Services, Incorporated (MAYNILAD), the Benpres
Lyonnaise consortium, took over the operations in the West Zone.
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Institutional Framework After Privatization

Streamlined MWSS Corporate Offices

MWSS Corporate office. The corporate powers of the MWSS remain
vested in the Board of Trustees. As a result of privatization, the management
of MWSS was lodged with the MWSS Corporate Office, and the Regulatory
Office was created by virtue of Article 11 of the Concession Agreement. The
Corporate Office was tasked to: (1) facilitate the exercise by the Concessionaire
of its agency powers; (2) manage and operate the Um.iray-An.gat Transbasin
Project (UATP), (3) provide bulk water and develop new water sources; and
(4) monitor, report and administer MWSS loans, among others.

The Regulatory Office (ROJ. The RO was created under Article 11 of the
CA with the functions to:

(1) monitor (provisions in) the awarded Concession Agreements;
(2) review and monitor water supply and sewerage rates;
(3) implement Extraordinary Price Adjustment provisions;
(4) implement the Rate Rebasing provisions;
(5) monitor contracts between the concessionaire(s) and customers for

the provision of water and sewerage services;
(6) arrange for the regular, independent technical and financial audit

of the activities of the concessionaire(s), and the public
dissemination of such information;

(7) monitor and enforce standards of to and any
agreed improvement in these in the
coverage customers for the water
services;

(8) arrange for the regular, independent and financial audit
of the activities of the and the public
dissemination of such information;

(9) monitor the production of audited financial information, ruling on
cost allocation and other accounting practices appropriate for rate
setting methodology;

(10)monitor the reported, audited condition of water and sewerage
service infrastructure assets, and enforce the Concession Agreement
with respect to these; and

(Ll.j respond to complaints or representations received from customers
and other interested groups.

The overall administration and operation of the RO is the responsibility
of the Director or Chief Regulator. The Chief Regulator is assisted by four
Regulators. Both the RO and the Corporate Office are under the supervision
and control of the MWSS Board of Trustees. As of the end of 2000, the MWSS
had a personnel complement of 234, 64 percent of whom were regular staff and
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36 percent temporary or casual. The Residual Office had 162 staff (96
permanent and 66 contractual officials and employees), while the RO had 72
(54 permanent and 18 contractual officials and employees).

Profile of the Private Water Concessionaires

The MWCI is a consortium composed of Ayala Corporation (60 percent),
United Utilities (20 percent) and Bechtel (20 percent). In year 2002, MWCI's
assets totaled 7.902 billion pesos, a significant increase from the 1.516 billion
pesos assets when the consortium started in 1997. It had a total liability of
5.108 billion pesos and stockholders' equity of 2.794 billion pesos in 2002.
MWCI supplies 1.6 billion liters of water everyday to more than 4.7 million
residents in the East Zone of Metro Manila.

Maynilad Water Services, Inc. MAYNILAD stated in its annual report its
objective as follows: "to transform the operation of the 119-year old water
utility into an efficient and modern water distribution system, (while) setting
up sanitation and sewerage services." The consortium was initially a 60-40
percent partnership between Benpres Holdings Corporation and Suez
Lyonnaise des Eaux. The Metrobank and Trust Company recently became the
third partner by acquiring one percent of Benpres' share, leaving the latter
with its current share of 59 percent.

MAYNILAD's total assets in 20()2 amounted to
a dramatic increase from
Liabilities totaled 15.892
billion pesos in the same year.

Obligations Under the Concession Agreement
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(1) Offer water supply services to all existing customers in the Service
Area;

(2) Make at least sufficient connections (net of any disconnection) to
meet the coverage target percentages of the population in a target
municipality;

(3) Ensure the availability of all uninterrupted 24-hour supply of water;
(4) Supply water at a level of positive pressure sufficient to secure the

system against the ingress of untreated water or other
contaminants, provided that such pressure shall be at a minimum of
eleven meters (16 psi or pound per square inch) for all
connected by new primary or secondary conveyance pipelines
from 2007, the 10th anniversary of the commencement date, for
pipelines;

(5) Respond as soon as reasonably practicable to requests for a water
supply connection;

(6) Ensure at all times that the water supplied complies with the
Philippine National Drinking Water Standards set by the DOH;

(7) Make available an adequate supply of water for firefighting at no
cost, and for other public purposes as the covered municipalities
may reasonably request at standard rates;

(8) Make available, at standard rates, water supply to customers other
than through a water main in circumstances where (a) supplies
through a water main have been or will be interrupted for more
than 24 hours, or (b) supplies through a water main have been or
will be subject to contamination;

(9) May make water supply available to customers other than through a
water main at a fee equal to the costs reasonably and efficiently
incurred by the concessionaire in supplying raw water; and

(10)Make alternative water supplies available for planned interruptions
in service to schools, hospitals and key public buildings, and to all
customers for interruptions in service of more than 24 hours.
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Table 2. Water Supply Coverage Targets, MWSS, 2001·2021

most heavily and densely-populated cities in Metro Manila, namely, Manila,
Pasay, and Caloocan in the West Zone, and Mandaluyong in the East Zone,
along with the entirety of Quezon City should be lOO-percent covered by 200l.
The same applies for Cavite City, which lies outside the Metropolitan Manila

It is expected that by 2006, all cities in both concession areas, except Las
Pirias, Muntinlupa and Antipolo, will be fully covered along with the
municipalities of Taytay and San Mateo in Rizal Province, and Kawit and
Noveleta in Cavite Province. By the year 2021, the population of2l out of the
37 cities/municipalities listed in the CA should be able to enjoy 100-percent
water supply coverage in their respective areas.

Sewerage and Sanitation Commitments. Targets for sewerage and
sanitation are expressed as percentages of the population connected to the
water system for the target year. The concessionaires' obligations regarding
the provision of sewerage services within the service area are as follows:

(1) Supply sewerage services to all customers who have existing
sewerage connections for domestic sewage and industrial effluents
compatible with available treatment processes;

(2) Meet the coverage target percentages of the total population in a
target municipality connected to the concessionaire's water system
as per Schedule set in the CA;

(3) reasonably practicable to requests for

(4) Comply with all national and local environmental laws and
standards relating to treated wastewater in accordance with a
schedule of compliance provided by the RO; and

(5) Offer septic and sanitation cleaning services, and meet the coverage
target percentages of the total population in the target
municipality.
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In the earlier stages of the concession period, sewer coverage targets were
relatively modest, as the necessary infrastructure was yet to be put in place.
Domestic sewerage needs would be addressed in the meantime by desludging
of septic tanks for every five to seven year period (this activity is labeled
"sanitation"). The target for sanitation is expected to decrease over time while
sewer coverage targets are expected to increase as infrastructure is developed.
Table 3 shows the sewerage and sanitation targets for each service area, and
the combined targets for the whole concession area.

Table 3. Sewer Coverage and Sanitation Targets, MWSS, 2001·2021
by Concessionaire

98

29

54
83

The and operational costs of sewerage and sanitation
shall be on to the customers through in
from 50 percent to 150 percent of the water bill, and the addition of sanitation
charges (75 percent of water bill), which
environmental fee by January 2003.

By 2021, it is expected that the cities of Makati, Mandaluyong, Taguig
and San Juan will be fully covered in terms of sewerage service, while the
cities/municipalities of Manila, Malabon , Pasay, Pateros, Navotas and the part
of Quezon City in the East service area will at least be 90 percent serviced.



Obligation to Pay Concession Fees. In addition to the above obligations,
each concessionaire shall:

(1) assume the MWSS' outstanding local and foreign debts. In this
regard, concession fees shall be collected annually from the two
concessionaires in order to pay for the amortization of these debts.
The West Zone was charged a substantially larger proportion (90%)
of the total amortization payments;

(2) not, without prior approval of MWSS, incur any debt or liability
that would mature after the Expiration Date;

(3) pay for the cost of operations of the MWSS Corporate Office and RO;
and

(4) post a performance bond in favor of MWSS to ensure compliance
with obligations.

Other Commitments. The other commitments of the concessionaires
pertain to their commitments to personnel, commitment to safeguard assets,
and commitment to financial and project obligations." The Concessionaires are
required to provide data and supporting evidence to the RO to support or
demonstrate compliance with their obligations and commitment targets.

To summarize, MAYNILAD and MWCI have the service obligations and
commitment to:

(1) have 100 percent water coverage within ten years;

(2) have no real increase in water rates within the first ten years;

(3) invest a total ofUS$7.5 billion in new investments over 25 years;

(4) provide uninterrupted, 24 hours per day water service to all
connected customers within three years, meeting standards set by
the Department of Health:

(5) reduce the NRW from 56 percent to 32 percent over the first ten
years; and

(6) put in place a waste water program to dramatically improve public
health and environmental conditions with 80 percent coverage
within 25 years.

The problem with the 90:10 sharing of the foreign debt ofMWSS, with 90
percent of the debt going to MAYNILAD was not readily apparent in August
1997. The trouble that currency devaluation would bring was not anticipated
and how it will impact the privatized companies. As history would have it, the
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Asian financial crisis of September 1997 had caused the Philippine peso to
depreciate from P26.30 to P40 to the US dollar. Subsequent devaluations in
September 2001 (P51.4=1$) and October 2003 (l$=P54) effectively doubled the
book value of the MWSS foreign debt, which had just been assumed by the
concessionaires. The problem for the government is the fact that the
concession fees are denominated in Philippine peso, but which have to be paid
in foreign currency. This raises the question of who is going to shoulder the
difference between the peso-denominated concession fees and the actual value
of the foreign debt denominated in dollars.

Table 4. Annual Amount of Concession Fees by Zone
(in Million Pesos)

Year West East Total

1997 1;693 298 1,991

1998 2,492 446 2,938

1999 2,121 432 2,553

2000 1,802 373 2,175

2001 1,520 332 1,852

2002 1,521 419 1,940

2003 1,436 375 1,811

2004 1,235 350 1,585

2005 1,193 344 1,537

2006 1,080 293 1,373

2007 975 282 1,257

2008 914 274 1,188

2009 881 270 1,151

2010 812 262 1,074

2011 817 262 1,079

2012 829 263 1,092

2013 753 254 1,007

2014 769 274 1,043

2015 449 176 625

2016 450 173 623

2017 200 70 270

2018 189 72 261

2019 193 73 266

2020 197 74 271

2021 6.3 0.7 7
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Table 5. Aggregate Drawable Amount from Performance Bond
by Rebasing Period, MWSS

Rate Rebasing Period
(inmillionUS$J

First (31 December 2002l 120

Second (31 December2007l 120

Third (31 December 2012) 90

Fourth (31 December 2017) 80

Fifth (31 December 2022l 60

Finally, in terms of equity capital/investments, the local and
international companies that make up both private operators are required to
each own at least 20 percent of the outstanding capital stock oftheir respective
consortia for the first five years of the concession period, and at least 10
percent thereafter until the termination of the contract. Each should have an
equity paid-in cash capital of not less than 1.5 million pesos at the
commencement date, and an equity paid-in cash capital of not less than three
billion pesos by the first anniversary of the commencement date.
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MWSS retains ownership of existing assets. Any asset that will be
created during the concession period shall be turned over to the MWSS. The
operations, maintenance and capital investment shall be the responsibility of
the concessionaires for the duration of the concession period of25 years.

Assessment of Performance

The MWSS celebrated its fifth year of privatization on 1 August 2002. Are
there reasons for the eleven million coverage population in Metro Manila to
celebrate? What percentage of the population is now reached by the
concessionaires? How have the MWSS and the two concessionaires performed
after five years? These and many other questions are the focus of this part of
the study. The water tariff structure to and after privatization is
examined. This is followed by an of the service and financial
performance of the concessionaires.

Adjusting the Water Tariff Structure

(1) Annual inflation adjustment, or the "C" factor;
(2) Extraordinary Price Adjustment (EPA) or the "E" factor; and
(3) Rate Rebasing or the "R" factor.

A detailed analysis of the three factors opens a lot more possibilities by
which water rates can be raised. The annual inflation adjustment, or the "C"
factor is based on the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
published by the National Statistics Office between the month of July of the
weighting year and July of the prior year.

following consultation with the
that amendments should be made to
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(2) There is any change in Iaw, governrnenll regulation, rule or

(3) The Regulatory Office determines that a breach
Agreement has occurred and an appropriate
made or will not be made;

Concession
not been

(4) The concessionaire has been or will be in receipt of a grant or below
market financing from any multilateral or bilateral source that may
be used to finance or offset any expenditures, where such grant or
below-market financing was not known or anticipated at the
commencement date, or at the last rebasing date, whichever is the
most recent;

(5) In the reasonable opinion of the Regulatory Office,. a material
change has been made to the basis of calculation or definition of the
Consumer Price Index or replacement index, which would render
that index inappropriate;

(6) A greater than two percent change in the rate of exchange between
the Philippine peso and the currency in which a concessionaire/
MWSS loan is denominated, wherein such change has not been the
subject of a previous Extraordinary Price Adjustment;

(7) There exists an unpaid penalty amount owed by a concessionaire to
the Regulatory Office;

(8) In the reasonable opinion of the Regulatory Office, the bidding
assumptions distributed to the concessionaire(s) prior to the bid
have proven to be incorrect in a material way during any 'period
prior to the first general rate rebasing;

of cost

(lO)The financial performance of the concessionaire has been materially
affected as a result of delay in completion of the UATP beyond 30
June 1999; or

(ll)The concessionaire(s) has/have) incurred significant additional costs
as a result of an event of force majeure which are not covered by
insurance.

Either upon notification by the concessionaire/s or through its own
initiative, the RO may consider and/or review certain .circumstances or events
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Rate Adjustment Limit % = C + E + R
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MAYNILAD, which assumed 80 percent of the MWSS $800 Million
foreign-denominated debt, pressured the government for a rate increase to
enable it to recover losses due to the peso devaluation. No amount of peso
devaluation, however, could justify the devious decision of MWSS to enter into
a Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC) with MAYNILAD on 8 June 2001. The
sneaky passage of the MOC is an insult to the 11 million customers of MWSS,
who are bound to shoulder the burden of any tariff increase. Without any
public consultation, the MOC was signed in favor of MAYNIL AD to enable it to
address the "direct and indirect consequences of extraordinary foreign
exchange loss problems arising from Maynilad's payment of Concession Fees
and Concessionaire Loans" (MWSS Board Resolution No. 487-2001). Civil
society groups denounced the government's decision for lack of public
consultation, and because it contained onerous provisions, in violation of
provisions of the CA (Akbayan Citizens' Action Party 15 October 2001).

Among others, the MOC authorized MAYNILAD to recover its foreign
exchange losses within 18 months instead of 22 years (as stated in the CAl,
and to recover future foreign exchange losses starting January 2002 via the
Foreign Currency Differential Adjustment (FCDA). The MOC are
deemed unnecessary since the FCDA would have the same as an
Automatic Currency Exchange Rate Adjustment (Auto-CERA), every
peso devaluated is automatically reflected in the price of water.
MAYNILAD had earlier (on 20 July 2001) been granted in a
consultation an Extraordinary Price Adjustment (EPA) of PO.50 per
meter.

MWCI filed its own petition for EPA on 31 March 2001 and got approval
for rate increases outside the limits set by the CA. MWCI petitioned for an
increase of P1.00 per cubic meter, lower than MAYNILAD's petition of P4.71
per cubic meter. The RO concurred with the proposed increase, and
recommended the amendment of the CA.

The contents of the MWSS Board of Trustees Resolution No. 487-2001
approved on its 9th Special Meeting on 1 October 2001 are highlighted below.
Said resolution granted MAYNILAD a Foreign Currency Differential
Adjustment (FCDA) mechanism over and above the three mechanisms for
tariff increases already spelled out in the CA." The resolution superseded the
MOC of 8 June 2001. Specifically, the resolution allowed MAYNILAD to:

(l) Implement ,I rate adjustment ofP4.:21 per cubic meter for the period

2000;

(2) Implement a special transitory mechanism to enable MAYNILAD to
recover FOREX losses for the period beginning 1 January 2001 up
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to 31 December 2001, including FOREX
repayment of the US$100 million bridge loan u'"~o'"v,." "CO"" lVClll::;

and other payments relating thereto; payment amount
concession fees suspended; and past FOREX losses incurred from 1
August 1997 to 31 December 2000 which are unrecovered as of 31
December 2002. The special transitory mechanism shall commence
in July 2002 at the latest for a period of two to four years; and

(3) Implement a rate adjustment with respect to present future
FOREX losses or gains, including all accruals and costs
thereof, from the period 1 January 2002 until the Date
in year 2022 on a quarterly basis.

The MWSS Board of Trustees also signed Board Resolution No. 512-2001
on its lOth Special Meeting on 12 October 2001, granting the one peso increase
petitioned by MWCI, and allowing it to:

(1) Implement a rate adjustment of P1.00 per cubic meter during the
period 25 October 2001 to 31 December 2002 or up to the next
immediate Rate Rebasing period to recover the FOREX losses
incurred from 1 August 1997 to 31 December 2000, with any
unrecovered FOREX losses to be recovered through the special
transitory mechanism under Section 1.2 below;

(2) Implement a special transitory mechanism in accordance with
paragraph 2.1 to enable MWCI to recover FOREX losses for the
period beginning 1 January 2001 up to 31 December 2001 and past
FOREX losses incurred 1 August 1997 to 31 December 2000 which
are unrecovered as of 31 December 2002. Such transitory
mechanism shall commence on 1 July 2002 up to the First Rate
Rebasing, 1 January 2003, with the view to mitigating the overall
tariff increase arising from the Rate Rebasing to take effect on 1
January 2003;

(3) Implement a rate adjustment for foreign currency differenti als"
(FCDA) with respect to present and future FOREX losses or gains,
including all accruals and carrying costs thereof, from the period 1
January 2002 until the Expiration Date on a quarterly basis

Implications of Amendment No.1. Through the two resolutions, the
Concession Agreements between MWSS and MAYNILAD and MWCI were
subsequently amended (Amendment No.1 to the Concession Agreement) on 5
October 2001, and 26 October 2001, respectively.
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The last provision practically mandated the MWSS to hold the
general rate rebasing on 1 January 2003, totally removing the option
holding it on the io- year of the concession. In the original CA, the first rate
rebasing was set for 2007 or ten years after commencement, although the
Regulatory Office may exercise its discretion and implement the rebasing
adjustment on the first rebasing date in January 2003. The CA itself weakened
the position of the RO by giving the option to conduct the rate rebasing on the
fifth year of the concession. The fact that the RO agreed to hold the first rate
rebasing in January 2003 instead of 2007 is a sign of weak regulation. The
decision is disadvantageous to the government and to customers of MWSS.

Under the rate rebasing, MAYNILAD actually demanded a rate of P341
cu.m., but the MWSS Board approved a lower rate of P26. Maynilad did not
implement the new rate, and instead issued a notice of termination to MWSS
on 9 December 2002 (Buenaventura 2003),
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The amendment made possible the adoption of the Automatic Currency
Exchange Rate Adjustment (Auto-CERA), the accelerated Extraordinary Price
Adjustment (EPA), and the implementation of the Foreign Currency
Differential Adjustment (FCDA) for the recovery of Maynilad's past, current
and future foreign exchange losses.

Water Tariff Structure. The old block tariff structure used by MWSS was
basically kept by both concessionaires, although the CA provides that this may
later be altered or modified subject to the approval of the RO. Under the said
structure, customers are divided into four classes: Residential; Residential B
(or semi-business); Commercial (or Business D; and Industrial (or Business II).
Water tariffs are lowest for the residential households and highest for the
large industrial or commercial consumers. There are nine tariff blocks for
residential and semi-business customers depending on the water consumption
levels, and 33 tariff blocks for commercial and industrial users.

Contrary to claims of promoting water
cross-subsidy to poorer households, the increasing
inherent flaws stemming from the classification Residential
customers include one family household living in one structure, apartment,
multistorey building, subdivision where water is used for cooking, washing,
bathing, flushing, laundry, swimming pool, lawn and garden. The semi
business group includes persons, establishments and institutions engaged in
business such as sari-sari store, stand, vulcanizing/radiator shop, small repair
shops and the like. The effect of such classification is that poorer households,
e.g., households with a small sari-sari store, tend to pay more per cubic meter
than households in a condominium or apartment.
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Table 6. Increases in Water Tariffs, MAYNILAD and MWCI since 1997

;::~privatization

1997-1998

(bid rate)

(lstincrease)

(2n d increase)

Jan-Oct 2001
(3'-" increase)

October 2001
Contract
Amendment
(4'hincrease)

2002 with FCDA*
(5thincreasel

August 2002

Rate Rebasing
(6th increase)

MAYNILAD
Rate Adjustments

Pre-pr~:~~zation

1997-1998

(bid rate)

(l'tincreasel

P6.13(onaccount
of inflation) (2nd increase)

MWCIRate
Adjustments

(onacountof
inflation)
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Missing the Concession Targets. As of year-end 2001, the MWSS
Corporate Office estimated that about 55 percent of households in the East
Zone would enjoy a 24-hour water supply; and about 56 percent of households
in the West Zone. Data from MAYNILAD and MWCI, however, are
inconsistent with these figures, where it is reported that 82 percent and 83
percent of all connections in the West Zone and East Zone, respectively, are
enjoying round-the-clock water supply.

As Table 7 shows, MAYNILAD did not
water and sewer in 2001. In terms of water
reported 84 percent coverage for the year. The
percent coverage target for the West zone. The same can
coverage, wherein MAYNILAD only achieved percent coverage which is two
percent lower than the 16 percent target

Table 7. Service Performance Targets Vs. Actual Performance (2001),
MWSS

MWCI performed better, having exceeded
coverage in 2001, attaining an
provided by the MWSS Corporate V'U'C"~.H'''V',''V''''V'''','''l'V'''''''" "'"1,'''''
water supply coverage of 89 percent.

Non-Revenue Water (NRW). Another major problem encountered by the
pre-privatized MWSS was the perennially high rate of non-revenue
(NRW). More than half of the water produced by the System was not
billed, resulting in considerable loss of potential revenue. In the decade
1990s, the NRW reached 60.12 percent, meaning that less than 40
water production was actually billed and the rest was lost to leaks
connections.

As of 31 December 2001, MWCI reported an NRW of only 48.28 percent,
while MAYNILAD reported 65.99 percent NRW. These figures are lower than
the NRW figures reported by the RO.
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Table 8. Non-Revenue Water (% of Total Water Production)

Year
CATarget MAYNILAD CATarget MWCI

(%) (%) (<);) (flt)

1997 54.4 63.3 44.0 45.2

1998 47.9 60.5 31.0 38.8

1999 42.0 67.0 22.0 39.8

2000 30.8 65.5 17.0 45.0

2001 29.8 65.99 16.0 48.28

2002 68.1 (February)

2003 70.0iDecember)

Source: MWSS Annual Reports, MWSS Regulatory Office

In the West Zone, the Maynilad Lahad (Vol. 2, No 1 April 2002),
MAYNILAD's official publication, reported that its NRW for February was
down to 68.1 percent compared to January NRW of 68.5 percent. MAYNILAD
admits in its official publication that it was not able to achieve the target base
for supply and billed volume. Of the 2,361.7 million liters per day (mld) water
supply, its billed volume was only 753.2 mld. The South Business Area has an
NRW of 62.8 percent; 60.1 percent in the Northwest, and 73.2 percent in the
Central Business Area. The Inspectorate and Anti-Fraud Department of
MAYNILAD closed 241 illegal connections in February 2002 alone.

Assessment of Financial. Performance

MAYNILAD Revenues and Expenditures (See Tables 9 and 10). The water
rates charged by MAYNILAD translated to an average of 72 percent of total
company revenues from 1997 to 2000. It was the biggest income contributor to
the coffers of MAYNILAD. Total revenues increased by 250.77 percent over the
same period, or at an annual average of 83 percent. Revenues jumped
significantly, reaching the one-billion peso mark in 1998 and more than two
billion pesos in 1999.
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Table 9. MAYNILAD Revenue Sources (in Million Pesos)

Revenue 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001" 2002"

Ba:~~;terservice 517.736 1,271.518 1,750.029 1,950.390 2,324.867 2,122.688

charge
3.341 10.118 11.625 13.974

Basic sewer service 67.443 63.115 229.980 235.279 447.494 420.432
charge

51.386 125.263 174.490 191.868

water and sewer
67.009 6.065 34.347 11.168)

Re;:~~: from legalized 8.821 16.065 22.537 23.091

Other water service 15.563 63.651 142.883 212.427
charges

Other sewer service 0.485 1.062 0.319 0.788
charges

Ot~e:o:eerating 19.244 (29.766) 0.340 0.912

Other revenues 12.615 6.901 91.736 309.429
FCDA 226.198 2,722
Total Revenues 751.028 1,627.091 2,379.091 2,634.362 3,090.295 5,575.490

Source: Sycip, Gorres &Velayo audited MAYNILADAnnual Reports, 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000
"Only these fOUT categories were identified in the 2001 and 2002 Ann ualAuditedReports

Table 10. MAYNILAD Operating Expenses (in Million Pesos)

Operating Expenses 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001" 2002"

Pa~~~~~~~~lo:~~r 63.367 336.310 475.063 462.690 908.104 1,004.516

Wa~:~~;:l~ment 12.724 53.724 61.774 73.249

1.268 --- ..- 128.316 110.180
0.121 1.554 4.748 8078

ICOEG~~~water from 81.588 179.207 241.065 212.960 142.307 77.950

Overhead 99.088 754.227 988.440 '.207
Total direct costs 258.156 l,325.022 ,771.090 2,174.184
Other costs 701.099 1,083.523 ,246.45C 2,901.139

959.255 2,408.545 l,017.540 5,075.323 4,207.024 7,523.106

revenues capitalized
(202.227) (781.454) (698.522) 12,440.961) (1,734.880) 13,682.496)

1GOQ1aGO OMO
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The increase in overhead was due to the amortization of concession fee
(53,357,000 pesos in 1997; 387,091,000 pesos in 1998; 512,295,000 pesos in
1999; and 806,119,000 pesos in 2000). As of July 2001, its debt was at 1.2
billion pesos. Under Board Resolution No. 487-2001, MAYNILAD was
resume payment of concession fees in February 2002 (it unilaterally
payment in March 2001).

On balance, MAYNILAD incurred more expenses than revenues, with the
widest difference of 2.441 billion pesos occurring in year 2000. Cracks in its
financial position were already apparent as early as 1998 with personnel and
management costs getting a significant share of total operating costs, and
became more and more insufficiently covered by total revenues.

Chart 1. MAYNILAD Revenues and Operating Costs,
1997 to 2002, in Billion Pesos

current assets
its start-up

more than 37
in 2000, while

The significant growth in fixed assets augured well for MAYNILAD as it
reflected increasing investments and capital outlay. The value of Property,
Plant and Equipment (PPE) increased by more than 14 times during the
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period, and comprised 18.3 percent of total assets in 2000, higher than 6.9
percent in 1997. Rehabilitation work for the West Zone was expected to take 3
years. Notwithstanding the increase in fixed assets, MAYNILAD still fell short
of its targeted new capital investments. If the US$7.5 billion in expected new
capital investments was divided equally between the two concessionaires and
spread equally over 25 years, the expected annual new capital investment
would be US$150 million per year. For year 2002, this translated to 8.25 billion
pesos (at P55 to 1$). MAYNILAD's total PPE from 1997 to 2002 amounted to
12.003 billion pesos, with actual PPE in 2002 amounting to only 3.601 billion
pesos.

Table 11. MAYNILAD Assets, Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
(in Million Pesos)

Chart 2. MAYNILAD Current Assets and Current Liabilities,
1997 to 2002. in Billion Pesos

10 Current Assets 0 Current Liabilities I

Development costs/right, which pertains to capitalized losses during the
rehabilitation phase, interest on advances related to the payment of concession
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charges come up to 31.9
483 percent from 1997 to

Total current liabilities rose at a staggering 2904 percent
million pesos in 1997 to 8.942 billion pesos in 2000. Its bulk was in
payable, which is 34.9 percent of total current liabilities and 52.5
total liabilities. The amount of loans payable jumped over the next two years to
a level of 7.823 billion pesos in 2000. MAYNILAD started amortizing the
current portion of its assumed debt in 1998. Total liabilities increased by
almost 9 times over a four-year period. In comparison, stockholders' equity
registered slower growth of 2.4 times during the same period.

To summarize, MAYNILAD's operating expenses exceeded total revenues
during the first five years of operation. By 2000, the operating deficit had
reached 2.44 billion pesos. Likewise, current liabilities surpassed current
assets during the period.

MWCI Financial Performance

Table 12. MWCI Revenue Sources (in Million Pesos)

MWCI Operating Costs. MWCI started commercial operations on 1
January 2000. The pattern and trend of MWCI expenses seem reasonable in
terms of the decreasing share of salaries and wages to total expenses (see
Table 13). However, this item doubled in amount from 1997 to 2000, and
registered an annual average growth rate of 35 percent. Similarly, the cost of
power, light and water more than quadrupled, management and professional
fees almost tripled, and the regulatory cost more than doubled over the same
period.
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Table 13. MWCI Operating Costs and Expenses (in Million Pesos)

Operating Costs and 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Expenses

Salaries and wages 226.990 385.632 446.088 466.149 459.598 544.365
Power, light and water 55.381 156.204 200.999 231.045 299.386 312.727

I M:~f:~~:~~~e~s
48.079 121.280 149.065 142.110 161.606 172.566

Rezulatorv cost 50.000 106.000 116.282 123.84il 129.644 137.434

I De::oc;:i~Z~o~d
0.691 10.077 85.377 154.671 180.838 344.763

I Total Expenses 459.421 1,056.589 1,209.068 1,376.942 1,482.470 2,129.315

I o~r:::~g Income (38.421) (66.6541 100.465 122.687 176.081 553.380

Chart 3. MWCI Revenues and Operating Costs, 1997 to 2002
(in Billion Pesos)

2.5+------------------1

~ 2

§1.5+---------:;--;;n;;-;;--;;-;;-;;----r------r----I

~ 1

0.5

1997 1998 1999 .mJ 2001

IDFEvenuesDQleratingCosts I

2002

MWCI is registered with the Board of Investments as a new operator of
water supply and sewerage system for the East Zone Service Area on a pioneer
status under the Omnibus Investments Code of 1987. It enjoys an income tax
holiday for six years with 1 2000 as the date of reckoning, and tax
credit on domestic capital The tax incentives given to MWCI
translates of course into forgone revenues for the government.
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Table 14. MWCI Assets, Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
(in Million Pesos)

Assets,Liabilities&
Stockholders'Equity

819.7411,097.8741,340.763 1,745.535

2,721.7733,997.413

480.952 466.0301,249.415
1,034.7282,060.573 2,092.183
1,515.6802,526.6033,343.598

Source: Sycip, Gorres & Velayo audited MWCI Annual Reports, 1997,1998, 1999 and 2000.

On balance, MWCI incurred operating losses during the first two years
following privatization. However, its recovery was remarkable having been
able to generate an operating income of more than 100 million pesos
immediately thereafter.

MWCI Assets and Liabilities. Manila Water's -total
mainly from cash and cash equivalents. This item had
current assets from 62 to 71.3 percent. Receivables rose
the 4-year period. In terms of fixed assets, 42.3 percent was the form of
Property, Plant and Equipment in 2000, which grew by 431 percent over the 4
year period.

Chart 4. MWCI Current Assets and Current Liabilities,
1997 to 2002 (in Billion Pesos)

I----.--CurrentAssets -·.·-CurrentLiabilities I
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Stockholders' equity was initially at 62.3 percent of total liabilities and
equity (in 1997). The share declined to its 2000 share level of 48.6 percent. In
effect, total liabilities' share to total gained by 16.9 percent from 1997 to its
present level of 51.4 percent of total.

Assessment of the Regulatory Framework

In the aftermath of privatization, an independent agency is needed
specifically to regulate the operations of the concessionaires and protect the
interests of the government and consumers. It is argued in this study that the
Regulatory Office (RO) needs to be independent of both the concessionaires
and the MWSS since the RO has to judge on matters of dispute in a
disinterested manner.

The Philippines' primary mechanism for regulating the activities and
operations of the private concessionaires engaged in the provision of water and
sewerage services comes in the form of the MWSS Regulatory Office. The RO
was specifically created by the CA to enforce the latter's provisions and to
ensure that the actions of the private companies shall not compromise public
interests. However, the RO is confronted with significant issues and challenges
that need to be addressed in order to improve the Office's organizational
capabilities and enable it to implement meaningful and effective regulation.

The first issue is the need for an independent regulatory body. Ideally, a
regulator should be independent of the entities it regulates. The lack of
independence of the RO stems from the circumstances of its creation. It was
created through the CA, not by an act of Congress. Under Philippine
jurisprudence, any agency created by means other than legislation does not
have a legal character or legal personality. Since the RO was created by a
contract between the government and private companies, it does not have such
legal character and cannot own property and may not enter into official
agreements and/or contracts. This arrangement limits the discretion of the RO,
which has to rely on the MWSS Board of Trustees when entering into
agreements and contracts. All decisions made by the RO are snbject to the
approval of the Board. Even petitions for water rate hikes are validated and/or
reviewed by the RO; approving authority remains with the Board.
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The RO's mandated powers in the CA imply a passive role in "monitoring"
and review." The terms "regulation" or "regulate" were never used. However,
the CA recognizes that the RO's functions will change over time as the
regulatory regime is established and developed, although it is unclear how
these functions can be amended and/or modified and what constitutes an
"established and developed" regulatory regime.

The RO is also financially dependent on the concessionaires, upon whom
the office is totally financially reliant under the terms of the CA. Under the
CA, the RO's annual operating budget during the entire concession period
shall be equally financed by the private operators through concession fees thus
making the Office totally financially reliant on the concessionaires. At the very
least, this practice does not convey an image of a strong and independent
regulatory body, and may in fact lead to suspicions of corruption and collusion
between the RO and the conccssionairets). However, this could have been
addressed had there been provisions in the CA that make the budgetary
allocation mandatory, otherwise the subject offices shall be penalized.

The CA also expressly provides that the RO should be situated in a
"suitable office space in Metro Manila at a location separate from any other
office or establishment of the MWSS or either concessionaire." At present, the
RO is still located at the old MWSS Building in Diliman, Quezon City. The
Office is situated on the third floor of the building, the MWSS Corporate
Offices occupy the fourth floor; MWCI occupies the first and second floors,
while Maynilad is located in an adjacent wing.

present physical arrangement has advantages as well as
Physical distance of the regulator is necessary and can help in

preventing, or at least limiting, the opportunities for anomalous or illegal
interactions with the parties to the Agreement. Physical separation of the
Office will help promote a public perception of independence on the part of the
regulators and also diffuse suspicions of collusion and underhanded
transactions. The RO's current location violates all aspects of the CA's
provisions for physical separation from the parties concerned.
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concessionaire, as well as the MWSS in any capacity for at least five years
prior to employment in the RO. This is highly recommended for the RO, but
the term "employees" should mean "officials and employees." This provision
draws from the lessons of the Argentinean experience, wherein the employees
of the new regulatory agency who were former employees of the public water
utility, had difficulty accepting their new roles as regulators.

The RO has a limited number of technical people as gathered from
interview with RO officials. As of February 2002, the RO had a personnel
complement of 69 employees.' This problem is related to the limited amount
of experience that may be drawn upon in the Philippines in terms of regulating
private provision of basic goods and services.

Based on interview with RO officials, they are prompted to say that the
RO is practically "toothless and spineless," since they are limited in powers to
even impose penalties and sanctions for violations of the provisions in the
Concession Agreement. Further, the RO is also prone to 'regulatory capture' as
the concessionaires have a tendency to provide misleading information thereby
making effective regulation difficult because of the RO's dependence on the
accuracy and truthfulness of the information provided them.

In relation to the above discussion, the national government's influence
on the RO/Board decisions, particularly on rate adjustment, is clearly felt in
favor of the concessionaires.

Conclusion

The privatization of the MWSS is the first of its kind in the history of
Philippine public administration. The governments from Marcos to Arroyo had
their share of policies to build the policy environment for privatization. The
essence of the MWSS privatization is that the government has conferred long
term monopoly to the concessionaires to deliver water services to a defined
geographic area. The privatization of the MWSS is polemical considering the
monopolistic nature of the industry and the public good nature of water, sewer
and sanitation services.

Privatization is definitely not the key nor the only way to solve the woes
of the giant water utility. Like the creation of huge government-owned and
controlled corporations in the 1970s and their nationalization in the 1980s,
privatization can get out of hand in exactly the way that nationalization did
IBaig 1997).
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Privatization has its advantages, as well as drawbacks, in solving the ills
of the economy. It certainly is not a cure-all medicine for all the problems of
MWSS. Unless regulation is strong, the private sector is as prone as a public
corporation to commit unethical corporate behavior (Baig 1997).

In the case of the MWSS privatization, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) The MWSS concessionaires had different levels of performance in
their first four years of operations, where better results were
achieved in the East Zone based on gathered information. It is
evident that ownership (i.e., public or private) is not the main factor
that determines efficiency and effectiveness. The wide gap between
the performance levels of the two concessionaires proves that
private companies also differ in terms of effectiveness and efficiency
and that the private sector is not necessarily more efficient than
government in terms of service delivery. Both efficiency and
effectiveness are dependent on a number of relevant variables other
than ownership, perhaps, the most important of which is
organizational commitment to public service.

(2) Due to the public nature of water, government must maintain some
form of control over supply and provision of this basic good to
ensure equitable access on the part of consumers. This may be
through direct provision, as the case prior to privatization of MWSS,
or regulation of private operators. However, for the latter setup to
be effective, regulation has to be strong and independent.
Unfortunately, this cannot be said of the current regulatory
framework that was established after the privatization of MWSS.

(3) The West Zone concessionaire was not able to meet any of the water
supply and sewer coverage targets. Water supply coverage for the
East Zone of 80 percent as of 2001 was higher than the 77.1 percent
target.

(4) NRW in the West Zone remains high at the rate of 68.1 percent as of
February 2002. The East Zone concessionaire achieved a much
lower NRW of 47 percent as of December 2001.

(5) The Concession Agreement has inherent flaws. What may be
considered an innocent provision in the CA whose potential impact
has not yet caught the attention that it should get is the provision
that after the lOti' year, the rates for water and sewerage services
shall be set at a level that will permit the two concessionaires to
recover over the remaining years of the Concession, their
investments and expenses and to earn a rate of return on these
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(6) The amendment to the CA to provide for raising the water tariffs
due to the peso devaluation opened the door for the concessionaires
to raise other issues that may allow them to push for amending any
provision of the CA. The act of amending the CA is a test of the
regulatory powers of the government. "Giving in" easily and
granting all, perhaps more than what the have
requested indicates a weakness to on the
who will bear the brunt of water
recommendation to raise water
have balancing provisions to
on consumers.

(7) Downsizing the huge MWSS bureaucracy was successful. The total
number of staff of the MWSS Corporate Office and the RO was down
to 234 as of end of 2000. In 1992, MWSS employees totaled 8,294.
This was reduced to 5,734 by 1996 as a result of reorganization and
offer of early retirement packages. Thus by 1996, MWSS had
achieved an employee ratio of 7 per 1,000 connections (from a very
high level of 13 employees per 1,000 connections). The ratio is still
relatively high compared to the ratio of employees per 1000
connections in Bangkok 4.6, Jakarta 7.7, Singapore 2.0, and Kuala
Lumpur 1.1 (David 2000: 6). Six months after turnover, MWCI had
absorbed 1,643 former MWSS employees, while MAYNILAD
employed 2,663.

(8) The MWSS regulatory framework is found to be weak. The RO
performs only technical functions for the MWSS Corporate Offices
and possesses at most recommendatory authority. The current
regulatory structure is due to the fact that: (a) It was not created by
an act of Congress. Its legal basis is Article 11 of the CA, a
document that can be amended by the Board of Trustees. (b) It is
lodged within the MWSS structure, and placed under the
supervision and control of the Board of Trustees and therefore not
independent of the entity it is supposed to regulate. (c) "To
regulate" is not among its functions. (d) It is financially dependent
on the entities it is supposed to regulate.

(9) The RO is practically "toothless and spineless" being clothed with
only monitoring and recommendatory authority. It does not have
authority even in imposing penalties and sanctions for violations of
the provisions in the CA.
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Recommendations

Passing on the task of public service delivery to the private sector is only
the start of more improved governance. After discussing the lack of
performance, it is the intent of the study to come up with some suggestions to
constructively contribute to an improved administration of water services in
Metro Manila.

There is a need to cloth the Regulatory Office with the necessary and
important powers and authority, and provided with reasonable budget and
skilled staff. Due to the public nature of water, government must maintain
effective control over water supply and provision of this basic good to ensure
equitable access on the part of consumers. This may be through direct
provision, as the case was prior to the privatization of MWSS, or regulation of
private operators. However, for the latter setup to be effective, regulation has
to be strong and independent. The current regulatory framework needs
overhauling to truly serve its purpose.

The independent regulatory office should be able to plan for the whole
period of the concession. To be able to arm itself, it must systematically gather
baseline information for purposes of evaluating the performance of
concessionaires in anticipation of the review, renewal, renegotiation or
adoption of alternative water and sanitation services delivery options
including possible eventual takeover of the utility at the end or even before the
end of the concession period.

Water rates are threatening to rise to previously unmanageable levels
and targets for service obligations have not been met with regularity. There is
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a need to strengthen government's regulatory capacity and review, and if
necessary, amend or nullify the Concession Agreement.

Government must also strictly enforce environmental safety measures
and standards on groundwater extraction and wastewater treatment.

Criteria should be developed to assess performance based on the
following:

(1) System performance indicators-to cover existing performance
targets in the CA;

(2) Water quality indicators-other than the current requirement of
compliance with the Drinking Water Quality Standards of the DOH,
other criteria may also be used including risk minimization in terms
of possible contamination of water supply.

(3) Total area coverage-the Regulatory office must fully exercise its
regulatory mandate of monitoring and regulating private extraction
of groundwater within the MWSS coverage area. Pumping charge
for groundwater should be imposed to compel more responsible
of raw water. Privately operated sewerage systems should also
monitored. Guidelines and standards on this should be
implemented. Fees and penalties can be charged for non
compliance

(4) Social indicators-this set primarily involves ensuring universal
access to clean and safe drinking water, with particular
consideration for the disenfranchised and/or low-income classes. An
obvious indicator is the price of water. Water tariffs should be at a
reasonable level to permit access by even the poorest
families. Cross-subsidization programs households
should also be encouraged and a review current block tariff
system is in order.

(5) Customer service-the MWSS RO should strengthen its PPA (Public
Performance Assessment) Project. Getting the perception and
measuring consumer satisfaction is a practical way of assessing
overall performance and identifying areas for improvement. The RO
can also look into the response rate of the to
customer complaints. This would be a good measure
orientation of the concessionaires in the conduct of their
operations.

(6) Financial performance-the relevant indicators alraadv jderrtified in
the CA are fairly comprehensive and are



performance. Appropriate measures of profitability,
and debt-service capacity should also be developed and
a more meaningful and deeper analysis of financial

(7) Water conservation-the foremost criterion in this set is non-revenue
water (NRW) reduction. Another possible indicator of water
conservation is the quality of water actually supplied or drawn from
all sources. A water demand management strategy may be
formulated to properly assess demand and correspondingly manage
quantity supplied. Moreover, means of non-potable reuse of
discharges should be developed in order to conserve potable
drinking water supply.

(8) Environmental indicators-foremost among these is the prevention
of sewer overflows and the quality of treated sewer effluents. Other
environmental indicators include quantity of water supplied (to
show level of water conservation), energy use/conservation and
environment-friendly office practices by the agencies concerned. An
overall environmental management and preservation plan should
also be conceptualized and implemented to highlight the important
environmental aspects of water and wastewater management.

(9) The performance indicators outlined above may be used for a more
comprehensive evaluation and assessment of performance, with the
end in view of effecting improvements in the overall quality of
service in the water and sewerage sectors of Metro Manila and
adjoining areas within the MWSS service area.

On top of the above suggestions, the policy environment should point
towards a strong, independent and credible regulatory body to complement the
government's privatization strategy.

An independent regulatory office to regulate the water sector in the
MWSS coverage area should also be mandated to regulate households and
private firms which are not connected to the MWSS water and sewerage
system, but have their own privately sourced water from deepwells and private
waterworks, including as well the sources of vendors of bottled
The regulatory structure should and monitor all water
selling and distribution within the coverage area of MWSS.

Finally, clean piped water is still a luxury for many residents of Metro
Manila. The number of residents with access to piped water has increased, but
more than 3.4 million residents remain without access. Although some parts of
Metro Manila do enjoy a 24-hour water supply, majority has water for 12 to 16
hours a day only. Water in Metro Manila is definitely more expensive at
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present. Water rates have increased more than seven times since 1997. From
P4.96 per cubic meter, the current rate (as of August 2002) is now P26 per
cubic meter in the West Zone. In the East Zone, the rate is now P14.22 per
cubic meter, 500 times higher than the 1997 level of Php2.32 per cubic meter.
Most of the concession targets were not met by the concessionaires. Both
companies failed to meet the target NRW and have yet to fulfill their part of
the bargain in infusing the expected amount of capital to replace and improve
the old pipe network in the West Zone, and expand access to water over the
whole service area.

Endnotes

1 The other three corporate objectives relate to manpower and organization; viability (to
generate sufficient revenue to sustain operations); and consumerandcommunityrelations

a RA 8041 provided also for the reorganization of the Local Water Utilities
Administration.

;3 This is similar to the approach adopted in Argentina for the privatization of Aguas
Argentinas (Durnol, 2000)

five months before the bid submission, water tariffs were
Dumol (2000: 42) justified that the tariff increase was long

6 As listed in the Concession Agreement

7 Tantiongco, R., "Regulation of Water and Sewerage Services: The Philippine
Experience." www.arts.monash.edu.au
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Regulation(and Competition)
in the Philippine Electricity Industry

MARIA FE VILLAMEJOR-MENDOZA*

Introduction

In the utilities sector, regulation has been resorted to by governments
ideally to set the rules of the game, level the playing field, and in the end,
further public interest and welfare. During the past decades, with the trend
toward reforms encouraging freer markets, regulations are being reconfigured,
if not discarded, for competition to flourish and at the same time, ensure that
even in an envisioned deregulated regime, public interest and welfare are still
promoted and assured. In'the Philippine electricity industry (PEl), economic
regulation in the industry has evolved from a command-control type of
economic regulation to one envisioned to be positive, facilitative and promotive
of competition. The century old orientation in regulating the PEl has, however,
remained to set power rates and prescribe standards of service provision, using
the "cost-of-service" (COS) or the return on rate base regulatory regime.
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The Changing Patterns of Regulation
in the Philippine Electricity Industry

Regulatory Periods in the Philippine Electricity Industry

Although there is no categorical delineation of the regulatory periods in
the country, as inferred from the major laws, policies and jurisprudence in the
PEl, these could be classified into two: the "nationalization" period, roughly
from 1903-1987; and the era of "restrueturing and opening up of the PEl," from
1987 to present.

The nationalization period is generally characterized by the predominant
national or state involvement in the provision, transmission, and regulation of
electricity, It spans from the political period of the American colonial rule and
Commonwealth government (1901-1946), to the republican years until the
administration of and martial rule by Ferdinand E. Marcos (1965-1986) and
early years of Corazon C. Aquino (1986-1987).

The restructuring period, on the other hand, is generally distinguished by
efforts of the state to open the PEl for competition and involve the private
sector and other stakeholders in the provision and regulation of electricity. It
spans from the later years of the Aquino administration (1987-1992) to the
succeeding political administrations of Fidel V. Ramos (1992-1998), Joseph E.
Estrada (1998-2001), and Gloria M, Arroyo (2001-present)
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REGULATION (AND COMPETITION) IN THE PHILIPPINE ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY

Table 1 summarizes the important and relevant laws that have shaped
the regulation of the electricity industry since the 1900s. To reiterate, it
chronologically starts from 1903 with the enactment of the Municipal
Franchises Act, and ends in 2001, with the enactment of the Electric Power
Industry Reform Act (EPIRA) of 2001, also known as Republic Act (RA) No.
9136.

The "nationalization" period covers policies.
spanning almost eight decades until the late 1980s. 'T'hppr"of "T·P~t.rllctllrinO'

and opening up of the PEl" starts in the mid-1980s
Executive Order (EO) No. 215. Figure 1 is an
milestones in PEl regulation in a timeline chart.
events as the laws and policies were crafted.

The Period of "Nationalization"

Before the aggressive restructuring policy and other reforms opening the
industry for competition, the tradition in the country had been a continuous
trend towards increasing government control of the electricity industry. This
has been SDbecause like other industries which are pioneering and strategic in
nature, electricity has been deemed as one of the 'commanding heights' of the
economy.

In this period of "nationalization,' roughly from 1903 to
prevailing state philosophy was a more active state participation
and controlling economic activities for development, regulation was
through various means, mainly through:

(1) operation (Dr as some countries
'n at.iori al i zat ion") of a vertically integrated
LrclllblllH'bWll OL<lLe company called the National

(2) the supervisiion of the distribution and supply backbone through
the financing and or'gan iz ation of private rural electric cooperatives
fREC) by the National Electrification Administration (NEA);

(3) and planning of the PEl by the

(4) the economic price setting and prescription of service quality
standards among players in the PEl by the NPC until 1993, and by
the Energy Regulatory Board (ERB), after 1993 to 2001. The ERB is
a quasi-judicial industry regul ator , which took over the functions of
the abolished Public Service Commission (PSC, for all public
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Table 1. Major Laws, Policies and Jurisprudence on the Regulation
of the Philippine Electricity Industry

Title

The "Nationalization" Period (1903·1987)

1935,1973,1987

Act 667, 6 March 1903
Act 1459, 1 April 1906 Corporation
Act 2307, 9 December 1913
Act 3108, 19 March 1923

(PSG)
Act 3636, 7 December 1929

Act 3844, 9 November 1931
CA 120,3November 1936

(NPG
GA146,7November1936

"'+;0'

RA358,4June1949 l<)()

RA6395,10September1971
PD 40,7 November 1972

Industry
PD 269, 6 August 1973

PD984,18August1976 ,AO t'~~. ,1"

PD 1151, 6 June 1977
.rs.nuwrr aa

PD 1152, 6 June 1977
PD1206,60ctober1977
PD 1573, 11 June 1978
PD1586, 11 June 1978

System
PD1700,10July1978

RA6173, 25 April 1977

EO 172, 8 May 1987
EO 193, 10 June 1987

ERE Rules and Regulations,
15 February 1988
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Table 1 (continued)

The "Restructuring/Opening Up" Period (1987·2001)

EO 215, 10 July 1987

EO 226, 27 July 1987
RA6957,1991

RA7718,14April1994
RA7638,19December1992
DOE Regulations 1-94

DOE Circular 95-11-009,
8 November 1995

DOE Regulations 01-95,
1 February 1995

DOE Circular 96-08-009,
9 August 1996

DOE Circular 97-01-001,
21 January 1997

DOE Regulation 1-97,
5 February 1997

DOE Circular 98-04-006,
22 April 1998

DOE Circular 2000-03-003,
17 March 2000

RA7718,27April1994
RA7832, 8 December 1994
EO 473, 17 April 1998

ERB Case No. 96-118,
11 June 1997

ERB Pricing Regulation,
6 September 1999

RA9631, 8 May 2001

2006

Further Amending Provisions ofER 1-94
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Figure 1. The Milestones in the Regulation of the Philippine
Electricity Industry, 1903-2001

The Opening Up lRestructuring Period, 1987-2001

Post-Martial Law Period,

1986-Present

E02150f
1987

(Opening of the PElto
Competition)
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utilities or public service organizationsJl in 1972. It also took over
the functions of the Oil Industry Commission (OIC, for the oil
industry/sector only), and the Board of Energy (BOE, for the oil
industry, electric power utilities, pipeline concessions, and shipping
and transportation of petroleum products and coal). With the
Electric Power Industry Restructuring Act (EPIRA), the ERB was
abolished and replaced by Energy Regulatory Commission CERC) in
the second semesterof2001.

(5) the grant of franchises to electric power utilities by the PSC, NEA,
local government units, and/or the Legislature;

(6) the arbitration of constitutional questions, particularly the
nationalistic provisions of the Constitution by, and the recourse to
judicial appeal from the Judiciary; and

The Restructuring Period

The restructuring period saw the swift implementation of reforms not
only in the PEl, but also in other sectors of the economy. As part of the policy
of the State recognizing the importance of the private sector as the engine of
(economic) growth in the country, the Aquino and succeeding administrations
implemented a number of policies to encourage private sector participation
even in areas reserved to the public sector. Among these were:

(1) EO 215 (Amending PD 40 and Allowing the Private Sector to
Generate Electricity, 1987)

(2) EO 226 (The Omnibus Investment Code of 1987)

(3) RA 6957 (The BOT Law of 1991) and RA 7718 (Amending Certain
SectionsofRA6957)

(4) RA 7638 (The DOE Act of 1992)

(5) RA 7648 (The Electric Power Crisis Act of 1993)

(6) RA 7837 (The Anti- Electricity Pilferage Act of 1994)

2006
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(8) EO 473 (Segregation and Unbundling of Electric Power Tariff
Components of NPC and Franchised Utilities, 1998)

(9) ERE Pricing Regulation for Private Electric Distribution Utilities
(1999)

(10)RA 9136 (The Electric Power Industry Restructuring Act of 2001).

As a consequence of the rethinking of the role of the State vis-a-vis the
private sector, a number of pro-market policies were enacted. These policies
opened up industries that used to be monopolies of the State, among them
those in the electricity sector.

As earlier noted, Presidential Decree No. 40 placed "the sole
responsibility for setting up the transmission line grids and the construction of
associated generation facilities in Luzon, Visayas, Mindanao and the major
islands of the country to the NPC" (Section 2). The ultimate objective of the
government during the martial law period was "for the NPC to own and
operate as a single integrated system of generating facilities supplying electric
power to the entire nation" (Section 5).

When Corazon C. Aquino became President in 1986, power generation by
NPC was way below the demand. NPC was not in a position to supply all the
system requirements for power. It was in financial difficulty and was funding
its operations and even the construction of power plants through borrowings
(Viray and Delgado 2004: 34). NPC's external debt was about 75 percent of the
total external debt of the country because of its failed investments in
infrastructure development, e.g., the mothballed Eataan Nuclear Plant (DEM
figures as cited in Mendoza et al.: 2002).

Thus, EO 215 (s. 10 July 1987) opened up the power generation sector and
allowed "private corporations, cooperatives, or similar associations to
construct and operate the following types of electric generating plants ...
subject to the rules and regulations in Section 2 thereof:

(1) Cogeneration units, defined as the production of electric energy and
forms of useful thermal energy (such as heat or steam), used for
industrial, commercial, heating or cooling purposes through
sequential use of energy;

sell their production to the
plans formulated by the
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(3) Electric generating plants intended primarily for the internal use of
the owner who also plans to sell excess production to the grids; and

(4) Electric generating plants outside the NPC grids, intending to sell
directly or indirectly to end-users" (Section 1, EO 215)

Section 2 of said executive order states that "rules and regulations to
govern private sector involvement in power generation shall be formulated by
the National Power Corporation for areas within the NPC grids, and the
National Electrification Administration for areas outside the NPC grids. Such
rules and regulations shall be made, subject to consultation with concerned
agencies including the private sector, and approval of the Office of Energy
Affairs (OEA)." (The OEA was the reconstituted DOE in 1987 by virtue of EO
193. It became the DOE again in 1992 under RA 7638.)

EO 215 opened the generation subsector of the PEL However, it did not
abandon the command-control type of regulating this sub-sector, as can be
inferred in 3 above (Obligation). Penalties still awaited "crring" independent
power producers (IPPs), although as experience in later years suggests,
incentives in 4 (Terms and Conditions) appeared greater than the sanctions or
penalties imposed.

In opening up the generation subsector, EO 215 ended the monopoly of
NPC in power generation. It gave rise to a number of IPPs from multinational
corporations, joint ventures, and other private companies in the country and
abroad. It nevertheless retained the responsibility of NPC for setting up
transmission line grids and the construction of associated generating facilities
in the country. The latter maintained a (monopsony) situation whereby NPC
remained the sole buyer of generated power. The NPC as owner of the
transmission system has market power over the IPPs because it controls the
transmission grid and refuses to put a price for the use of these grids openly.
Moreover, the size of the private generating capacity that was allowed to IPPs
was restricted to mere suppliers of peak-load demand. Thus, there was no
sufficient private response (Sicat 2002).
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RA 6957 (The BOT Law of 1991) and
RA 7718 (Amending Certain Sections of the BOT Law)

The BOT laws (both the 1991 and 1994 versions) recognized "the
indispensable role of the private sector as the main engine for national growth
and development." These also stipulated the policy of the State "to provide the
most appropriate incentives to mobilize private resources for the purpose of
financing the construction, operation and maintenance of infrastructure and
development projects normally financed and undertaken by Government. Such
incentives, aside from financial incentives as provided for by law, shall include
providing a climate of minimum government regulations and procedures and
specific government undertakings in support of the private sector" (Section 1,
RA 6957, underscoring supplied).

These laws also authorized all government infrastructure agencies,
including government owned and/or controlled corporations (GOCCs) and local
government units (LGUs) to enter into contract with any duly prequal,ified
project proponent of a private sector infrastructure or development project
(Section 3).

Thus, these opened most infrastructures or development projects, which
used to be undertaken by government because the latter was cash-strapped
and needed to free its limited resources so that it could use its resources on
social projects and governance (Ramos 1997). The BOT laws provided the
necessary policy framework and clear-cut guidelines for contractual
arrangements of private sector infrastructure projects. These also authorized
the financing, construction, operation and maintenance ofthese projects by the
private sector.

The contractual arrangements or agreements, which the GOCCs, LGUs
and other government infrastructure agencies may negotiate with the private
sector, include any of the following:

(1) Build-operate-and-transfer (BOTJ-whereby the proponent
takes the construction, including financing, operation
maintenance of a given infrastructure facility. The proponent
operates the facility over a fixed term during which it is allowed to
charge facility users appropriate tolls, fees, rentals, and charges to
enable it to recover its investments. The project proponent then
transfers the facility to the government agency unit concerned at
the end of the fixed term, which shall not exceed fifty years.

(2) Build-and-transfer (BT)-whereby the proponent undertakes the
financing and construction of a given infrastructure or development
facility and after its completion, turns it over to the government
agency or unit concerned. The latter shall pay the former on an
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agreed schedule its total investments on the project plus a
reasonable rate of return thereon.

(3) Build-own-and-operate (BOOJ-whereby a proponent is authorized
to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain an infrastructure
or development facility from which it is allowed to receive its total
investment, operating and maintenance costs plus a reasonable
return thereon, by collecting fees, tolls, rentals and other charges
from facility users; provided that such project, upon
recommendation of the Investment Coordination Committee (ICC)
of the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA), shall
be approved by the President of the Philippines.

(4) Build-lease-and-transfer !BLT)-whereby a proponent is authorized
to finance, and construct an infrastructure or development facility
and upon its completion, turn it over to the LGU or agency
concerned on a lease arrangement for a fixed period after which
ownership is automatically transferred to the government agency
concerned

(5) Build-transfer-operate (BTOJ-whereby the proponent constructs a
facility on a turnkey basis and assumes cost overrun, delay and
specified performance risks. Once the facility is commissioned
satisfactorily, the title is transferred to the implementing LGU or
national government concerned. The private entity, however,
operates the facility on behalf of the latter under an agreement.

(6) Contract-add-and-operate (CAOJ-whereby the proponent adds to
an existing infrastructure facility which it is renting from the
government. It operates the project over an agreed franchise period.

(7) Develop-operate-and-transfer (DOTJ-whereby favorable conditions
external to a new infrastructure project which is to be built by a
private proponent are integrated into the arrangement by giving
that entity the right to develop adjoining property, and thus enjoy
some of the benefits the investment creates such as higher property
or rent values.

(8) Rehabilitate-operate-and-transfer (ROTJ-whereby an existing
facility is turned over to the private sector to refurbish, operate and
maintain for a franchised period, at the expiry of which, the legal
title to the facility is turned over to the government

(9) Rehabilitate-own-and-operate (ROOJ-whereby an existing facility
is turned over to the private sector to refurbish and operate with no
time limitation imposed on ownership. As long as the operator is not



in violation of its franchise, it can continue to operate the facility in
perpetuity (Section 2, RA 7718).

Table 2. The Independent Power Producers (IPPs) as of 2001

Proponent (!PP)

Hopewell Holdings Navotas Gas;
(Hong Kong r

90 MW/9/93;

lOOMW;100MW/
4/94;7/94
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Table 2 (continued)

ProponenlrIPP) Name of PowerPlant Type of Power Generauon CopocityI
EledricUtility

Plant/Arrangement Commercial Operation MOAIPPA

KEPCO(SouthKoreai Malaya Thermal GeothermalPlantIROM 650 MW 19115195 NPC

Edison Global (HK) BataanEPZA DieselPlantIBOO 58 MWI 6130194 NPC

~~:~~:It;:~~~~tion
Casecnan, Nueva Ecija HydraIBOT 140 MWJ 2003 NPC

San Pascual Co- SanPascual,Batangas LSWRIBOO 304MW NPC
generation

Cavite Energy (RP 80%) Cavite CombinedCyc1eGTIBOT 330MWJ1994 Mera1co

:~~(Mage!lan)IRP Pinamucan,Batangas Coal-firedJBOO 2x300MW Meraleo

OgdenIPMRIUSA) Mauban,Quezon Coal-fired./BOO 434.4 MW 1112000 Meralco

First Gas Power Corp St.Rita,Batangas ~~!;fLevnatural
1000 MW 1 2000 Meralco

San Lorenzo,Batangas
ga;/BOT

600 MWI 2002

DuracomMobilePower Along Pasig River PowerbargeslBOT 108MW Meralco
Corp

E;::~aoj
Misamis Oriental Oil-firedCBunkerCilBOO 3x6.3MW11994 Electrical Systems

(Canada)

Mactan Power {RP 65%J Maetan,Cebu Diesel Fuel-fired 49.5MW11211993 Visayas Electric
CogenerationIBOO

CebuPrivatePower Ermita.Cebu Bunker C Diesel 7l.1MW IVisayasElectric
EngineJBOT

Angeles Power Bacolor,Pampanga Bunker-firedlBOO 12 MW/8J1994 Angeles Electric
Corp

FirstCabanatuan Cabenatuan Clty Bunker-firedIBOT 12.8MWI4/1996 Cabanatuan

Ventures EleetricCorp

'I'arlac Power Tarlac,Tarlac Bunker-firedIBOO 2.6MW 'I'arlac Ent.Tnc

Hydro Electric Dev. DavaoCity HydrolEPSA 1.2MW/5J1992 ~~;:~Lightand
Corp

PanayPower Iloilo ~~e::~ongtermpower 50 MWI 311999 Panay Electric
Company

BubunawanPower Bukidnon HydraIBOT 7 MW 1811999 CagayanElectric

Notes: BOT-buildoperatetransfel BOO-build operate:
ROM-rehabl1Jtate own maintain
ROL-rehabilitateoperatelease
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An example of an incentive for the private power producers under the
BOT laws is the controversial "take or pay" provision in the IPP contracts. This
provision is attached to the proponent's guarantees to make available for
dispatch certain amount of capacity in exchange for NPC's regular payment of
the fixed fees. Whether or not the capacity made available by the project
proponent is actually utilized or dispatched, the obligation for NPC to pay still
remains mOE in Del Mundo 2002).

Another explanation is that NPC has agreed to assume the market risk
for the different BOT projects under the private power program. NPC takes
the risk of being able to resell the capacity made available by power facilities
operated by IPPs. Therefore, as long as the proponents are able to make
available the capacity it has guaranteed in their agreements with NPC, it is no
longer their concern whether or not NPC is able to find a market for the
available capacity (DOE in del Mundo 2002),

Another incentive or enhancement to mitigate risks in the IPP contracts
is the so-called government performance undertaking or PD. With PD, the
IPPs are assured that NPC would be able to discharge all its obligations as
they fall due, and if NPC should fail, the IPP would have the government as a
recourse (Viray and Delgado 2002b).
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facility produces. According to Viray and Delgado (2002b: B4), "it is but fair for
NPC to assume the demand or market risk. In addition, these are common
arrangements in debt-financed infrastructure projects anywhere in the world."

On the contrary, Fabella (2002) that while the IPP-mediated
power generation capacity effectively power crisis in 1995, the
contingent liabilities embodied in these contracts became a fiscal minefield in
the next five years. The PPA has stipulated that NPC purchase power from
IPPs regardless of level of dispatch (the "take or pay" feature). NPC must pay
between 25 to 80 percent of the agreed-upon generated power even ifit took up
none of this. This resulted in power cost up to 25 percent more costly than the
power NPC generated in its own facilities (Tuano 2001; Reside 2001).

When excess power capacity came on stream, this became a fiscal
nightmare. NPC's loss was P5.9B in 1999 and P9.9B in 2000 and counting.
When NPC tried to recoup the cost by raising NPC tariff, it stoked a political
storm (Fabella 2002).

Nevertheless, the BOT laws generally eliminated the restrictions on the
size of generating facilities. The self-generation by public electric utilities was
allowed. Power consumers that had requirements of at least 100 Mw were
allowed to directly connect to the NPC transmission grid. Thus, a major effect
of the BOT laws was strong private sector response. This consequently led to
the quick expansion of power capacity (Sicat 2002)

RA 7638 (The DOE Act of 1992)

The Department of Energy (DOE) was abolished during the early years of
the Aquino Administration because of allegation that it had become one of the
milking cows of Marcos and his cronies. It was later reconstituted by the same
Administration, after five years of being relegated as the Office of Energy
Affairs by virtue of EO 193 in 1987. The DOE retained its primary role in
formulating policies for the planning and implementation of a comprehensive
program for the efficient supply and economical use of all forms of energy
products and resources (Section 5al. In addition, and in recognition of the
privatization philosophy of the government, it was tasked to:

(1) Develop and update the existing Philippine cnorgy program,
shall include among
privatization of
deregulation of the power
dependency on oil-fired plants;

(2)
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(3)

(4) Devise ways and means of giving direct benefit to the LGU,
especially the community and people affected and the equitable
preferential benefit to the region that hosts the energy resource
and/or the energy generating facility. Provided, however, that the
host LGU/s shall not be deprived of their energy resources;

(5) Encourage private enterprises engaged ill energy' projects, including

(6) Formulate such rules and regulations and exercise such other
powers as may be necessary or incidental to attain the objectives of
this Act (Section 5, Chapter I, General provisions, RA 7638).

Under this Act, the reconstituted DOE would also be responsible for the
country's power development program. It would also integrate IPP plants into
the national electricity system (item 3 above).

The Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC), NPC and NEA would
continue to be attached corporations, subject to the supervision of DOE. The
Office of Energy Affairs (OEA) and the Energy Coordinating Council (ECC)
were abolished, and their functions were transferred to the Department
(Section 13, Chapter III, and Section 15, Chapter IV, RA 7638). The Energy
Regulatory Board (ERB) became OEA by virtue of EO 193. Thus, this provision
of the DOE law transferred the policymaking powers of the ERB to the
Department.

In addition, the Board's non-price regulatory jurisdiction, powers and
functions, as provided for in Section 3 of EO 172 (ERB law) were transferred to
the DOE. These include, "when warranted and only when public necessity
requires, (the Board may) regulate the business of importing, exporting, re
exporting, shipping, transporting, processing, refining, marketing, and
distribution of energy resources" (Section 3).

As a seeming concession, on the other hand, the ERB got the price fixing
powers of the NPC and the NEAlcooperatives as provided for in the latter's
legal bases. Thus, this law is very important because in addition to
reconstituting the DOE, RA 7638 also segregated the regulator and operator
roles of the NPC and NEA/rural cooperatives. It retained the operator role of
electric utilities in generation and distribution/supply. However, it transferred
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their reg ulation/price fixing roles to the envisioned regulator of the energy
sector,

This reconfiguration fully mandated the ERB with regulating the
electricity sector," a task, which some sectors believed, it was not fully
prepared to perform. The ERB did not have the experience or the expertise to
regulate the industry (Hagler Bailly 1999, Chapter 2: 1).

Specific provisions also mandated the NPC and all franchised utilities
with transmission and/or distribution facilities of 69 kilovolts (kV) or above to
file with the ERB their standard interconnection policies and procedures, and
wheeling tariffs for the Board's approval. Wheeling tariffs refers to the "cost or
charge (regulated by ERB) for the use of a distribution system and/or
availment of related services" (Section 4, RA 9136).

Subsequent legislation vested the ERB with additional responsibilities
such as the enforcement of the Anti-Pilferage Act (RA 7832), and relieved the
Board of oil industry regulation with the deregulation of the oil industry in
1998 (RA8479).

The law also established a cap on the recoverable rate of system losses by
phasing out pilferage losses as a component thereof. As earlier defined, system
loss includes the technical loss in power lines, transformers and meters, and
non-technical loss due to pilferage, theft, illegal connections and the like. The
total system loss is equal to the difference between the net system energy
input (in kWh) and total system energy sales (in kWh) (Hagler Bailly Services,
Inc. 2000: 6). The ERB was authorized to determine at the end of the fourth
and fifth years, respectively, following the effectivity of this Act, and as often
as necessary, taking into account the viability of private electric utilities and
rural electric cooperatives, and the interest of the consumers, whether the
caps herein established shall be reduced further. The latter should not be
lower than nine percent (Sections 9 and 10, RA 7832).

RA 7648 (The Electric Power Crisis Act of 1993)

In the early 1990s, there was an anticipated surge of electric power
demand as industries were encouraged to use power to propel the nation to
progress. However, the available system capacity was way below the demand,
thus contributing to outages and brownouts. The latter lasted from eight to
twenty-four hours a day and wrought havoc on the country. Electric
interruptions and outages disrupted the wheels of progress and assumed the
nature and magnitude of a public calamity (Section 2, RA 7648),

Thus, RA 7648, "An Act Prescribing Urgent Related Measures Necessary
and Proper to Effectively Address the Electric Power Crisis, And For Other
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Purposes," was signed on 5 April 1993. It gave emergency powers to the
President of the Philippines (then President Fidel V. Ramos) for a one-year
period to fast track the implementation of BOT power projects and negotiate
insurance capacity projects to meet the peak load requirements at that time.
Among others, it allowed the President to enter into negotiated contracts for
the construction, repair, rehabilitation, improvement or maintenance of power
plants, projects and facilities, in the public interest and whenever it is
advantageous to the Government.

RA 7648 also reiterated the allowable return on rate base of the NPC to
not more than 12 percent (Section 4). It likewise clarified that increase in
power rates by NPC should take effect only upon approval of the ERB, but
after due notice and hearing. Said increase in 1993 should not exceed an
average of eighteen centavos (PO. IS) per kilowatt-hour. It should not be passed
on to households consuming not more than 100 kWh per month for five years
following the effectivity of this Act. Furthermore, the existing subsidy enjoyed
by households consuming less than 300 kWh per month should continue to be
in effect. In addition, no power rate should be imposed in provinces producing
geothermal power of not less than 100 MW of actual capacity for one year
following the effectivity of this Act (Section 4)

The grant of emergency powers to speed up the implementation of BOT
power contracts was instrumental in 23 out of 45 total power plants created
between 1996-1998. This represents more than 51 percent of the total IPP
power plants, which in turn led to the increase in system capacity for power
generation of the country by as much as 2,600MW, thus ensuring buffer
capacity for industrialization needs (see Table 3). These plants are large-scale
IPPs in excess of 100 MW in scale. According to Sicat (2002), these are the
more efficient power plants producing electricity at lower unit costs.

However, when the Asian currency crisis happened in 1997, there was
slowdown in the economy, which in turn dampened the demand for power. Thus,
at present we have excess system capacity, which the DOE predicts would service
the country's industrialization and other needs only until 2005 (DOE 2001).

ERE Regulation 95-21 (Standard Rules and Regulations
for the Operation of Electric Power Services)

The Energy Regulatory Board promulgated, on 3 August 1995, Resolution
95-21, entitled "Rules and Regulations Governing the Operation of Electric
Power Services." This was predicated on the need to rework PSC Revised
Order No.1 (dated 27 November 1941), which governed the operations of
public services under the jurisdiction of the PSC, since conditions had changed
since then. It covers all electric power utilities, under the supervision, control
and jurisdiction of the ERB, mainly the NPC, private and public electric
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Table 3. The NPC IPP Plants, 1986-1998

Year (with Milestones) Administration
NumberofIPP

Total CapacityPlantsCantroeted

1986
Aquino Administration Nine (9) 1,988.73MW
(Mothballing of the PNPP)

30 June 1992 Ten(lO) 961.95MW
Start of Ramos Administration

Nine (9) 896.80MW
(Startoflyear-EffectivityPeriodl

30 June 1998
End of Ramos Administration Three(3l 766.00MW
(Start of Estrada Administration)

TOTAL Forty Five (45) 9,223.73MW

utilities and rural electric cooperatives. The first and the last were previously
not under its jurisdiction but were included by virtue of RA 7638 (DOE law). In
addition, the resolution reiterates the authority vested in ERB as a quasi
judicial regulator of the electricity industry.

The Resolution enjoined all electric utilities to comply strictly with all the
terms and conditions prescribed in their CPCN's, franchise rules and
regulations, memoranda, orders and circulars, and other regulations issued by
the Board (Section 3). It required them to operate, maintain, and provide safe,
reliable, adequate, efficient and continuous electric service (Section 4), in
accordance with the Philippine Electric Code, or when applicable, the
provisions of the U.S. Bureau of Standard National Electrical Safety Code
(Section 10).

In addition to opening the sector to competition and private sector
participation, particularly in the generation subsector, the government issued
EO 473 on 17 April 1998 entitled, "Providing for the Segregation and
Unbundling of Electrical Power Tariff Components of the NPC and the
Franchised Electric Utilities." EO 473 ordered ERB to formulate and adopt the
necessary guidelines to identify the unbundled tariffs and the different types
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of services provided and the corresponding tariffs charged to customers by the
NPC and all franchised utilities. Unbundled tariffs here should include,
applicable but not limited to, charges, transmission,
transmission and distribution charges, service charges and
cost for supply of electricity (EO 473: 21.

Unbundling, open access and the like were in preparation for the
restructuring of the electricity industry and the privatization of the NPC,
which among others, would require the delineation of the state corporation's
generation and transmission functions

ERE Pricing Regulation for Private Electric Distribution Utilities (1999)

In the meanwhile, the ERB reiterated the return on rate base (RORB)
regulatory regime it had adopted to regulate electric utilities through a 1999
policy statement. The latter presents the rationale for the RORB regime and
the legal bases for its use (e.g., Meralco vs. Public Service Commission, 18
SCRA 651, and Republic of the Philippines vs. Medina, 41 SCRA 643). It
restates the statutory standard of "just and reasonable" RORB, which permits
a utility to set rates, which (a) will cover operating costs, and (b) provide an
opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return on the property devoted to
business. This return must enable the utility to maintain its financial credit as
well as attract whatever capital may be required in the future for
replacements, expansion and technological innovation. It must also be
comparable to that earned by other businesses with corresponding risks
(Existing Pricing Policy for Private Electric Distribution Utility, 6 September
1999).

RA 9136 (The Electric Power Industry Restructuring Act of 2001)

While the industry was gradually being restructured and opened to
competition, an Omnibus Power Bill was filed in Congress in 1994. This was
proposed to address the perceived problems of the PEl, which included among
others:

(1) The Philippines has one of the highest electricity prices in Asia,
second only to Japan (see Table 4);

(2) The liabilities of the National' Power
percent of national debt and NPC continues
coffers dry with subsidies of up to P16 billion a year;

(3) The electricity industry needs investments worth $1 billion a year
for the next ten years and the government is still cash-strapped and
cannot answer for this (Makati Business Club 2001).
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Table 4. Average Rates of Asian Electric Utilities, 1997
(in Peso per kWh)

Country Residential Commercial Industrial Overall

Japan 7.1704 5.0488 5.0488 5.6451

Singapore 3.5468 3.0920 2.7069 3.0076

Malaysia 2.3401 3.7779 2.8609 3.1177

Thailand 1.6909 1.2434 1.6505

Indonesia 1.6909 2.7949 1.6725 1.6505

Philippines (Meralco) 3.4600 3.4800 3.1800 3.3600

Philippines (NPC) 1.7047 1.7209

Luzon 1.9365 1.7662

Visayas 2.0704 1.9419

Mindanao 1.4067 1.3052

Taiwan 2.9416 3.6312 1.8674 1.9914

South Korea 3.8952 3.9209 2.1127 2.7435

Sicat (2002) opines that the high cost of electricity in the country could
be a function of the following: (1) high generation costs; (2) monopoly power
at (a) generating level and (b) retail level; (3) power losses; and
(4) management inefficiency and high leverage of power companies, including
the NPC (Sicat 2002: 5-9).

The monopoly power is both with the NPC as the state generator and
transmitter of electricity, and the private utilities, represented by MERALCO,
Visayas Electric Cooperative (VECO), and Davao Light and Power. System
losses from transmission to distribution, in the meanwhile, have been on the
average of 19 percent.

The Omnibus Power Bill aims to address the complex sets of problems
besetting the PEL Generally, it would restructure the PEl, privatize NPC and
institutionalize competition. The much-anticipated legislative fiat came about
when RA 9136 or the Electric Power Industry Restructuring Act (EPIRA) of
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2001 was enacted in June 2001 after many years of debates. The restructuring
of the PEl (RA 9136 Sec. 4) is expected to introduce higher efficiency, greater
innovation and end-user choice. It intends to introduce a range of alternatives
or mechanisms that will enhance the exposure of the PEl to competitive
market forces (Abrenica and Ables n.d.). Such mechanisms include a
combination of market actions where competition can be introduced
(generation and supply), and effective regulation in segments that remain
natural monopoly (transmission and distribution) is ensured (Sicat 2002: 2).

The EPlRA introduces many features of recent international experience
in regulatory and competition reform in the power industry (Fabella 2002).
These are further discussed in the subsequent section. The idea behind EPlRA
is to stimulate competition by allowing various mechanisms for the exercise of
independent production of electricity. It also empowers the users by
points of competition in the purchase of power. It also creates
regulatory mandates (NPC in Nuqui 1992: 14).

The mandated market safeguards of the EPlRA include the following:

(1) Cross-ownership Prohibition. "No generation company, distribution
utility or stockholder or official thereof shall be allowed to hold
ownership in the Transmission Company or its concessionaire and
vice versa" (Rule 11, Section 3, lRR ofRA 9136);4

(2) Concentration of Ownership Limits. "No company... can own or
control more than thirty percent (30 percent) of the installed
generating capacity of a Grid and/or twenty-five percent (25
percent) of the national installed generating capacity... " (Rule 11,
Section 4);

(3) Bilateral Supply Contracts. "No distribution utility shall be allowed
to source from bilateral power supply contracts more than 50
percent of its total demand from its affiliate engaged in
generation... " (Rule 11, Section 5).

These safeguards mean that cross-ownership between generation and
distribution is allowed although transactions between affiliates are limited.
Transmission, however, is insulated from cross-ownership. The ownership and
affiliate contract limitation is to inhibit market power abuse, discriminatory
access, transfer pricing and cross-subsidization (PDl 6 July 2002).

The EPlRA is considered a milestone in pushing the reform of the
electricity sector. Major provisions are designed to improve the structure of
the PEl, which include competition or threat of it through contestable
markets. However, a number of issues remain, especially those pertaining to
addressing the debts of the NPC when it is privatized.
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The Changing Object of Regulation: From a Nationalized
to a Restructured Philippine Electricity Industry

Energy Generation Mix

5 describes the energy generation mix of the country from 1990,
to 2004. It reflects the increasing reliance on imported energy

sources, e.g., imported oil and coal and conversely, a decreasing
on indigenous resources, particularly water and geothermal. This

a possible overuse of the latter, the inefficiency of their operation, or
antiquity of the power plants of NPC, which generate indigenous

resources, or a combination of all of the above and other factors. In terms of
the age of NPC power plants, for example, the average was in
1992, hence 20-25 years as of today (see Table 6). The latter
capacity and productivity for electricity generation.
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In terms of electric generation by grid, 76 percent is in Luzon, 15 percent
in Mindanao, and 9 percent in the Visayas (Abrenica and Ables n.d.). Power
generating capacity is about 12,068MW in 1998 and 12,720MW in 2001. The
total energized households, municipalities and barangays as of end-1997 was
4.4 million (60 percent), 1,450 (l00 percent) and 24,719 (69 percent),
respectively.

The Philippine Electricity Industry Before Restructuring

While not yet privatized and completely restructured, the PEl was still
divided structurally into two major subsectors:

(1) A vertically integrated generation/transmission subsector consisting
of (a) the state-owned generation and transmission company (e.g.,
the National Power Corporation or NPC) and (b) a number of
independent private generation companies or independent power
producers (If'Ps); and

(2) A fragmented and inefficient distribution/supply subsector
consisting of some 17 investor-owned utilities (lODs), 199 rural
electric cooperatives (RECs), and 10 municipal, city and provincial
distribution systems (see Figure 1).

PD 40 consolidated all generating plants and transmission systems in
NPC. This consolidation paved the way for government's takeover of all
private generating companies in favor of NPC. PD 269 redefined public service
distribution utilities and created the National Electrification Administration
(NEA) to finance and supervise rural electric cooperatives. Consequently,
what became of the industry were components where a) power generation and
transmission were monopolized by and integrated in NPC; (b) the
reclassification or segregation of (private generating and transmitting public
utilities into distribution and supply public services; and (c) the refranchising
of distribution utilities, which included RECs, municipal and other private
utilities.

Thus, from the 1970s to the mid-1980s, the generation and transmission
of electricity was largely a vertically integrated state monopoly in NPC (see
Figure 2). The state through NPC owned (and took over) all generating plants
and transmission networks in the country. NPC sold electricity at rates
specified by its Board and was the overall orchestrator of activities and
functions related to electricity generation and transmission.
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Figure 2. The Jndustj-y Str-uctur-e Dur-ing the "Nattorialfaatton" 'Years

NPC

The Power Crisis Years and
the Initial Opening-up of the Sector, 1980s-1990s

The power crisis years (late 1980s to early 1990s) were characterized by
sporadic brownouts in the country, some lasting to twenty-four hours. Some
factors believed to have led to this crisis include delay in the construction of
based load power plants, low hydropower generation, failure to raise the much
needed capital for new power projects, breakdown of old plants, delay in
project implementation due to environmental and social problems, and the
abolition of the Department of Energy (del Mundo 2002).
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Generation and Transmission

Private Power Producers

(1) Cogeneration units;

(2) Electric generation plants intending to sell their production to the
grids, consistent with the development plans formulated by the
NPC;

(3) Electric generating plante intended primar-ily for the internal use of
the owner,
and

(4) Electric generating plants outside the NPC grids, intending to sell
directly or indirectly to end-users (Section 1, E.O. 215,1987).

Section 2 of E.O. 215 vested in the NPC and NEA the authority to
formulate rules and regulations to govern private sector involvement in power
generation in their respective grids, subject to the approval of the Office of
Energy Affairs." Private participation was however nil and new incentive
packages have to be worked out to lure private investment. E.O. 215 retained
the sole responsibility of the NPC for the setting up of the transmission line
grids in the country.

The Electricity Power Crisis Act of 1993 and RA 7718 or the Expanded
BOT law further attracted private participation in power generation. These
also allowed self-generation of power by big industries and the direct
connection of consumers with power requirements of at least 100 MW to NPC
transmission grids, activities that were both unauthorized in pre-1993
arrangements. Thus today, with the opening up of this subseetor, generation
is a 61 percent-IPP and 39 percent-NPC venture. Privately run power plants
account for some 61 percent of the total capacity (12,716.99 MW) in 2001,
overtaking NPC's generating capacity (39 percent) by six-fold. They are
allowed to participate in the design and construction, procurement and project
management of power plants (a function they did not perform in the past).
Energy Conversion Agreements and Power Purchase Agreements (PPA)
facilitate cooperation between the NPC (or other power facilities) and the
IPPs.
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The IPPs, which are mainly transnational companies (TNC) and joint
local and foreign ventures, have ballooned because of the many incentives and
guarantees, and the assurance of profits given them by the national
government. The IPPs numbered around 30 as of 2001 (see Annex 1).
Nevertheless, NPC still generates its own electricity even as it buys electricity
from the IPPs. NPC then sells the electricity at ERB-regulated wholesale
prices to some 271 large industry customers directly connected to its
transmission lines. The latter include private electric utilities/cooperatives
(126), large industries (93), and government institutions (52) (DOE Database
2001) (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Structure of the Industry with Initial Reforms
to Open Up the Industry, 1987-2001

Source: Adopted from Del Mundo 2002: 80.

Initially, the IPPs sold power solely to NPC. However, and through much
lobbying, the IPPs were eventually allowed to generate and sell their
electricity not only to NPC but also to other utilities.
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As can be gleaned from Annex 1, the "early" IPPs (pre-1994) sold their
generated power solely to NPC while the rest sold to other electric utilities,
e.g., MERALCO, VECO, and Davao Light. Most of theTNC-IPPs have PPAs
with NPC, while most of the predominantly local-private power producers
generate electricity for (affiliate) distribution utilities, e.g., First Gas, a Lopez
company, producing electricity for MERALCO, another Lopez company.

Since 1999 after the Asian financial crisis of 1997, however, the country
has been experiencing an oversupply of power and a weakened demand for
electricity. Secretary Vince Perez of the DOE, in a speech before the Makati
Business Club on 24 June 2002, estimated the excess capacity of the system to
be at 11 percent, or 1,235 megawatts. Of the total dependable capacity of
11,191 MW, slightly more than half are hydro (23 percent) and geothermal (30
percent). The reserve margin, the capacity needed to provide a secure supply of
power, is given at 22-30 percent or at least 2,462MW. The demand for
electricity however decreased (as cited in Viray and Delgado 2002).

The combination of these factors resulted in the underutilization of power
plants' generating capacity by industrial and commercial users, and ironically,
an increase in the cost of electricity of all consumers because of the "take-or
pay" provisions in the IPP contracts. The IPPs have been assured of payments
even if the power plants' generating capacity is not fully utilized. The "take
or-pay" provisions in the IPP contracts form part of the fixed liabilities, which
the NPC and the distribution utilities owed to the IPPs. These, in turn, are
reflected in the end users' electricity bills through the power purchase
adjustment or PPA (DOE Electricity Power Watch 2002). The "take-or-pay"
provision has been alleged as onerous and disadvantageous to the government
and the consumers. The PPA meanwhile, comprises on the average, more than
60 percent of the electricity bill.

To address the problem, on 4 July 2002, President Arroyo announced the
completion of the review of 35 IPP contracts negotiated in the 1990s. Of this,
19 passed the review, i.e., they were found to be valid both financially and
legally. Sixteen (16) were found with both legal and financial issues for
appropriate study, renegotiation, or possible legal action (DOE Electricity
Power Watch 2002). Of the latter, five contracts were found to be defective
and prejudicial to the government and the public. These include the Binga
Hydroelectric Plant, Cavite EPZA Diesel Plant, Sual Coal-fired Thermal Plant,
Casecnan Multipurpose Project, and the San Roque Multipurpose Project (PDI
6 July 2002).

State Monopoly in Power Transmission

The transmission of electricity or the conveyance of electric power
through the high voltage backbone system remains the monopoly of NPC. NPC
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is still the sole transmitter of bulk electricity to distributors and large
industrial customers via its high-voltage wires located in Luzon, Visayas, and
Mindanao grids, the three grids presently existing. NPC is still responsible for
constructing a nationwide transmission grid highway interconnecting the
main islands of the country.

In 1998, the Luzon-Visayas grid was unified through the cable linking
Leyte (in the Viaayas) to Luzon mainland. The Mindanao island grid,
meanwhile, is programmed for connection to the Visayas grid between Leyte
and Surigao (in Mindanao) in 2004, thereby creating a national transmission
grid. Because of its archipelagic position and its isolation from other islands,
the Philippines has no means of importing power from other countries, unlike
countries that share a common land boundary or short waterway distance
(Sicat 2004: 5).

At present, NPC's transmission systems require enormous rehabilitation
and upgrading to sustain the quality, reliability, and security of power supply
(DOE 2000).

Distribution and Supply

The distribution of electricity at its usable voltage to end-consumers is
largely a private sector enterprise, but with government participation through
the (private) rural electric cooperatives that it organized and funded. More
specifically, it is undertaken by 17 private investor-owned electric utilities
(PIOUs), 119 rural electric cooperatives (RECs), and ten local government
owned or operated electric utilities.

Private Distribution Utilities

These public utilities sell electricity to some 4.5M residential, commercial
and industrial customers nationwide. The RECs, meanwhile, provide some
4.7M interconnections in Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao (DOE Database 2001).
Table 7 shows the market share of the private utilities in terms of the number
of customers, as of the third quarter of 2000. Three companies account for
some 90 percent of the total customer base although the power requirements
are not to this extent. These are Manila Electric Company (MERALCO), with
79.5 percent; Visayas Electric Cooperative (VECO), with 5.1 percent; and
Davao Light, with 4.2 percent.

Among the private distribution PIOUs, the largest is the
MERALCO, which serves some 80 percent of the total customer
country. It also distributes 59 percent of the total electricity
the country across a franchise area that covers only 23 percent the
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Table 7. Customer Shares of Private Utilities
(as of the 3rd Quarterof2000)

PriuateUtilities Number of Customers % Share afTotal

Luzon
66,096 1.45

41,144 0.90
63,781 lAO

4,800 0.11

La Union Electric Co. 25,427 0.56

Manaoag Utility Inc.

Manila Electric Co. 3,623,798 79.54

Mansons Corp 11,704 0.26

~. 0.98

Tarlac Enterprises, Inc. 43,488 0.95

Total 3,924,698 86.14

Visayas
MactanElectricCo.

Panay Electric Co. 48,454 1.06

PPUD-Bohol 16,210 0.36

Visayas Electric Co. 234,273 5.14

Total 298,937 6.56

Mindanao
78,298 1.72

23,383 0.51
192,357 4.22

38,341 0.84

Total 332,379 7.29

GRAND TOTAL 4,556,014 100.00

~~~:~e ERE 2001

,nrnn,

streetlight.

of the research.

population. It buys 80 percent of NPC and IPP-generated power and sells the
same to its 3.6 million customers (www.npc.govph/npcstrat.htm). It holds
exclusive franchise to distribute, supply, and market electricity through its
own wires to its 9,328 sq. kms.-franchise area. The latter covers 15 cities and
96 municipalities in the whole of Metro Manila and portions of Regions 3 and
4, in Luzon (Villasenor 1999).
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VEca is the second largest distributor but accounts for only 2.5 percent
of the total electricity sales (Asian Utilities, Deutsche Bank 1999 and DOE
Report 2000). It accounts for only five percent of the customer market,
followed by Davao Light and Power. The Alcantaras are the major stockholders
of VECO while the Aboitizes control Davao Light.

Cross Ownership

Primarily a distribution utility, MERALCO is believed to have an undue
market power because it owns and controls both generation and distribution
facilities. Among the generation facilities it controls are the following: First
Private Power, Panay Power, First Gas, FGP Corporation, Duracom, and
Bauang Private Power. All have a combined installed capacity of 3800MW
(DOE Database 2000).

Cross-ownership in generation and distribution poses undue information
advantage, discriminatory self-dealing, cross-subsidization and cost shifting,
which Meraleo could capitalize on for its own and its affiliate companies'
benefit. The likelihood of abuse of interlocking holdings of private power and
distribution utilities such as MERALCO relates to the possibility of funneling
profits from the retail distributor to the power generator. Such poses a
challenge to regulation and competition in the PEl as monopoly power could
be gained at the power generating end if it becomes relatively large for the
grid or the relevant franchise area.

System Losses
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Table 8. Average System Loss of Electric Cooperatives, 1997·2000

Table 9. Average System Loss of Private Utilities, 1997·2000

Prioate Utilities Average

Luzon

,~~" ,lC'oe+.i .. "'.nm 8.5

30.2

14.1
11.5

25.3
La Union Electric Co 21.9
ManaoagUtilitylnc. 22.9
Manila Electric Co. 11.4
MansonsCorp 30.9
Pud-Olcngapo 32.6
San Fernando Electric Light & Power 8.8
TarlacEnterprises, Inc. 13.2

Visayas

MaetanElectricCo 12.6
Panay Electric Co 11.3
PPUD-Bohol 18.0
VisayasElectricCo. 12.6

Mindanao

6.9

10.4
9.1

11.8

System losses have however decreased from as high as 21 percent in
RECs in the Luzon grid in 1997 to 34.95 percent in Mansons Corp., also in
Luzon in the first quarter of 2000. Regardless of the decreasing trend, the high
percentage of system losses has to be curbed and rationalized. No sanctions
against those utilities with high systems losses are imposed. No incentives for
relatively efficient ones exist because utilities are allowed 14 percent
recoverable systems loss anyway.
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In comparison with selected Asian countries, for example, the PEl had
the worst transmission and distribution (T and D) losses in 1994 at 19 percent.
Singapore has been the most efficient system with only 3.39 percent T and D
losses. It is followed by South Korea (5.3 percent), Malaysia (8.9 percent) and
Thailand (9.7 percent). Indonesia performed better than the Philippines at
12.5 percent (see Table 10).

Table 10. Transmission and Distribution (T and D) Losses
in Selected Asian Countries, 1994

Country Gross Generation T&DLosses % Losses

Singapore 20,234 686 3.39

South Korea 164,993 8,678 5.26

Japan 727,102 3,456 5.98

Malaysia 39,975 3,550 8.88

Thailand 71,177 6,867 9.65

Indonesia 61,370 7,650 12.47

Philippines 24,507 4,657 19.00

The overall financial performance is dismal with high financial losses. To
cite, it contributes a substantial share to the national debt amounting to P507
billion as of 1997. The demand for electricity, however, rapidly grew in the
past decades, and it is projected to continue to grow in the future. Thus, rapid
expansion of the sector is necessary; but this expansion requires huge capital
investments (DOE 1999).

The Changes in the PEl as Envisioned in RA 9136

RA 9136 aims to restructure the PEl in order to introduce higher
efficiency, greater innovation and end user choice. It intends to introduce a
range of alternatives or mechanisms that will enhance the exposure of the PEl
to competitive market forces (RA 9136 Sec. 4). Such mechanisms include a
combination of market actions where competition can be introduced
(generation and supply), and effective regulation in segments that remain
natural monopolies (transmission and distribution) (Abrenica and Ables n.d.).
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Features ofRA 9136

As earlier mentioned, the essential features of RA 9136 include the
following:

(2) The privatization of NPC's generation and transmission assets;

(3) Introduction of competition in the generation and supply sub
sectors;

(4) Introduction of open access in both transmission and distribution
wires;

(5) Unbundling of electricity tariffs, to reflect the respective costs in
generating, transmitting, distributing and supply electricity;

(6) Creation of a wholesale electricity spot market (WESM);

(7) Promotion of the existence of aggregators and suppliers;

(8) Creation and strengthening of the regulator ERB to become the
Energy Regulatory Commission CERC);

(9) Redefining the roles of DOE, NEA and other government agencies
involved in the supervision and administration of the PEl; and

(10)Requiring electricity providers to comply with technical and
financial standards for providing quality service to consumers.

NPC would be privatized, but a Small Power Utilities Group (SPUG)
within NPC would be created to perform missionary electrification function
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and provide power generation and its associated power delivery systems in
areas that are not connected to the transmission system. NPC would remain a
government-owned and/or controlled corporation (Section 2, IRR of RA 9136).
A wholesale electricity spot market (WESM) shall be created. Open access to
transmission wires would be allowed. The industry regulator, which is the
ERC shall be strengthened. Stranded debts of utilities (NPC, eligible
distribution utilities, and electric cooperatives) and contract costs shall be
assumed by the national government, and in the end, reduce electricity costs.

With regard to electricity tariffs and charges, the law mandates the
unbundling of rates, the removal of cross-subsidies, the recovery of stranded
debts and contract costs by the utilities but the assumption of the same by the
national government requires the imposition of a universal charge, mandated
residential rebate, and lifeline rate.

Unbundling of rates basically means the identification and separation of
the specific service charges on generation, transmission, distribution or supply
to any electricity end user. This unbundling aims at reflecting the true costs of
providing each service to keep the consumers well informed of the services
they receive and pay for (Section 36, RA 9126).

Sections 36 and 79 of the Act also provide for the removal of cross-subsidies
within grid (intergridl, between grids (intragrid), and/or classes of customers.
Examples of cross-subsidy include Luzon grid customers subsidizing the price of
electricity in the Visayas region; industrial users subsidizing some commercial
users or other users subsidizing those with lifeline rates given to marginalizedllow
income captive market end users who cannot afford to pay the full cost of
electricity provided them. Based on the provisions of Rule 16 of the Implementing
Rules and Regulations (IRR) of RA 9136, such cross-subsidies being phased out
shall be made transparent and identified separately in the billing statements
provided to end users by the suppliers.

Moreover, the other of the Act, open access and WESM,
would enable consumers to electricity server, just like in other
utilities such as transportation or telecommunications. With open access, any
qualified person may be allowed the use of transmission, and/or distribution
system and associated facilities, to service consumers. With the WESM, which
will be developed within one year from the effectivity of RA 9136, consumers
may buy and sell electricity in the spot market for a fee. These features would
make the market more competitive.
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(1) 'the condonation and assumption by the national government
through the Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management
Corporation (PSALM), of all debts incurred and other liabilities of
electric cooperatives, distribution utilities and the NPC;

(2) the privatization ofNPC; and

(3) the mandated rebates and reduction of electric power cost reflected
in the segregated or unbundled electric bills.

Condonation

Condonation refers to the setting aside or suspension from the books of
accounts of all electric cooperatives (ECs) of all their financial obligations to
the NEA and other government agencies as a result of the PSALM's
assumption of the same. PSALM was created under section 49 of RA 9136.

Consistent with this section of the Act, the PSALM "shall take ownership
of all existing NPC generation assets, liabilities, IPP contracts, and real estate
and other disposable assets. It shall also assume all outstanding obligations of
NPC arising from loans, issuance of bonds, securities, and other instruments of
indebtedness. Under section 60 of the Act, it shall also assume all outstanding
obligations of ECs to NEA and other government agencies, which arise from
their respective Rural Electrification Programs..." (Section 49, RA 9136).

The PSALM shall also formulate and implement a program for the sale
and privatization of the NPC assets and IPP contracts and the liquidation of
NPC debts and stranded contract costs. It shall calculate the amount of
stranded debts and contract costs of NPC, which amount shall form part of the
universal charge to be determined, fixed and approved by the ERC (Section 49,
RA9136).

Stranded or Sunk Costs and Debts

Stranded contract costs of NPC refer to the excess of the contracted cost
of electricity under eligible contracts of NPC over the actual seIling price of the
contracted energy output of such contracts in the market. Stranded debts refer
to any unpaid obligations of NPC, which have not been liquidated by the
proceeds from the sales and privatization of NPC assets (Rule 4, Definition of
Terms, Implementing Rules and Regulations, RA 9136).

On the stranded debts, the law also allows distribution utilities to recover
their stranded contract costs, subject to the review and approval by the ERB as
of December 2000. Within one year from the start of the open access, any
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distribution utility that seeks recovery of stranded contract costs shall request
approval by ERC (Section 33, RA 9136).

Universal Charge

The universal charge, meanwhile, shall be determined, fixed and
approved by the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC), within one year from
the effectivity of the Omnibus Bill. It shall be imposed on all electricity end
users for the following purposes:

(1) Payment for the stranded debts in excess of the amount assumed by
the national government (P200B), as well as qualified stranded
contract costs of distribution utilities resulting from the
restructuring of the industry;

(2) Missionary electrification;
(3) The equalization of the taxes and royalties applied to indigenous or

renewable sources of energy vis-a-vis imported energy fuels;
(4) An environmental charge equivalent to one-fourth of one centavo

per kilowatt-hour; and
(5) A charge to account for all forms of cross-subsidies for a period not

exceeding three years (Section 34, RA 9136).

Privatization

In privatizing government corporations, assets and the like, the
(national) government sells them in a "clean slate," such that it assumes all
the liabilities of those for sale or disposition. This arrangement makes the
corporation or asset for sale more attractive to prospective buyers. However, it
inflates the debts of the national government, offsetting or eroding whatever
financial profits might have been gained from the sale.

Government forecasts proceeds from NPC privatization, which is some
$9.5 billion short of all its debts. The Freedom From Debt Coalition (FDC) and
others opposing the bill predict that the privatization proceeds would fetch
only around $4.5 billion to $5.2 billion, an amount that would not be enough to
pay for NPC's huge debt. The NPC shortfall ($9.5 billion) will leave the
government with net "stranded costs" of P352 billion. Secretary Jose Camacho,
then of the DOE, said the government had committed to absorb up to P200
biilion, slashing the stranded cost to P152 billion (Doronila 2001: A6). But
P152 billion is still P152 billion and no Juan or Juana Dela Cruz could ever
count them in his or her lifetime.
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Mandated Rebates/Reduction and Lifeline Rates

Section 72 of the Act mandates the granting of a thirty centavos per
kilowatt-hour (PO.30/kWh) rate reduction for all residential end users upon its
effectivity. Such reduction shall be reflected as a separate item in the
consumer billing statement.

Section 73 provides for a socialized pricing mechanism that is called a
lifeline rate for the marginalized end users of all distribution utilities. Such
rate shall be set by the ERe and exempted from the cross-subsidy phaseout
under the Act for a period of ten years, unless extended by the law. Each
distribution utility shall file a petition with the ERC recommending the level
of consumption (kWh per month) to be qualified for the lifeline rate (Rule 20,
IRRofRA9136).

The law also provides for the following:

(1) An electric crisis provision, wherein the Congress may authorize,
through a joint resolution, the establishment of additional
generation capacity under such terms and conditions as it may
approve. The determination of an imminent shortage of the supply
of electricity is vested in the President of the Republic of the
Philippines.

(2) The review of IPP contracts by an interagency committee chaired by
the Secretary of Finance.

(3) Renegotiation of Power Purchase and Energy Conversion
Agreements between the NPC and PNOC-EDC.

(4) Royalties, returns, rentals and tax rates for indigenous energy
resources.

(5) Environmental protection.
(6) Benefits to host communities.
(7) NPC offer of Transition Supply Contracts.
(8) Fiscal prudence.
(9) Separation of benefits.
(10)Education and protection of end users.
(ll)Fines and penalties (Rules 24-35, IRR of RA 9136).

In schematic form, the PEl envisioned in RA 9136 looks like Figure 4.

In sum, juxtaposing the changing patterns of regulatory framework from
the "nationalization" to the "restructuring" periods, and their consequential
effects on the changing structure of the PEl is depicted in Figure 5. It
highlights the evolving industry characteristics over a century of change in the
political landscape-e.g., from colonial rule to independence, to Martial Rule
and People Power, to post-Martial Law to present.
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Figure 4. The PEl Envisioned in RA 9136
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Figure 5. The Changing Configuration of the PEl over Time,
1903-2001
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It also indicates the changing philosophy of Government, from active
state participation in the provision (takeover), sale, and regulation of electric
power, to the State's delegated involvement by opening the PEl to competition.

Some Concluding Statements:
Lessons for the Future of Regulation

and Competition in the PEl

The Philippine electricity industry has a long tradition of state control in
electric power generation, transmission and regulation. It has been a "closed"
system since the start of the 20th century, manifested in the monopoly power
by the state and initially the private sector, until the martial law regime
Efforts to open the industry to competition have been only fairly recent, i.e.,
only in the last fifteen years or so, starting in the late 1980s. It would
therefore be naive to expect competition to flourish automatically, as·the long
drawn orientation has been towards a command-control cost of service (COS)
regime with much active involvement of the State in the generation,
transmission, distribution, supply and regulation of electricity.

With the EPIRA 2001, innovations and reforms were introduced, such as
the wholesale electricity spot market, the segregation of the subcomponents,
and the unbundling of tariffs. Privatization of NPC generation assets and the
condonation of debts and stranded costs of NPC and RECs were also
contemplated. However, these same innovations served as the source of policy
irritants. Issues of stranded debts, IPP contracts, and reclassification of 'old'
public utilities and natural monopolies as merely businesses affected with
public interests are left hanging and pose legal and moral challenges as well
For example, is it morally right for the Filipino people to pay for the stranded
costs of power generation by both NPC and the RECs? Is it correct for
government to assume these debts? Will the prices of electricity remain
exorbitantly high?

structure of the PEl remains a monopoly of NPC in
LH1H;'l1H"IUl1 aHU of MERALCO in the distribution (80 percent of the market)

poses a formidable squeeze that may be solved either by
contracting out through concessionaires, or the like. The issue of

cross-ownership in generation and distribution also continues to be a problem.
Affiliate private power producers and distribution utilities like MERALCO
could always use this market power to their advantage, and channel profits
from one subsector to another.
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Endnotes

'Many believe this is a diluted version of the original provision filed in 1994 and an
accommodation of the powerful lobby of private distribution in terests.

"This became the Department of Energy (DOE) in later years Discussions on the OEAJ
DOE are in the earlier part of this study.
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Bureaucracies and Networks:
Organizational Transformations
in an Australian Setting

VICENTE C. REYES, JR*

Introduction and Background of the Study

By 2001, the NSN remained as a network organization but was merely a
shadow of its old self. It had lost funding support from the Commonwealth

Professor,SoutheastAsianStudiesProgram,NationaIUniversityofSingapore
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its

Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study

The study attempts to look into the NSN as an example of a "network
organization" (Colebatch and Larmour 1993; Mandell 1999; Haas 1992; Rhodes
1997). The study also looks at how teacher training and development policies
are formulated and implemented within the NSN. More specifically, the
following questions are addressed.

What is the NSN-as it was initially formulated-and how does it
actually function to date? What influences have caused it to undergo
transformation and be what it is today?

How does the NSN as a "network organization" contribute to formulating
an emerging national teacher training and development policy?

Variables and Assumptions of the Study

as "loosely-coupled structures" (Weick 1976)
(Cohen et al. 1983) provide the theoretical
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Scope and Significance of the Study

study distinguishes
of the NSN as it goes th,."ncrh "",.;"nQ n"lit;~"1 anU8UCI'U-eClJnUIllIC

The study also focuses on
of the NSN. Particular ClCLt11LlU.11 Ib I;IVlo11

teacher training and development
within the NSN

Research Strategy

Key Participants

The ten participants chosen for the study represent the major actors of
the NSN: the teachers union, the Department of Education, the NSN, the
participating schools and a representative of the university academic group.
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Ethics

The conduct of this research has the full support of the relevant
institutions related to the study. These are: (1) the National Schools Network;
(2) the University of New South Wales Research Ethics Committee; (3) the
Department of Education, Research and Training Directorate Ethics
Committee, and (4) the Australian Agency for International Development
(AusAid) which is the main funding institution for the research.

Case Study Protocol

Data Analysis Strategies
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Figure 1. Data Analysis Approach of the Study

+----__, I NSN Documentation; media
. clippings
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Theoretical Framework

Main Findings
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Figure 2. Theoretical Framework of the Study

Areas of Agreement

Five points identified in the study as complementary or coherent ideas
within the network are reviewed. These areas range from the nature itself of
the NSN to the services that it provides to members and to the institutional
impact it has on education sector reform in Australia.

NSN Creates Space. The testimonies of the key participants of the study
indicate that one of the significant contributions of the NSN is that it creates
space for dialogue, collaboration and networking among members of the
network. School personnel, university academics, Department personnel and
NSN personnel all agreed that the NSN has paved the way for the actors of the
network to talk and see each other's working practices in an environment that
is intellectually critical and, most importantly, free from industrial
restrictions and hierarchical bureaucratic barriers that stifle a good number of
educational organizations nowadays.

Teacher Training. Another area consistently identified by the network
actors as a common contribution of the NSN is teacher training. A number of
them mentioned that although the Department also provided professional
development courses, the teacher training programs given by the NSN are
much different. They said that the kind of professional development the NSN
provides is relevant, has the guarantee of being followed up and addresses the
schools' real needs.
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Networking. Networking is an area that the actors have unanimously
declared as an outstanding service provided by the NSN. The network actors
described the opportunities of getting to know other people, experimenting
with innovative ideas, and accessing leading-edge resources and innovative
education programs worldwide as powerful benefits derived from the
networking available of the NSN. Similarly, some network actors commented
that the Department also provides networking opportunities, but what the
NSN offers is far wider and more relevant to what the schools really need.

Breaking Down Traditional Structures. The network actors likewise
identified breaking down traditional structures as another significant
contribution the NSN has made. Reference was made numerous times to the
stifling hierarchical structures that characterize educational organizations
schools and the Departments of Education. They claimed that the collaborative
and networking qualities of the NSN and its inherent objective of questioning
current work practices have significantly reduced and, in some cases, broken
down some of the traditional structures found in schools and the highly
contested and politically-charged terrain of the unions and employers

NSN Built Within Industrial Agreement. A very salient and consistent
observation made by the network actors is about the NSN being built within
the industrial agreement. This is a point related to the concept of breaking
down traditional structures. The NSN, due to its unique nature as fashioned
between the employers and unions, has managed to bridge the obfuscating gap
that characterized reform movements in Australia. The politically sensitive
domain of employers versus union is somehow neutralized by the institutional
nature of the NSN. Some of the actors rightfully lauded this characteristic of
the NSN as making a considerable impact with the potential to do even more
substantive changes related to education reform initiatives in Australian
education.

Areas of Disagreement

Five points enumerated in the study as contradictory or conflicting
concepts within the network are elaborated below. The points of disagreement
range from questions about the leadership in the NSN, to the objectives of the
NSN and to the impact and the future of the network.

NSN Leadership. The network actors were in disagreement with regard
to the effectiveness of the NSN leadership. Some believed there was a problem
in the centrality of the network operations on a few individuals. Others
acknowledged that these few individuals who were running the network were
making invaluable contribution. There was disagreement on the ideal role of
champions in the network. Some believed that these champions necessarily
have to be dominant and would require them to assume most of the
responsibility while others thought this should not be the case.
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NSN Objectives. There was also considerable disagreement on the
objectives of the NSN as these were being carried out in the network. Some of
the network actors believed that different stakeholders of the NSN had varied
motives in participating in the NSN. A significant point raised by some was
the questionable set of motives that some of the network actors had in joining
the network. These explicitly mentioned that some of the participants of the
NSN had joined "straight for the money" or were primarily interested in
tapping the financial resources, which were available to the NSN.

Accessibility and Collaboration. A point of disagreement very much
related to the question of leadership is the accessibility and the degree of
collaboration that exist in the network. Some of the network actors claimed
that accessibility to the leadership and to the resources of the NSN was
limited. Some other network actors said that the collaboration that is supposed
to occur in the network does not exist anymore most especially after the
withdrawal of support from the Commonwealth government and from most of
the state governments. Reference was also made by some the NSN
being a "cl ubbi sh " group that prevented greater to and
collaboration with other interested individuals or groups.

NSN Impact. There was also considerable disagreement among the
network actors on the impact of the NSN objectives on educational reform in
Australia. Some believed that the NSN has made significant policy impacts on
Australian education policy. Others declared that the impact of the NSN could
only be detected among individuals, specific schools or groups of schools. Other
actors, on the other hand, said that the NSN had made very little impact on
educational policy.

Future of the NSN. Another area that saw great variance among the
network actors is the future of the NSN. Some believed that the NSN would
continue as it does now- small scale networks doing low key reform efforts in
individual schools. A number believe that soliciting support from private
institutions was a viable option to take. Some stressed that the NSN, if it were
to survive nationally, needs a national sponsor, which would undoubtedly be
the Commonwealth government.

Issues and Challenges

The Role of the Federal Government: Builder or Destroyer? A point raised
in this study is the role of the Federal Government. In the history of the NSN,
the Federal Government has been the main sponsor of the network. It initiated
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the early form of the NSN through the original NPQTL. It also provided huge
start-up funds in the early years of the network.

Corollary to this point is the close linkage that the NSN has traditionally
had with a Labor government. A significant number of network actors has
linked the future of the NSN to that of the Labor government of Australia that
strongly supported the NSN during its political prominence in the late eighties
and the early nineties. One of the network actors had aptly commented that
"what was an advantage before (during the Labor government) for the NSN is
now a disadvantage (under the Liberal-Coalition government)." Whether the
NSN would seek support from the Commonwealth government with a Labor
party color or whether the NSN chooses to continue the path of a user-pays
incorporated network are important questions for the NSN to address.

Flattened Leadership: The End of Bureaucracy. A very significant insight
that came out of the personal accounts was the idea of "flattened leadership."
The network actors claimed that the introduction of reform by the NSN had
created flattened leadership in the school. This innovative type of leadership
had resulted in the empowerment not only among teachers but also among
students of the school. A number of the network actors indicated that these
innovative, empowering leadership styles were essential ingredients for the
reforms of the NSN to take place.

It would seem that the presence of flattened leadership is almost
indispensable in achieving empowerment and eventual radical reforms in
schools. Exploring the possibilities of systematic documentation and research
and even of introduction or replication of modified forms of flattened
leadership would certainly be promising initiatives spearheaded by the NSN.

Critical Reflection: Networks in Action. One of the impressive insights
extracted from the personal accounts of the network actors is the concept of
"critical reflection." A significant observation made by a number of them was
the creation of a culture of enlightened exercise in reviewing professional
practices in schools. The network actors mentioned that with the NSN, skills,
techniques and even a method of articulation among the various network
participants began to manifest. A further common observation made was that
NSN member schools seemed to possess a universal perspective with regard to
issues in education as opposed to a parochial perspective.
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Power and Politics in the NSN: Bureaucracies within Networks? A
compelling observation made by a number of the network actors is the "power
and politics" that happen within the NSN. On several occasions, network
actors have identified frustration, tension and compromise as the outputs 'of
the power and political struggle within the NSN. One particular network actor
pointed out that the NSN is home to two of the most powerful opposing
bureaucracies in Australian education - the Department of Education and the
teachers' unions. On the other hand, some network actors have identified the
network as a "great instrument in neutralizing the power and politics"
struggle that is usually found in the education context of Australia.

The incredible divergence in the perspectives of network actors in the
NSN serves to reinforce one logical conclusion: within the network structure of
the NSN that should in principle be "collaborative and cooperative," very real
power and political contestations exist.

Policy Influence of the NSN. The point that was most contentious among
the different issues raised regarding the NSN is its potential to influence
policy. Several network actors categorically stated that the NSN has made
significant impact on Australian educational policy. On the other hand, some
network actors stated that policy influence is not and should not be a domain of
the network. The reason for this policy default is the possible conflicts and
collapse that may occur within the loose coalition of the NSN if particular stances
were taken by the body. Some network actors mentioned that the policy influence
can never happen in the network because two of the more prominent actors-the
employers and the unions-have diametrically opposed motives.

An important issue that network actors of the NSN need to confront is the
stand of the network as regards policy. If the network states that its objective
is to carry out school reform-professional development of teachers and
improved learning outcomes for students-then influencing educational policy,
directly or indirectly, both in the state and federal government level is an
arena that the NSN would need to have an active part of. Education policy is
the area where guidelines, rules and directives that affect the schools, teachers
and classroom are fashioned most of the time as a result of political
compromise among traditional bureaucratic hierarchies.

The NSN as a collaborative among key stakeholders of
Australian education with its own culture of flattened leadership,
networking and critical reflection, is a potentially powerful group in
Australian education. Whether or not the NSN is able to harness that potential
to accomplish its avowed objectives of genuine school reform is the question
that it must confront head-on.
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Areas for Further Research

The sf.udv rio.•it.s thrpp

findings
studies, policy implementation Iresearch
structures.

Comparative Studies

relation to

One particularly interesting field to explore is a cross-country comparison
of similar education-based network structures. A specific example would be to
conduct a comparative study of the nature, functions and impact: of the
Australian National Schools Network with those of the Coalition of Essential
Schools in the US.

Policy Implementation Research

An equally interesting area that can be considered is a study of the
influences, impact and implementation of education policy and their relation
to the NSN. The unique characteristic of the NSN, that of being built into the
industrial agreement between employers and unions, offers plenty of
opportunities for scholarly study.

The loose-coupling theory of Weick (1976) and the Advocacy Coalition
Framework of Sabatier (1999) can be tested in light of such a study.
Furthermore, the politics and power that happen within fragile networks and
their implications for policy are worthwhile areas of further research.

Further Ethnographic Studies of Network Structures
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Endnotes

are not revealed here. However.
is identified by his position

2 The study defines collaboration as deliberately working together with a predetermined
goal

'The study defines networking as getting together informally to gather helpful data orto
establish linkages
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Financing Development
in the Time of Cholera
LEONOR MAGTOLIS BRIONES*

In the time of cholera ...

Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Love in the Time atCholera

Introduction

In the Philippines and many developing countries in Asia, Latin America
and Africa, it is still the time of cholera. The first time for the Philippines was
in 1817. That was 185 years ago. Cholera has not been totally eliminated. At
present, the Philippines is still gripped by periodic outbreaks. Only last
September 2001, cholera broke out in the Caloocan City jail. The latest
outbreak was among Filipinos deported from Sabah. It still occurs in crowded
places and areas where clean and potable water is not available.



Financing for Development (FfD):
The Global Picture

Summits have been held on global issues with national
These include summits on population, environment, housing, women
sustainable development. The latest global summit was in March 2002.
was the International Conference on Financing for Development.

Financing: A Crucial Ingredient in Development
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(5)
(6)

Financing for Development: A Situationer

Mobilizing Domestic Resources

-l o-o-cl rrrvi rr o- r'""ntrioc have been nagged and repeatedly
resources for development.

They should depend less on the north for fin ancirig ,

Table 1 says it all.
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Table 1. Sou:rces of Ffnaricing for Investmont in. Devehllline:

Low
Income

Countries

A Gl'OSS Dornestic Investment 1,530 213 1,317

B. Total External Flows 261 38 223

C Investment Related External Flows
201

(~,~,)
183

113%1 (14.0%)

D.o/wOfficiaIFlows
13 7 6

(1%) (3% (0.5'X)

E. Private Flows (~:'~)
11 177

(5%) (13.5%)

F. a/wFDI 171 11 160

Source: South Center, 17 March 2001

Private Foreign Investment Inflows and Official Development Assistance

Many studies have shown that since the 1990s, official development
assistance (ODA) has been declining. This decline is confirmed by the
experience ofthe Philippines as noted in a study conducted by Eduardo Tadem
for Social Watch Philippines (Tadem 2001).

The problem of declining ODA becomes more significant since this is
directed to the least developed countries.
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Trade and Globalization

Debt

The highly touted Highly Indebted Poor Income Countries (HIPle)
Initiative of the multilaterals has had limited impact. In the words of the
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assistance.

Systemic Issues

Philippine Participation in the FfD Conference
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Social Watch Philippines proposed to the United Nations Development
Program that a national consultation be held on the six agenda items on
financing for development. The official Philippine position to be presented at
the summit would therefore reflect not only the views of the Philippine
government but the different sectors of society, as well.

There were three separate consultations. The first was the consultation of
civil society organizations initiated by Social Watch Philippines. NGOs
representing the peasants, farmers, fishermen, urban poor, workers and small
businessmen, as well as women's organizations and the academe came from
different parts of the country to comment on the six agenda items and make
recommendations.

The second consultation included the different government departments
involved in financing for development. These are the Department of Finance,
Department of Budget and Management, National Economic and Development
Authority, and the Department of Trade and Industry. It was important for
the different departments to get their act together and have a common position
on the six issues. Representatives of the multilateral organizations-World
Bank, International Monetary Fund, and Asian Development Bank-were
likewise invited.

The third consultation involved the private business sector. This included
industrialists, bankers, manufacturers and leading personalities in the
business community.
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The three different groups then got together in a whole day workshop to
thresh out their different positions on the six issues. The process was repeated
when the draft of the global statement was released. A facilitator then
integrated the results of the consultations in one position paper.

The Philippine process was considered unique when contrasted to most
country delegations who were represented solely by government officials and
the views of different stakeholders were not reflected in the country position.

International Conference on Financing for Development:
Reform and Innovation?

were the words of a friend from the United Nations, one year

The words of this official reflect the high hopes and expectations of those
who believed that the summit would trigger significant changes in the
international financial system. One of the major expectations was for concrete
and measurable commitments for reform and innovation within an agreed time
frame. Another expectation is for more aDA and foreign direct investment for
countries which need them most. The issue of debt has occupied the attention
of many countries for two decades. The expectation was for a final resolution
of the debt issue. Finally, hopes were high for a revamp in the international
financial architecture. Major reforms in the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund and the regional development banks (like the Asian
Development Bank) were expected.

The International Conference on Financing for Development was held in
Monterrey, Mexico on 18-22 March 2002. The major output was Resolution 1:
The Monterrey Consensus of the International Conference on Financing for
Development. This was adopted at the 5th Plenary Meeting on 22 March 2002.
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The Philippines is a signatory to the Consensus and is therefore bound to
implement the leading actions which were agreed on.

General Comments on the Consensus

For countries, institutions and individuals expecting the conference to
trigger major reforms and innovations on a global scale, such expectation
proved too high. The document is the result of a consensus among four major
groups of players: the highly industrialized countries exemplified by the G-7
plus 1 group of countries led by the United States; the developing countries led
by the G-77 plus 1 including China; the Bretton Woods institutions, e.g., the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund, the United Nations
institutions, and the players from civil society and business institutions.
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useful for lobbying and monitoring the performance of developing countries,
including the Philippines.

Some Specific Comments
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~,;g~~o~~ :)~idge the digital divide .. .(UN: Monterrey Consensus on

Increasing Official Development Assistance. The most significant
statement in the Monterrey Consensus on the matter of official development
assistance is in paragraph 42 which urges "developed countries that have not
done so to make concrete efforts towards the target of 0.7 percent of gross
national product (GNP) as official development assistance to developing
countries and 0.15 to 0.20 percent of GNP of developed countries to least
developed countries .... "

The above paragraph was one of the most contentious issues between the
developing and developed countries, particularly the United States which
stated that it does not believe in the "arbitrary" number of 0.7 percent. While
Nordic countries have consistently exceeded this number, the United States
refuses to be bound by it. On the other hand, the G-77 group of countries was
expecting stronger language to require developed countries to fulfill this long
standing commitment.
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considered. Concrete proposals which the G-77 countries were campaigning
for were not reflected in the resolution.

Systemic Issues. The resolution called for greater transparency and
effective participation in efforts to reform the international financial
architecture. Significant issues raised called for "strong coordination of
macroeconomic policies among leading industrial countries .... " It also urged
the multilateral financial institutions, particularly IMF to give high priority to
the identification and prevention of potential crises.

For developing countries, paragraph 56 is perhaps the most relevant:

Millennium Development Goals and Financing

Another international commitment which has profound implications for
financing is the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). In 2000, the United
Nations General Assembly recognized "their collective responsibility to uphold
the principles of human dignity, equality and equity at the global level." The
member countries forged the 8-point MDG which they committed to achieve by
2015.

These goals are to:

(1) eradicate extreme poverty and hunger;
(2) achieve universal primary education;
(3) promote gender equality and empower women;
(4) reduce child mortality;
(5) improve maternal health;
(6) combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases;
(7) ensure environmental stability; and
(8) develop a global partnership for development.
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The United Nations is
resources at its command to
Nations Development Programme \ UnUI I fiUl111111bL,aL(JI

campaign manager for MDG.

and human
The United

appointed

Thus, the UNDP commissioned pilot studies in five countries, including
the Philippines, to determine the financing gaps and the needed policy
measures to attain the MDG. For the Philippines, the noted public finance
expert, Dr. Rosario Manasan of the Philippine Institute for Development
Studies (PIDb) was commissioned to generate the estimates for their
respective countries. The methodology employed, as well as the policy
prescriptions will surely be useful for comparative purposes.

The Manasan study was published by the UNDP under the title,
"Philippine Country Study on Meeting the Millennium Development Goals" in
March 2002. The study is of great interest and usefulness to Philippine
policymakers, political leaders and government officials tasked with
implementing MDG programs. It gives them a picture of the magnitude of
financing necessary to reduce poverty by 50 percent in 15 years. Furthermore,
the policy proposals are worthy of serious consideration by our policymakers.

on high cost
on whether the

Terrn Phi lippine Development Plan (MTPDP)
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If we take

FINANCING DEVELOPMENT IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA

will be attained or whether an unchanged regime of "business as usual" will
prevail.

As shown below, the total financing gap up to 2015 is P381.102 billion.
For the year 2002, P30.162 billion in additional resources is needed for MDG
alone. For 2003, P46.575 billion must be generated for MDG.

unchanged regime, the
estimates generated by' Manasan are, shown ill 'I'able 2.

If the MTPDP goals will be attained under high cost assumptions, the
estimates are shown in Table 3.

If the MTPDP goals will be attained, total financing gap up to 2015 will
be lesser at P122.398 billion. For 2002, P29.386 billion in additional funds are
needed. For 2003, P27.614 billion more is necessary

(1)

(2) mobilization ofLGlJs as effective partners i n meeting the J\.1DG;
(3)

services;
(4) utilization of cost-effective modes of delivering services;
(5) efficient and effective utilization of resources;
(6) a policy environment conducive to sustained growth and allows

the poor to participate in and benefit from such growth; and
(7) a stronger population management program.

Romancing the Fiscal Deficit:
Can the 2002 Budget Finance MDG?

The year 2002 has been characterized by a continuing debate on the fiscal
deficit between and among government policymakers, politicians, market
players, media and the general public. The first part of the debate is: will the
deficit target of P130 billion be met? Government policymakers stoutly
answered "yes!" while market players, media and the academic community
said no. This went on for six months until the government reluctantly
conceded and revised the year-end target to P155 billion. A few days ago, it
was bannered at P180 billion by a leading newspaper, quoting a government
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Table 2. Resource Gaps-Unchanged Regime High Cost Assumption
(In million pesos)

Year Education Health
Water and

TotalSanitation

2002 23,734 5,733 696 30,163

2003 40,991 4,662 923 46,575

2004 48,142 4,257 1,013 53,412

2005 46,307 4,504 1,033 51,845

2006 41,203 4,836 1,009 47,049

2007 34,569 5,008 970 40,547

2008 29,499 5,197 980 35,676

2009 21,852 5,119 933 27,903

2010 12,669 5,394 911 18,974

2011 3,503 4,319 850 8,672

2012 (2,008) 4,454 870 5,323

2013 (8,393) 4,348 835 5,183

2014 <15,756) 4,224 845 5,069

2015 (24,214) 3,920 790 4,710

2002-15 381,102

Table 3. Resource Gaps-MTPDP High Cost Assumption
(In rrrillion pesos)

Year Education Health
lVaterand

TotalSanitation

2002 23,296 5,504 585 29,386

2003 23,334 3,565 716 27,614

2004 27,592 3,547 805 31,944

2005 19,910 3,543 721 24,174

2006 3,237 2,953 562 6,752

2007 (8,926) 1,516 461 1,977

2008 <13,656) (111) 323 323

2009 (47,431) (2,135) 182 182

2010 (65,580) (3,838) 46 46

2011 (82,621) (6,692) (82)

2012 (102,171) (8,842) (233)

2013 (124,547) (11,395) (409)

2014 (150,106) (14,509) (654)

2015 (179,249) (17,934) (893)

2002-15 122,398
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As for the MDG financing requirements, it is obvious that these are not
met under the present regime of budget cuts. To find out how government
agencies were faring under the 2002 budget, we interviewed officials of the
Departments of Health (DOH), Education (DepEd), and Social Welfare and
Development (DSWD).

The Department of Budget and Management has the discretion to decide
whether or not to release the remaining 25 percent of NNC and the entire NC.

In the DEPED, budgetary releases were mostly for mandatory items of
Maintenance and Other Operating Expenses (MOOE) and Personal Services
(PS).

The MDG calls for additional financing. The budget cuts have resulted in
reduced financing.

Proposed Budget for 2003 and MDG

2006



an unchanged regime, "it is business as usual." At this time, with the huge
deficit and brutal budget cuts, it is "less than business as usual." The MTPDP
goals on economic growth and population management are threatened.

Analyses of the 2003 budget have already been made by academics and
think tanks. The presidential budget message makes no mention of the MDG.
Emphasis is laid on the need for a strong republic and the imperative to stamp
out criminality and terrorism

For example, 7,000 military troops and 5,000 policemen, jailguards and
firemen will be hired. Increases in the salaries of the police and military are
provided for. Only last week, these increases were announced by the President
herself.

In the meantime, there are decreases in the budgets of DOH, DSWD and
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR). Only the
DepEd budget is increased slightly by 1.3 percent even as pointed out by
Manasan, enrolment in public schools is projected to grow by more than three
percent.

Proposed appropriations for the hiring of new teachers amounting to P2.9
billion were scrapped. This is a cause for concern since this is one of the
commitments of the Philippine government to the MDG. Proposed allocations
for textbooks and desks were also reduced.

In the case of DOH, proposed appropriations for family planning and
other family health programs, as well as assistance to primary and secondary
care hospitals were likewise scrapped.

Without doubt, there is need to protect the people from the of
criminality and terrorism. Bullets and bombs can kill; so can
pneumonia, tuberculosis, HIV and other diseases.

Governance in a time of terror must be balanced with governance for
better health, improved education, more shelter, better environment and more
jobs.

More Reforms and Innovations?

countries.
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of budgeting in the Philippines is perhaps among the most
systems and technology. The DBM has been undergoing

continuous reforms since the 1950s when performance budgeting was
introduced for the first time. New strategies and techniques developed abroad
eventually find their way to the Philippines through technical assistance and
training.

Believe it or not, leading revenue agencies, especially the Bureau of
Internal Revenue are staffed with highly trained professionals, including those
in the field of systems design and information technology.

The Bureau of Treasury's electronic auction system is the first such
system in Asia and is among the best. Some of the features of the small
investors program are superior to those of other countries.

The proficiency of the auditors of the Commission on Audit is recognized
by the fact that it has been on the Board of Auditors of the United Nations
since the 1980s. COA has served as Chair of the UN Board of Auditors for
several terms.

Are Reforms and Innovations Enough?

In the Philippines, the problem in financing for development is not so
much a dearth of systems, methods and technology. The problem is policy and
the. policy choices which are made. Hence, the current fiscal policy debate.

Public policy is forged, not by computers and sophisticated information
technology but by informed public debate on policy options and political
actions.

Cholera and its Variants

"Cholera occurs the whole year round," according to the National
Epidemiology Center of the Department of Health. It continues to plague the
Philippines and many developing countries where it is dangerously endemic.

Cholera has its non-physical variants which are equally virulent and
contagious. For one, we have the fiscal deficit which pundits claim has already
reached choleric magnitudes.



In the Time of Cholera

"How noble this city must be," he would say, " for we have spent
four hundred years trying to finish it off and we still have not succ eeded."

Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Laue In the Time of Cholera

True, we have not succeeded in destroying this country for four hundred
eighty-one years. If we do not make the appropriate policy decisions soon and
take action, we might finally succeed.
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Book Review

President ERAP: A Sociopolitical
and Cultural Biography
of Joseph Ejercito Estrada

RICARDO T. JOSE*

The publication of this book in English makes available to the non
Filipino speaking audience this important biography of President Joseph
"Erap" Estrada. The original, Filipino was the first full-length,
documented and scholarly examination Joseph "Erap" Estrada.
Written by an illustrious Filipino historian, Zeus A. Salazar, that
biography based on extensive research - shows how Erap was the culmination
of a historical trend towards nationhood. With the publication of this English
translation ably translated by noted writer Sylvia Mendez Ventura, the
message of Dr. Salazar in interpreting the Erap phenomenon will reach a more
varied audience, in the Philippines and abroad.

Comments I made regarding the original Filipino edition are applicable to
this English translation, and merit repeating: Dr. Salazar goes beyond Erap
the man and places him in the context of Philippine history and society. Dr.
Salazar shows how the Philippines became split during Spanish period, during
which time the masses became separated from the illustrados, the elites. The
unity of Bayan - the masses - was challenged by the nacian of the elites. The
Philippine revolution fought for Bayan; but a counter-revolution took place
wherein the elites took over. Virtually all of the presidents of the Philippines
came from the elite, representing their interests. Erap, as president, brought a
great change in bringing the government back to the masa, the true Bayan; he
was a step forward towards national unification. As Dr. Salazar points out, he

"Profe ssor. Department of History, College of Social Sciences and Philosophy, University
of the Philippines Diliman.
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in business, felt threatened and attempted to destabilize the Erap
administration. Coup plans and extra-constitutional plots were hatched, and
Oplan 3Ds - Destabilization, Disaffection and Disinformation - was launched.
The constitutional process - impeachment - was eventually followed, but when
it broke down, EDSA II broke out.

The book builds up dramatically to the crisis: after discussing the first
one hundred days, Dr. Salazar examines Erap's administration in detail,
including the rising criticism of Erap. The impeachment trial is narrated day
by day, and the outbreak of EDSA II is tackled hour by hour. This is followed
by an analysis of what happened, citing documentary sources (many of which
are presented in full) to show how the extra-Constitutional event led to
problems of legitimacy for the next administration. The many unresolved
issues remain, and because of the lack of closure, the country is still struggling
to steady - nay, to find - itself. The old politics has not apparently changed,
leading to demoralization which a true leader might have righted.

The book contains quotes from many documentary sources, some of which
are printed in full. It can thus be seen also as a documentary history of Er ap's
life and times.

This hefty tome is Volume I of a projected two volumes. The second
volume promises to continue where Volume I ended, and examine the plunder
trial, the politics of EDSA II, and on to the presidency of Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo, the elections of 2004, and FPJ.

This is a pro-Erap biography. But it is one that is rooted in a larger
framework, and one that is especially needed now in order to see more clearly
the problems the country faces today. Although we are still very close to the
events, and the plunder trial continues on, as do the various legal problems
and implications arising from EDSA II, Dr. Salazar's biography is important to
set things in perspective. He further shows that the goals of EDSA III - which
were dismissed or ignored by the elite - are a continuation of past ideals of the
people and should not be dismissed. Rather, the process of bringing about true
change and returning the country to the people still continues.
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publication of the English version, non-Filipino readers will have access to this
thought-provoking book. Together with the original Filipino edition, this
biography ofErap - also a commentary on Filipino society and history - should
make Filipinos and those interested in the Philippines think more deeply
about Erap the man and the Philippines.
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